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General Vlew of Superconducting

Alternator

on 150 hp drive.

Abstr<lct
After a brier review of the general properties of superconI

ductors, th~ difficulties encountered in employing superconducting
\·1iresin solenoids are de se rd bed, together wi th the measures it has
been found necessartJ to take in ord.er to cons t ruc t coils with sati s.,

factory performance.

A comprehensive review of th~ attempts and

proposals in the literature tl) emp'Loy supe re ondue tors in rotating
enn,re;yconver-ter-s

and an "".ppr3.i~?.l
of each, is then given.

The possibilities

of utilizing

superconduc tdrig l;indings in

cor.v~ntional types of rotating machines are then ex~~ined, ~nd it
is sho~~ that probably only the d.c. homopolar machine, the syn-

chronous machine and a toroid~l reciprocating eenerator propos~d
by

HarroHeJl are suitable for development with superconducting

·Hind.:ings.The present s tate of development of super-conduc td.ng d ,c ,
h0~cpolar machinp.s is described, and the econo~~c and m~rket
prC's9")ctsfo-r such !",tlchines
assessed
dab.

on tho<?basic:;of th~ limited

~'Tail"iblesupplemented by reasonab'Ie

assumptions.

Desie;n

procedures for the Harrowell mach.i ne are proposed. and from these
sOMe conclllsions are drawn rry~arding its characteristics.

The

prospects for superconducting synchronous ~enerators are examined
fo:!'use in h.r:3e power- systems and shown to be promising, but for
21 reraft

cpplic.:? tacns

"lith ratings

i t i~ shown

there is r.o case for Machines

below 1 NVAat 400 Hz.

theories of synchr-onous
exami ned ard proposals
two-axi s theory

'Ihe

in'ldequ.'lciesof existing-

machines to cover superccnducting
are put forwat'ri to nodify

types are

the conventicnal

for the superconduc tdng case inchld.inc;!larameter

The experimental

work :reported covers

a.nd testing of a. 400 Hz rota tine armature

the design,

synchronous

with a rating of 50 kVA initially, but capable
to 100 kVA subsequently.

construction
generator,

of being extended
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SI Ur.its are used throughout this thesis,

except '\-There
noted in the text.

Usually

this is ......
here values or eqll?,tions are t.aken
f'r-cm r'?f~renc8:='.

1

j~ Introduction, ,and Objp.ctivp.s.
1.1

Eackgroun<!.
The phenomenon of superconductivity

and its resistanceless

state

was discovered in the period when electrical machines were still'in
their infancy.

'!he early visions of lossless currents being utilised

in commercial engineering applications were soon dashed by the discovery
that magnetic fields of less than one tenth of those employed in electrical machines would cause the superconductors known at that time to
revert to the normal resistive state.
No progress in the application of superconductivity

to rotating

electrical machines was even contemplated for half a century until the
discovery in 1961 of an intermetallic compound, ~"oJSn, which could
remain in the superconducting state in magnetic fields of several times
those norIl'Allyemployed in commercial machines.

Progress on super-

conducting machinery since then has been slow, and sometimes disappointing
in technical achievement or economic advantage.
developments in superconductors

In spite of many

themselves and in cryogenic technology,

an economically viable and technically successful rotating electric
motor or generator is not, as far as is known. in commercial operation
at the present time.
Yet considerable optimism continues to be expressed that superconducting II'~chinescan be successfully developed.

(1,2)

In a survey

based on the Delphi method of forecasting carried out in 1970, (3).
,the median of ~~e opinions expressed was that there was about 60~
probability of significant numbers of large superconducting
~chines

d.c.

(1000 h.p. upwards) being in commercial operation in 1980,

2

and about 80~ probability of them being in commercial operation Qy
1985.

Corresponding

8% in 1980 and 36%

probabilities for superconducting

cables were

in 1985. while for power transformers

li ty expressed was 3% in 1985.

the probabi-

It is the object of this study to

examine whether or not this optimism is justified, and if so. which
types of rotating machines are likely to be developed and the areas
of application in which they will ba used.

1.2 Prospectus of study.
For this thesis a very brief review is ~Ade of the general
properties of superconductors

relevant to an understanding

possible applications in rotating electromechanical
An

account of experience with superconducting

possibilities of utilising superconductors

of their

energy converters.

solenoids and the

in electrical machines is

given including a consideration of the cryogenic and eoonomic aspects.
The design, construction and performance of a laborato~

superoonducting

synchronous generator are described. and the prospects assessed for
electrical machines utilising superconductors

being used in the future.

3

2.

2.1

General Properties of Superconductors
in Relation to Solenoids.

Basic Characteristics.
It is proposed to give a brief outline of the basic characteris-

tics of superconductors in order to assist in the understanding
their application to solenoids in rotating machines.

of

Fulleraccounts

can be found in the books by Lynton and Kuper listed in the bibliography
and the ~eview articles qy Livingston and Schadler (4), Dew-Hughes

(S)

Catterall (6). and others (7, 8).
Superconductivity

is pri~Arily characterised by a total loss of

electrical resistivity in a step
reduced to near absolute zero.

transition as the temperature is
The temperature at which the transition

occurs is referred to as the critical temperature. Tc' which is
characteristic

of the material.

The highest value of Tc for an element

1s approxtmat.e'Iy8K for m.obfum, folloi.redby lead wi th ~ value of Te.

of 7.22K and ranging down to 0.1,11" for iridium.

'!hematerial with

the hiehest value of Tc discovered so far 1s a composition of niobium.
alumirlium and germanium for l-1hichT is 20.1 K.
c

The actual value of T depends very little on the particular sample
e

on which the measurement is made. but the range of temperature over which
the resistance falls to zero depends very markedly on its physical
and chemical state.

It varies from 10-3K for a pure crystal (e.g. tin)

to 10-1K or more for impure or strained specimens.
The question of whether superconductivity

is a state of complete

absence of resistivity or one in ,..hich the resistivity has an extremely
small value has been answered qy several ver,y careful and accurate
experiments.

In these, a current established in a superconducting

4

ring is found to persist without attenuation for a considerable
period of time.

The absence of any detectable decay over a period
(9)
of many months has enabled Quinn and Ittner
.to put an upper
limit of 10-25 ohIn-m on the resistivity of the superconductor.
It is the absence of electrical resistance in superconducting
material, and consequently the absence of Joule energy dissipation,
that provides the ~Ain incentive to investigate
ductors in technological applications.

the use of supercon-

If these applications are

to be adopted on any scale, they must be not only technically
superior to the alternatives, but offer economic advantages as well.
Unfortunately,

superconductors

cannot carry arbitrarily large currents

and in addition, the superconducting
specimen

qy

state can be destroyed in a

the application of a magnetic field greater than a

cri tical value H.
H depends on the ma ter1al and the temperature,
c
c
and is zero at T •
c
There are thus three quanti ties with cri tical values which will
cause a return to the nomal
~tually

state.

These critical values are not·

independent but are rather the extreme values of a bounding

surface between the normal and superconducting
in fig. 1.

states, as indicated

For values of current, magnetic field and temperature

inside the cri tical surface, the material is superconducting,

and

normal if the combinatio~ of values is outside.
A further property which characterises
the Heissner effect.

superconductivity

It is found that irrespective

magnetic history of a super6onductor,

is

of the previous

the magnetic :t'luxis expelled

from the sample as soon as it becomes superconducting.

Superconductors

in which the flux is completely expelled (except for a very small

5

H

T

I

Fig.1

Relationship
fer ideal

of critical

superconductor.

current, field and temperature

6

penetration depth at the surface) right up to He are referred to as
type I. Other superconductors,

type II, exist which behave in a

sir.d.larway to type I in low fields, but at high fields the flux
penetrates partially into the superconductor.

In

type I materials,

the flux penetrates the superconductor at the critical field R

c

or

cri tical temperature T • and the rna terial reverts to the normal
e
resistive state. In type II materials, however. the flux enters
in discrete amounts with a gradual change to the normal state.
TYPe I superconductors have low values of critical field and
critical ~emperature, while the type II materials have very much
higher values of these quantities.

It is with type

n,

sometimes

referred to as hard superconductors, lomich are capable of retaining
their superconducting characteristics in magnetic fields of over
20T and relative~y high temperatures (up to 20K) with high current
10
2
densities (over 10 A/m), that it would seem appropriate to attempt
to employ commercially in electrical machines.
2.2

~
An

II Sunerconductivi t:y.·
ideal type-II bulk superconductor with zero demagnetizing

coefficient remains fully superconducting ar~ fully diamagnetic only
below a lower critical field Hc
1

«Hc).

trate, and does so progressively'with

Flux then begins to peneincreasing external'fieLd,

until at an upper critical field, HC2 penetration is complete
(H ::> H ). Above H
the superconductor resumes the nomal state.
c2
c
c2
'lhe penetration of flux into the bulk material occurs in such a
way that the total free energy is minimised and a series of supercor.ducting and normal domains are formed in the penetration layer.
This is known as the mixed state.

7"

In the mixed state,

it

is considered that the flux penetrates

in the form of quantized flux threads

(fluxoids or fiuxons).

flux thread is regarded as a line entity
field

consisting

of supercurrent.
I boundary I

central
its

parallel

The partly nomal core can be looked upon as the

between the surrounding superconducting phase and a

line of normal phase.

Each isolated

At HC1flux begins to penetrate
begin to interaot

on each other.

flux thread carries

within

a single quantum of magnetic

flux q, , and it has been shown (10) that
o

~

0

= 2.067

abruptly until

X

10-15wb.

the flu.x6ids

Abrikosov, whose paper in 1957 (10)

the present understanding of the magnetization of type II

superconductors,
resulted

to the external

of a partly normal core and surrounded by a vortex

core and surrounding current vortex,

initiated

Each

ilL

considered that a square lattice

was that which

the lowest energy, but more recent work (notably that

of Hatricon (11) and Kleiner et a1 (12), and experimental evidence
(13) shows that a triangular
As the external

field

lattice

increases,

results

in the lowest energy.

more and more fluxoids

and becomemore closely packed 'td th their

penetrate

ourrent vortices

over-

Lappmg,

111is results

in looal forces of mutual repulsion,

resultant

of which is balanced by the action of the external

As Hc is approached, the inter-fluxoid
2
flux thread cores begin to overlap until

the
field.

distanoe deoreases and the
at HC2the bulk of the

specimen is completely normal.
For fields

than Ho ' a sample should be fully normal
2
if it is assuned that there is an infir.ite mediumand if boundary
effects

greater

are neglected.

st.

that at a plane dielectric

James and de Gennes (14) have shown
insulator-superconductor

surface,

8

is present at fields in excess of Hc

superconductivity

up to a
2

111ebulk of the material is normal,
value referred to as Hc.
J
but a superconducting sheath persists in the surface regions
parallel to the applied field.

From the theory of Ginsburg and

Landau, it has been shown that HC) = 1.69.5Hc2. '!heratio of H
to H

c2

oJ

has often been verified (15,16), but the presence of a

normal metal in place of the insulator is found to reduce Hc •
J
2.)

Flux Pin1'1..in!!.
It follows from .AmpereI s law,

J

= curl

ii
2

(~rhere J is the current density in amperes/m ),

that if a current

is to be carried in a superconductor there musf be a non-uniform
magnetic field.

The uniform, tri~~gular lattice of fluxoids

inherent in the basic model of an ideal type II superconductor,
would appear therefore to be incapable of carrying appreciable
current.

Actual materials 'used in magnets are known to be capable

of sustaining very hiRh current densities.

The mechanism Qy which

they can do so is attributed to "pinning" of the magne td.cflux by
tr
microstru~u~l variations such as small cavities, defects, insulating
second-phase particles, dislocations, strains, etc., and thus causing
a field gradient.

This idea was outlined by Anderson (17), and

extended by Anderson and Kim(18) to explain the results of Kim et
(19,20 )
al
•
Anderson showed that "flux creep", a slow motion of flu.xoids,
could be explained by ass~ming that bundles of fluxoids were thermally
activated over free energy barriers arising from the pinning effect of
inhornogeneities.

9

As an example of the effects of pinning forces produced ~J
i~homogeneities on the distribution of internal flux, consider a
long slablike specimen in increasing longitudinal magnetic field.
Once the surface barrier has been penetrated, flux threads will be
driven into the specimen, but inhomogeneities will impede this
motion and tend to pin the flux threads at low energy positions.
An increase in external field, and a corresponding increa·se in

driving force on a flux tbread, will be necessary to move it further
into the specimen.
Once·the flux thread has moved into the specimen a distance
appreciably greater than the penetration depth, it will no longer
experience any force from the external field.

It can be moved from

a pinning centre Qy forces from neighbouring flux threads, those
nearer the surface pushing it deeper and those further from the
surface pushing it back towards the surface.

'!hisyields a net

magnetic forward force proportional to the gradient of the flux
thread density.
Kim et al consider spatial variation of the free energy to be
as (a) in fig. 2.

This results in pinning of flux bundles (b),

the free energy of a bundle being lowest at points where the free
energy in (a) is highest.
are subjected toa

~~en a current flows (so that thefluxoids

Lorentz force) the free energy is effectively

lowered, as in (c);

if the effective height of the peaks is suf-

ficiently low, the bundles may escape

qy

thermal activation.

Various workers have endeavoured to evaluate the forces on a
single flux thread due to neighbouring fluxoids.

According to

Friedel, de Gennes and Natr1con (21), the force Fm per unit length,

10

(b)

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram.
illustra ting

Cc)

-<-_ .._---_. -

Fi~.

3 Schematic illu~tration
equivalent

of current vortices

to macroscopic Ll'l.ternal currents.

being

nux:

creep.

11

on the flux thread is given by:

=

F
m

(1 )

where x is the distance normal to the slab surface,
b is the local average internal field.
[~]

is the derivative of the ideal reversible E-H curve
b

at the value of b.
A more general form of (1) has been derived by Evetts and Campbell
(22). for 'the driving force in a general non-equilibrium distribution
of flux lines.
At zero temperature, the flux thread cannot be unpinned until
the ~~gnetic driving force overcomes the pinning force F
the defects.

p

caused by

This defines a critical flu-~ gradient in which F

p

=

F
m

and given by:

U~)

c ~. Fp. ~o

where F

P

as well as WE]

LdHJ

[~Jb

(2)

can be a function of b.

As the external

b

field increases, flux will continue to move into ~~e specimen until
the flux gradient everywhere has decreased to just below this
critical value.
Thus the magnetization of the speci~en can be deter~~ned on
this "critical nux gradient" concept from the flux distribution
obtained from a knowledge of (ab/Ox)

c

as a function of b, together

't·Tith a boundary condition to establish b near the specimen surface.
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Since the defects resist flux penetration, -H will be higher
in increasing fields than for a defect-free specimen.

In a

decreasing field, flux will tr.y to escape against the resistance
of defects, the flux gradients will be reversed and -M will be
less than for a defect-free specimen.
The internal macroscopic flux gradients ~b/ox are related to
internal macroscopic currents parallel to the slab surface through
Naxwell's equations by:

=
~here J

y

/

JJ.

0

J

(3)

Y

is the current density.

This enables an equivalent dis-

cussion based on critical currents to replace that based on
critical internal flux gradients.

These internal macroscopic

currents result from the superposition of the microscopic current
vortices round each flux thread, and can be illustrated as in fig. 3.
From (1) and (3), F =
m

length.

"Hence

Fv

f

J
0

y

[d!!] per flux thread pP.runit
dB b

.

the magnetic driving force per unit volwne is:
= nF

m

=

bJ

y

[91!]
dB

b

Where n is the local density of flux threads.

This is in the form

of a macroscopic Lorentz force, except for the factorrdHJ
ldB

•(17,18,21)
b

For high flux densities in ~Aterials used for magnet wires,

.

[dR]
dEb

is nearly unity, and it is satisfactory to consider the magnetic
driving force as equivalent to the local macroscopic Lorentz force
and expressed as FL

= F =
In

Jx

B.
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However

rdH]

ldB

departs appreciably from unity for some other superb

conducting materials, and for all type II superconductors

[~]

dB b

approaches infinity as b approaohes zero.
2.4

E1ux

Creep and Flux Flow.

At non-zero temperatures, thermal activation permits flux
motion even if the magnetic force on a flux thread is less ~~an
the pinning force, (i.e. F < F ). The Anderson model allows some
m
p
flux motion, or "flux creep" (mentioned previously), even at low
gradients, as the system is always slowly moving towards equilibrium.

Flux creep is analogous to mechanical creep, and it has

been observed experimentally

(20 and 23) that once the external

magnetio field has been set at a given value, the magnetic state
of a specimen develops linearly with the logari~~

of the time, as

is characteristic of creep phenomena.
Goo~~an (8), in re7iewing the magnetization experiments of Kim
and his co-vlOrkers (and the results of other workers), quotes the
average velocity VL of the vortex lines in flux creep as being of
the order of 10-7 to 10-10 ro/sec. Further, in the lind. t of small
VL in the flux creep regime, VL and consequently also the voltage,
vary approxi.matezy exponentially wi th the current densi ty. In the
oppos i te litni t of large V , the voltage is found to be a linear
L

function of the current density.

The flux motion occurring under

this condition is referred to as flux flow, and in this case. Goodman
2
gives a value for V of the order of 10- to 10-4 m/sec.
L
In flux flow, it is considered that the driving forces are
opposed principally by a viscous drag acting on the vortex lines,

and from a consideration of this mechanism, the energy dissipation
associated with flux flow can be estimated.

Although this dissi-

pation is quite different from ordinary ohmic dissipation,

it has

lead to the idea of a resistivity being associated with flux flow.
It has been suggested that this electrical resistance observed
below HC2 originates in an e.m.f. induced by flux flow, but it
appears that there are serious fr..l]").damental
objections to this idea.
It does not seem possible to explain the occurrence of steady
voltages in this way, although the possibility of transient voltages
is not excluded.
In more defect-free materials, a similar mechanism for explaining
resistive transitions is not applicable since the flux-creep and
flux-flow concepts are not relevant.

However if it is supposed

that a flt~:oid subject to a Lorentz force and not balanced by
pinning forces moves across the specimen at a rate determined by a
velocity-dependent

retarding force, then a voltage will be observed,

as in flux creep and flux flo.of. 'This supposition is open to the same
objections as in flux creep and flux flow but may account for many
of the resistive properties observed.
Neasurements

of the voltage appearing along a specimen as a

runcta on of the current at constant temperature.

and

magnetic field.

(24, 25) show that the current at which a voltage first appears is
dependent on the physical condition of the sample (i.e. the density
and strength of pinning centres).

At high values of current, however,

the voltage is linear with current and the slope
flow resistivity

f f)

cV/oI

(termed flux_

is found to be independent of the physical

condition, in acoordance with the flux-flow concept.

But against
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this, it is found that the magnitude of the voltage is much larger
than the normal electron drag mechanism would suggest.
Other loss mechanisms have been introduced by Tinkham (26)
and Stephen and Bardeen (27) which give good quantitative agreement with the above measurements.

Because of the vortex nature

of the fluxoids, Magnus forces (analogous in hydromechanics)
be expected.
resolved.

might

'Ihereis disagreement on this, and it has not been

As Goodman points out in his review, while there is little

doubt that the dissipative process,
connected·with

(£

which

Ff

is a measure, is

the normal electron-like excitations associated

with the core of each vortex line, no general microscopic theor,r of
the field and temperature dependence offf has yet been formulated.

2.5 Flux

Jllr.1.pS and Superconducting Hagnets.

One problem of utilizing type II superconductors in magnets is
the tendency of the ~~re to return to the normal state in a catastrophic manner.

'!hiseffect is associated 'With the heating

resul ting from discontinuous changes of the flux called

II

flux jUIl".ps
II •

Flux jumps are found to occur at reproducible values of the
magnetic field (28, 29, 30):

they are most common when the field

gradients are steep, and this explains the prevalence of jumps at
low temperatures wnen steep gradients are inevitable.

The rate at

vmich the magnetic field is changed can have considerable influence
on the probability of a flux ju.'llP
occurring.

IITrainingll

(i.e.

raising and then lowering the current just before the field is
r~i5ed through the 'da..Ylgerousvalue)
militates against flux jumps
'
because of the reduction in steep gradient following from a re-
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arrangement of the magnetic field,(31,

32).

Considerable temperature rise is associated 'With a flux jump,
and gives support to the idea that catastrophic jumps occur when the
thero.Al diffusivity is insufficient to carry away the heat resulting
from the movement of the flux, especially as the diffusivity is
likely to be unfavourable in superconducting rnatenals

used in magnets.

Factors affecting diffusivity and the thermal instability resulting
in a flux jump are the thermal conductivity, specific heat, normal.
state resistivity, and the temperature dependence of flux motion.
The energy dissipation mechanism is influenced by the nature ot the
pinning centres, the overall energy gap, the local flux distribution
and

the ra.te of field change.

Surrounding the superconductor with

a normal metal usually decreases the frequency of flux jumps,
probably because the eddy currents in the normal metal protect the
superconductor from high rates of field change, and the nOrIJ1AImetal
will affect the diffusion of heat from the superconductor.
aspects are considered in detail later on in Section

These

3.3 •

Flux jumps may be initiated by a therYl"Al,electrical or mechanical disturbance, which gives rise initially to small flux movements,
but which rapidly propagate through comparatively large volumes of
the superconductor and develop into an avalanche· (33).

It has been

shown (8) that flux jumps may move 'With a speed of the order of 1 to
100 m/sec.

There are several indications that flttx jumping is a

nearly adiabatic process in which either the ~Agnetic work done ~l
external sources or the energy liberated by mutual ~~ihilat1on

of

fluxoids is sufficient to heat the superconductor locally sufficiently
to render it normal for the duration of the flux j~~p.
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Another and even more serious instability occurring 'W"ithsolenoids
should be mentioned in passing (S). It occurs when the field is
reversed beyond -Hc ' wen

flux entering the superconductor will be

.1.

attracted by the previously trapped flux of opposite sign, and annihilation will occur.

The energy released thereb,y ~AY be sufficient

to heat the superconductor above its critical temperature

(34).

Flux jumps and inhomogeneities can be detected b.1 observation.
Wertheimer and Gilchrist

(35. 36)

have measured the speed of flux

jumps by using the Faraday rotation technique and used a high speed
cine-camera to film the evolution of flux jumps with time.

They

demonstrate that the diffusivity depends on the flux flow resistivity,

ff.

They shot-lthat flux jumps appear to fall in two categories:

"regular" jumps with a smooth boundary associated with pure specimens,
and irregular jumps having a very irregularly shaped boundary which

occur exclusively in alloy samples.

The flux jumps are reluctant to

coalesce and new flttX jumps tend to be displaced by already existing
flux regions.

Considerable heat is evolved during massive flux

jumps evidenced by bubble formation lasting a few milliseconds near
to the specimen.

A redistribution

of flux follows a flux jump which

is presumed to be linked with thermal conduction effects.

With a

given sample, the flux jumps are smaller but more frequent as the
temperature is lowered.
2.6 .~R.n I s Cri tical state Nodel.
Bean (37, 38) derived a model based on the cri tical current
concept (or critical internal flux gradients) for describing the
~Agnetic behaviour of a type II superconductor containing defects.
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The time dependence

of magnetization

associated with flux creep is

ignored, and it is assumed t.l).at
the distribution

of internal flux

is such that the gradient is alloJaysequal to the cri.tical gradient.
This is a quasi-equilibrium

state between the magnetic forces on

flux lines and the pinning forces.
critical current density J.

c

The current density is then the

Above certain values of an applied

field and transport current the critical ·state breaks down, the
fluxoids move against the viscous forces of the pinning centres and
'flux flow' occurs.
Bean .further assumed in addition to the cri tical flux gradient
and corresponding

critical current, that J

c

is independent

of B.

'Ibe boundary condition for B at the surface chosen by Bean lolasto
let B approach the external field.

A preferable boundary value for

B is Be ' the internal flux density in equilibrium with the external
q

fieldJloH, in a defect-free material.

This is a poor approximation

at 10vl fields, because of surface barrier, but is probably fairly
good vlell above Hc1'
l!acroscopic internal fields and induced currents across the
cross-section

of a long slab specimen in a field parallel to it can

plotted for different values of increasing field H> H • vJhen
c1
the field is applied, the flux penetrates only to a depth determined

be

~J

the strength of the pinning centres.

The circulating

currents are everywhere equal to the critical value J

c

screening
and the depth

of penetration is given ~J:

=
Distribution

H

J

=

c

of internal flux density B(x) and macroscopic

internal

B~)l J
-I~I-

-1.61-

_.:JC

Fig.4;

B(x.)t

·-_x
Fig. 5

B(y:)t

Fig. 6

._-'---

-.----:Jc.

:r(x)~1 ...._
' __

Fig. 7
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current density J(x) across section of imperfect type II superconductor

(according to the Bean model) is as shown in fig. 4.

If the field is increased and the slab thickness
small enough, the nux
(fig. 5).

J

c

now!lows

srn

Jc are

can penetrate to the centre of the slab
throughout the specimen, which is now said

to be in the "critical state".

For any further increase in field,

B(x) merely moves upwards as in fig. 6.
In decreasing field, defects restrict the expulsion of flux,
and flux gradients and induced macroscopic currents of the opposite
sign progress inwards from the surface.
field, the resulting distributions

On return to zero external

of the flux and current densities

are shown in fig. 7.
2.7

Tmnrovements in Bean IS Crij:.j.._cal
State Nodel for Practical Cases.
The ass~~ption that Jc is independent of flux density is useful

for qualitative discussion, but is rarely valid in practical. cases,
and various empirical relationships have been established for the
variation of Jc with B. For example, Kim, Hempstead and Strnad
(19, 23) inYestigated the resistive states (i.e. energy dissipative
states) of hard superconductor-s by cylindrical tube magnetization
equivalent resistance measurements,

and

and found that the high-field

Lorentz force could be represented b,y a single parameter

=

(B + B )
c
0
'Where B is a. consta.nt of the
v(

o

(6)

J

IrA

terial.

They also measured the

temperature dependence ofot, and found that the persistent currents
decayed as the logarithm of time.

Silcox ~d

Rollins (39) developed

a m0del to calculate B as a function of position in a type II
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superconductor

utilizing

the actua.l Lorentz force and giving

ee ,

J B =
o

'lhis is equivalent
H

to the Anderson model for fields

• 'lhis relationship

is foUOHed approximately by some practical

C1

magne t

materials,

relation

particularly

Nb Sn, but usually

results.

~ making certain

regarding

the field

distribution

at the surface

material,

Friedel,

de Gennes and Hatricon

1

ex. =

J (B + Bo>

assumptions
of a non-ideal

(21) develop a different

for the magnetic force on a vortex line,

well above Hc ' however-, it
Irie

the

3

gives better

expression

well above

but for fields

reduces to the Kim-Anderson form.
.

and Yaroatuji (40) suggest a refinemp-nt to the Silcox e.nd Rollins

expression

)'-1
and give J c = 0<. / B
, where'i

is a number \>michshould

Jie in the range 1 < '1< 2.
All the above oxpressions
functions
setting

for the critical-current

Urban (41) in

assume that tX. is independent of' field.
out to explain

above ~~d similar

some experimental

eA~ressions found that

cies between the experimental

and various

results

density

in terns of the

there were large discrepanpredicted

results.

It

appeared to him that a probable source of these discrepancies
be the implicit
result

of further

assumptacn that 0<. is independent of field,
investigation

for the field-dependence

0<. (B)

=

developed the following

and as a

expression

of a:

cXcV-toHC2
- B),

whereoC is a field-independent,
c

but temperature-dependent

t--lhenthis value for deB) is inserted
current

might

constant.

in equ , (6), the value of cri tical

is given by:
Jc

= c(c [C,oHC2- B)/(Bo + B)]

(8)

This is a functional form which vanishes at the upper critical
field

HC2

and approaches a large. fini te value

C(C

(PoHC2 /B 0) at

B

=

O.

'lhevalidity of equ, (8) has been tested empirically, but only for
}fu-2S%Zr for which remarkable agreement with measurements is claimed
.by Urban.

The cri tical state model can be used to predict magnetization
behaviour from a known Jc (B). Although it has the advantage of
simplicity, it has certain limitations.

Flux creep can occur at any

values of J and B and thus there is no precise 'critical state'.
Nevertheless, a critical state may be defined as that at which the
rate of flux creep falls be Low a practically observable lirni t.
2.8

Lim tations of Critical state Nadel.

The model referred
to previous~
,.
is an oversimplification.

as the critical state model, .

Besides the assumption of Jc being inde-

pendent of flux and the necessity of using an empirical relation
be tween J c and B for application of the model to a practical case,
it also neglects factors which would caUse the average depth of
pinning centres to be field dependent.

This may occur if the pinning

centre is also superconductive but with different properties (e.g.
different dependence of free energy on field) from that of the matrix,
or if the pinning centre is ferromagnetic.

Furthermore, simple

cri tical sta.temodels have two further shortcomings:

they ignore

the role of sheath currents and they assume strictly isothermal
conditions during penetration of current and flux.

The role of sheath

currents, "'hile important in the behaviour of type II materials and
in measurements of their magnetization characteristics, probably has.
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little effect on the performance of superconducting

magnets.

Clearly

the isothermal assumption is by no means valid in many situations,
and departures from isothe~Al
peCuliarities

of superconducting

conditions give rise to some of the
magnets;

this will be discussed in

detail later.
Further, difficulties

arise if attempts are made to apply expres-

sions such as (6), (7) and (8) to a solenoid, since when the superconducting to no~al

transition takes place, only the critical current

value is known and the local value of the field where the quench is
initiated.is not (since the precise region where the quench is
initiated cannot usually be identified).

There is also a certain amount

of e,~erimental evidence (42, 43) to show that the transition ~Ay be
initiated by a flux jump in a region of low flux denSity in the
solenoid regardless of tro value of the field at its centre.
Although the successive penetration of flux has been considered
for the Bean model only, flux penetration on any of the models for.
pinning proceeds through a series of local critical. states which
extend deeper into the material as the external field is increased.
Hi th each increase in external field, the addi tional flux moves
through the saturated regions of pinning centres until it can be
pinned by unsaturated
2.9

centres.

Imoressed Currents.
If the current is impressed and gives rise to the field (instead

of the other "Tay round considered hitherto),
situation exists.

the same physical

For example, considering Jc to be independent of

E, the current and field distribution

for an infinite sheet of finite

24

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

------._---
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thickness c~~ be deduced in a manner similar to that used to derive
current and :field distributions

previously.

As more and more current

:flows in the sheet, :fllL~and current penetration increases from both
of its surfaces.

At each increase, the region occupied by current

consists of a distribution

of loca.l critical states.

In fig. 8, any

further increase in current beyond 2 would cause a transition to the
normal state.
~"ith a decrease in net transport current, a peculiar situation
arises, since on the critical state model, the local value of J can
only be

±Jc

because the flux cannot move appreciably under less than

the cri tical force.

'Ihismeans that for a decrease in net transport

current, a layer of reverse current is set up at the surface;
layer of reverse current progressively

this

extends inwards through a new

series of reverse critical states as the net transport current is
progressively

reduced.

(See fig. 9, where 1 and 2 represent the

sequential values of current and flux).
It is noticed that even when the net transport current is zero,
there remain

circulating currents corresponding

to a paramagnetic

moment in the material and giving rise to a remanent field.
effect is observed in superconducting
difficulties
fields.

'!his

solenoids and gives rise to

in the use of magnets designed to give ver.y homogeneous

The effect can be reduced by the use of ~~l1er

diameter

w~res, but once the circulating currents are present, they can only
be completely removed by heating the material above its transition
temperature

(and cooling in zero field).
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2.10

Field Distribution in a Solenoid.
The discussion in the previous section can be extended to the

case of a long, straight, multi-layer solenoid in loIhich,for simpllci ty, .
the total thickness of the lnnding space is much smaller than the
radius of the solenoid so that the problem can be considered in one
dimension.

The assumption of the Bean model that Jc is indpendent
B will also be used.
The only magnetic field present is that due to the currents
carried by the layers in the solenoid.

If the net transport current

is increased from zero up to a value corresponding to (1). (see fig.
10), the flux and current distributions will be as shown, in accordance with the critical state model.
is greater than the net current.

The total current in each layer

Successive increases in the net

transport current lead to (2) a~1 (3) until when each layer is
carrying its maximum current, (4),

the coil is on the point of

quenching.
If now the current is reduced in stages, the flux ani current
distributions ~dll be as indicated by (S), (6), (7) in fig. 11.
At (8) the net current has been reduced to zero. but the remanent
para~Agnetic field noted earlier is apparent.
2.11

The Critical State and A.C. r.:a&rnetisation.
The basic concept of the critical state is that the flux lines

are in a quasi-equilibri~
and Lorentz forces.

state under the influence of the pinning

If, therefore,
the flux distribution chan~es
.
0

due to an externally applied field, fluxoid motion w~ll be resisted
and energy dissipated in the process.

If a complete magnetisation

cycle is completed and the curve plotted, a corresponding hysteresis

J
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effect is observed.

It is the losses resulting from periodic mag-

netization which at present are the main obstacle to the utilisation
of type II superconductors in engineering applications where they
are subjected to alternating ~Agnetisation.
The moderate success of the various versions of the critical
state model has prompted several workers to app~

it to alternating

field conditions in order to predict the losses during a complete
cycle.

Among these are London (44), Bean (38), Hancox (45), Irie

and Yamafuji (40), Green and Hlaw~czka (47), Voigt (46), Dunn and
Hlawiczka. (48). As Linford points out (49), each method is based
on its particular approximations but several assumptions are
implicit in all forms of this use of the critical state model.
These are that:
Ca)

the dynamic and static critical current densities are
the same,

(b)

the response of the current-field distribution to a
change in the applied field is instantaneous,

Cc)
,

the temperature of the sample does not rise under
the influence of the dissipation,

(d)

there are no flux jumps in the course of the cycle,

and

(e) the sample is homogeneous.
The validity of these assumptions is open to question, although Hart
(quoted in (49» concludes that if the slope of the electric field
(E) - current density (J) curve at the point of operation,
In E
In J

»

1

then assumptions (a) and Cb) are valid.

He calculated that the
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condition was reasonably well satisfied by NbZr and excellently by
NbJSn.
Bean (also quoted in (49»

has predicted the temperature rise

in (c) assuming Jc and the thermal conductivity K to be constant a5:(c •g • s ,

This applies only in the lower field liu.it.

uni ts )

Further consideration

of temperature rises is given later, but clearly the isothermal
assumption of (c) is invalid in most situations, unless a condition
of thermal equilibrium can be reached.
As described earlier, the fluxoids tend to form a regular triangular array in a perfectly homogeneous specimen, but in type II
superconductors of practical interest for solenoids, pinning forces
are exerted on the fluxoids due to the pirJdng centres caused by
inhomogenei ties and defects in the specirnen. Thus condition (e) is
only approximately true, and will vary widely among specimens of
similar composition.

Although some of the early predictions for

a.c. losses were not confirmed by subsequent measurements, nevertheless suitably modified versions of the critical state model have
been used to predbt

a ,c , losses with reasonable accuracy in well

defined situations, (e.g. (48).

(50)and (51».

The main difficulty

in using this approach for quantitative estilT~tes in coils and other
components in superconducting machines is that the conditions are
not usually well defined, and if they are, then only in a very
complex manner.

If the losses for a scenoid are required, they have

to be computed by considering the local fields.
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2.12

A.C. Losses.
Various workers beginning with Kamper (52) ·and using a variety

of methods have made measurements of a.c. losses in a number of
superconducting materials of which pure Pb and Nb. and Nb alloys
with Zr, Sn or Ti have been most frequently investigated.

These

workers include among others Rhodes et al '(53), Easson et al (54,55),
Slaughter et al (56), Dahl et al (57), Ulmaier and Gauster (58) and
Chant et al (51).
The a.c. losses depend on the maximum value of the external
field, He; and its relation to other parameters.

Four regimes can

be distinguished:

where H

p

I

He <

II

H

III

Hp < He < HC2

IV

HC2

c1

Hc

1
< He <

~

Hp

He

is the field of complete penetration, i.e. the field above

which the total volume is affected by an a.c. field.

These regimes

are illustrated in fig. 12.
In regime I, if the superconductor is cooled below its transition temperature in zero field and subsequently a weak magnetic
field is applied, the specimen remains in the Meissner state and no
a.c. losses occur.
fora

However, the complete exclusion of flux except

very surface layer (the London penetration depth~O.1~m.)

does not persist as the field is increased.

In type I superconductors

regions of normal material appear carrying flux when the field at
the surface exceeds the critical value Hc (the intermediate state).
Correspondingly, in type II superconductors, flux begins to penetrate
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when the field exceeds HCl and the material is in the mixed state.
When flux has entered a superconductor of either type in this way.
losses will occur with alternating currents or'fields and. even if
the external field is subsequently renoved, flux usually remains
trapped in the specimen.

Thus if a superconductor is to be used in

an electrical machine in the 11eissner state so that advantage can
be taken of the ideally lossless characteristic, it can only be so
used if precautions are observed to avoid flux trapping by cooling
through its transition temperature in as Iowa

magnetic field as

possible, .by operating in condi lions so that the maximum field is
considerably beIow H

c

or H

cl

• as appropriate, and by ensuring that

surface irregularities do not cause local distortions of the field
during operation of the machine which would cause flux trapping •.
~;early ahrays observance of these precautions would mean that
such a machine would not be a viable proposition, as will be sho~n
in Chapter
value of H

5.
cl

Even the use of relatively pure niobium, which has a

higher than that of He or Hc

l'

for any other superconductor,

would. mean working "W1. th fields which are '~.o."-. order: of ma~f\i--i->
tude smaller than are used in conventional machines.

(At 4.2K,

Hc for niobium is 11 x 104 A/m.)
. 1
Figure 13 shows surface a.c. loss in various niobium specimens
at 4.2K as a function of the peak magnetic field, after \'iipf(59).
At 50 Hz and 4.2K the a.c.1>ss has generally been found to be less
Mcie'lte k()iUnS ked- l:,.t::II\rft,. of

than the maximum perr.-.issible
~alue oflO.1 W/m2 provided the amplitude
of the surface field is less than approximately 6 x 104 A/m, but this
iss till approxima tely an order of magna tude smaller than the fields
used in ccnventional machines.
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Easson and Hlawiczka have reported (,55)losses of less than
0.1 W/m2 at a surface field of 11 x 104 A/m, but whether it would
be technically feasible

to produce a niobium sheathing for a machine

rotor and operate it under the ideal conditions of the loss measurements is extremely doubtful.
Regime II represents that in which most of the measurements
have been carried out.

Figure 14 shows the results of several

measurements on various niObium alloys and reviewed by Wipf (59).
In an effort to relate loss measurements in regime II to a modified
critical state model, Dunn and Hlawiczka (48) derived the following
expression for the energy dissipation per cycle:

=

W

(c.g.s. units)
I

"here Hm
J

c

H

m

and

(

-

(H -AH - H )

m
c1
is the critical current density,
is the field amplitude,

L\H is the screening effect of the surface sheath currents.

Experimental verification of equ.(9) has been provided by Linford
and Rhodes (50), as do the results in t:ig. 14 but only in a .
qualitative fashion.

Taking into account the other literature

cited as well, certain generalisations

can be made regarding a.c. losses

in regime 11:(a)

The losses depend on the peak field ~

to which the super-

conductor is subjected, and does not matter vm.ether it is
due to alternating current in the superconducror itself or
to an externally applied field.
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(b)

The energy loss per cycle is independent of the frequency.

(c)

The loss is independent of waveform.

(d)

To a rough approxi~Ation, the loss is proportional to Hm ,at

J

the higher fields in tlrl.sregime.
In regime III. the field is large eno~gh to penetrate the

entire specimen and the losses become ver,y large, and in large
specimens the heat loss per unit surface area ~~y be sufficient
to cause thermal runaway,

Except possibly in the case of filamen-

tary composites, thi~ regime is unlikely to be of interest in
engineering applications.

Neither is regime IV. since the specimen

will be in the normal state apart fromth~

thin surface sheath below
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3. SUperconducting Solenoids.
3.1

K~nerience with Early Sunerconducting Coils.
It was mainly on account of therma l, instabilities and flux jumps

that workers in the early 1960ls had very disappointing results with
superconducting coils (e.g. (60, (61), (42), (43».

Solenoids

wound with type II superconducting wire, usually Nb Sn or Nb-Zr

3

were not able to sustain the maximum fields and maximum currents
vdthout quenching (i.e. returning to the normal state) which could
be achieved in tests on short samples of t.~esuperconducting wire
when they were exposed to homogeneous transverse fields of equal
strength.

This effect was termed 'degradation'. (62)

Until pre-

cautions 'vreretaken, the quench usually resulted in the coil being
damaged in two possible ways:

either a section of the coil melted,

or voltage breakdown of the insulation on the wire or between turns
occurred.

~~e transition to the normal state usually commenced in

a short section of the 1-dre and ..
ras propagated through the rest of
the coil by the heat generated ~J the current flowing in the resistive normal section. (63) If the normal zone propagated slowly,
the current in the circui t would be maintained by the coil inductance for sufficient time to heat the no~~l

zone to room temperature,

or occasionally to the melting temperature of the ldre.

If the

normal zone propagated quickly, high voltages were induced which
caused insulation damage.
by

Both types of damage were easily avoided

plating the wire (62), (63), (64) ,-lith about 0.025 mm of copper

t.;hichLowe red the resistance of the wire in the normal state
sufficiently to prevent burn-out, and the use of improved winding
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techniques ~~d insulating materials (61) eliminated voltage breakdown.
Riemersma et a1 (42) attributed the initial entr,y to the normal
state to a flux jump in which sufficient energy was released to raise
a length of wire above its critical temperaturs thus nucleating a
normal zone.

Shimamoto and Ohtsuki (65), by measuring the voltages

appearing at tapping points in a Nb-Zr magnet during superconducting
to normal transitions demonstrated that the normal region propagates
across turns, rather than along the wire.

They also showed that the

normal region commences at the innermost turns and propagates outwards.
Another peculiarity of early superconducting coils was that however
smoothly the energising current was increased, the field produced in
the bore increased in a series of small abrupt steps, corresponding
to small flux jumps.

'lhesewere much larger at small values of

field and diminished in magnitude as the field increased.

Thus if

an external field was first applied to an unenergised coil from
another magnet, the magnitude of the flux jumps, and consequently
the possibility of an early quench, wer-e bo th diminished.

Schrader

and Kolondra (65) found that·if a superconducting coil was i~~ersed
in

an external field of about half the cri tical value before being

energised, it was possible to obtain almost the fUll expected
critical current.

This lead to the practice of subdividing a super_

conducting magnet into concentric sections each ~dth its o~n power
supply;

the sections were energised from the outer section inwards,

and by this means excessive degradation of the innermost section was
avoided." (66), (67)
Apart from some coils 'Wound vii th !.;b Sn I core wire I in \o,hich
3
short-sample perfo~ance was obtained by Kunzler, (68), nearly all
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oft..,.cearly superconducting coils showed serious degradation,
although coils ~dth low space factors and with wires of small diameter seemed less prone to this effect (42). Impregnation of small
sizes of coil also gave an improvement

(69). Their performance could

sometimes be improved bJ 'training' (31), that is, qy repeatedly
cycling the current from zero to the quenching value.

Lubell and

Hallick (32) have shown that training can be induced by exposing
coils of unplated Nb-Zr and Nb-T.i to reverse currents or reverse
fields before energizing.
In v~ew of the importance of the thermal and magnetic environments on flux jumping, and consequently on the performance 'and
behaviour of superconducting magnets, it is proposed to consider
these in detail.
3.2

Thermal Instabilities.
It has already been pointed out in Chapter 2 that the pene-

tration of f'Lux into a type II superconductor is a dissipative
process, and a brief review has been given of this Phenomenon in
connection with a.c. losses.

It is now proposed to obtain an ,

estimate of the magnitude of the dissipation in a semi-infinite
slab of superconductor when it is penetrated by flux, in order to
.exarrinethe factors involved in more detail and how improvements
in superconducting solenoids might be achieved.
Consider a semi-infL~te
has penetrated to a depth X,

slab of superconductor into which flux
(fig. 15.)

If unit area on the surface

of the slab is considared, let Ps be the flux density at the surface
lvi th

the flux lines parallel to the surface.

NOli

if the flux is
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Fig. 15

F1.ux penetration
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in seoi-ini'inite

slab

ot" superconductor.
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increased

by a small amountAB, there \-d.ll be a corresponding

in penetration
currents

by a distance AX.

the

On the. Bean model, the local

are determined by the critical

the flux gradient.
IDa terial

direction

increase

current density,

Jc'

and

Th.eflux linked by every element of current

that e .m.r • 's are induced in a

changes with the result

tending to increase

the local currents.

however, remains constant at its

in

critical

done by the induced voltages is entirely

value,

The current,
so t.'tat the work

dissipated.

Consider an element dx at a depth x from the surface carrying
a current.or
the field

density Jc•

If B(x) is the flux density

at the surface of Bs' the dissipation

unit area of surface in establishing

1

at x due to

in the element per

B(x) is:

00

dQ ;

but

e

Jcdx

edt

= - d1>

:.

dt

_

s,

dt

Ix

X B(x) dx

x

and corresponding to the rate at which the flux has passed dx in
beyond x,

penetrating

NowB(x) = Bs(1 -

i) l-lhere X is

the penetra-

tion depth given by equ.(5) and so:
B {X (1 _ !S) dx

sJx

=
Hence dQ

B

(.!x _

s 2

X
x +

x2)
2X

=

and the total

(10)
dissipation

=

1.6 J c BSX2

in the material

per unit area is:

(11 )
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Substituting for Bs from equ. (5)gives the dissipation as:

Hence
or

1 f J 2X3

Q

=

6"

Q

=

~)1012X Joules/m

Q

=

~~ I2
6 0

0 c

2

= !p.

(12)

of surface

Joules/m3 of material

(13)

H 2 Joules/m3 of material

0S

6

B2

=

s

6A
.
.0

Joules/m3 of ~Aterial

Thus it can be seen that for a given total current, the thicker the
current-carrying

region, the greater is the dissipation per unit

vol~~e of the material carrying the current.

This leads to the

concept of su1:xlividingthe superconductor in order. inter alia, to
reduce the dissipation occurring with a change in field.
In the preceding approximate treatment, iso~ermal

conditions

wer-e assumed and the effect of temperature on pinning strength and
cri tical current was not considered.

The penetration of flux into

a hard superconductor is a dissipative process as illustrated above.
and results in a rise of temperature.

This in turn decreases the

pinning strength and so allows further flux penetration.

Flux

penetration is thus a regenerative process which under certain
conditions may result in a transition to the normal state, either
.

locally or throughout the specimen.

It is because ef this intrinsic

instability that difficulties arise in the use of hard superconductors,
and l{hy it is necessary to employ some means of stabilisation in
superconducting coils.
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3.3

Stability Criteria.
A precise analysis of the thermal and magnetic conditions in

even a simple geometrical arrangement of superconductors is a ver,y
complex problem and would need to take into account the dependence
of critical current density, thermal conductivity and specific heat
on magnetic field and temperature within the superconductor, and
include the heat transfer conditions at the surface and deal with
the effects due to the presence of material bounding the superconductor.

For practical arrangements, this has not so far been

attempted in the literature, but criteria for thermal stability
in simplified cases have been proposed

qy

a number of workers

including Anderson and Kim (18), Hancox (70), (71), (72), Swartz
and

Bean

(73), (78). Iria and Yamafuji (74). Kim (75) and vlipf (76).

Hancox (70) derived two criteria for stability, one based on
the Bean model and the other on that of Kim in lvhich Jc=d./(E+Bo).
Tney are both applicable to a serr~-infinite slab of superconductor
in which

a

change in surface field causes

an

energy dissipation,

the change occurring rapidly compared 1,dth the t.~e:rmaltime constant
of the material.

This results in a local increase in temperature,

and since the critical current density is temperature dependent,
there will be a corresponding fall in current density expressed b.1
Hancox in terms of a characteristic temperature, To and
given
.
To

=

J

c

'OT
()J
c

qy:
( 1.5)

Hancox gives t.~e approximate criterion for stability based on the
Bean model for a surface field, Es' as:
(c.g.s. units)

(16)
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nho re C is the specific heat per 'U.l'1i
t volume.

Use of the Kim model

yields a similar result except for a numerical constant ofV2.
SW'artz and Bean (73) give a more detailed analysis ..
Thich leads to
a similar result except for a numerical constant of,.j(tT2/8)

which

is quoted by \-lipfand Lubell (77).
Despite the simplicity of these approaches,
important features of the ins tabili ty.

they emphasise the

'Ihey shotr that the maximum

field at the surface without instability is ind:pendent of the critical
current density of the material, a higher critical current density
resulting'in a smaller penetration of the flux into the material
before instability occurs.

They show too, that the uAxirnum field

at the surface vlithout instability is determined by the thermal
capacity of the material C.
strated expel~mentally,
In addition,

Both of these effects have been demon-

e.g. by Hancox (70, 71).

these approaches show that instability results

directly from the negative value of 3Jc/oT possessed by most hard
superconductors.

If 'OJclaT could be made positive, :5.nherent

stability wou'ld result. (as Swartz and Bean (78) point out, and
cite examples of superconductors

in which this has been achieved).

However, this approach is not applicable to practical materials
available at present, or likely to be available in the near future.
Efforts to include the tenperature doper-dellce'of both the
2
specific heat and current densi ty ..
re.re made by Hancox (7 ). using
computer calculations,

but these did not lead to lvell defined stability

lilJ1.its.Hovever , Hancox (72) did extend tho earlier stability calcula tions to simple coils in which each layer of the 't-r.inding
is
considered as

Cl

sheet of superconductor

which experiences both an
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increasing external magnetic field and an increasing current.

It

is shown that the ~~nding is stable up to its full critical current
provided:
(c.g.s. units)
where J is the current density, and D is the thickness' of the layer.
A more ambitious, but not entirely successful attempt to predict
the energy loss on

magne

td.z
i.nga coil, was presented by Irie and

Yamafuji (74).
The practical import of thermal instabilities and degradation
in small coils is illustrated by fig. 16 in which experimental
results of Iwasa and Montgomery (79) have been accounted for by
Hancox (72) using calculations based on equ. (16). Clearly, if ~~e
full potential of hard superconductors was to be realised in coils,
efforts had to be n~de to overcome degradation which appeared to
be due to thermal instabilities.

The seriousness of this effect,

wha ch can be gauged. from the results in fig. 16, lead to continued
fundamental analyses of the magnetic and thermal conditions in and
around the superconductor, but until the results of such work became
available and their implications understood, various expedients were
adopted by the more pragmatic workers, most of which advocated using
large quantities of copper in the magnets.

This approach certainly

advanced superconducting magnet technology and will 'be considered
in more detail later (section 3.4).
l;Jipfand Lubell (77) investigated the dissipation; caused in
solid cylinders of cold-drawn Nb-25%Zr by induced supercurrents
under nearly adiabatic conditions and obtained reasonable agreement
for their predictions of the field at which the first flux jump.
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occurred as a function of the time rate of increase of field, and
also verification of the predicted temperature rise.

Gauster and

Ullmaier (80) confirmed these results and extended the calculations
to solid and hollow cylinders, and claim their experiments on solid
and hollow cylinders of NbZr and NbJSn verify their calculations.
Wipf (76) extended his previous work ~dth Lubell, and pointed out
that the limi ting value of equ , 16 (or its variants), although giving
the lirni t of stability approximately, does not in fact give the
initial field at which a flux jump can take place.

He identified·

a range o~ fields in which the flux lines are accelerated by Lorentz
forces until thermal recovery restores the pinning forces and which
he referred to as a limited instability.

By using a simplified

approach to the heat equation, he showed that the catastrophic
stability limit or runaway could be predicted if the thermal diffusiv1ty was kno~~.

He concentrated on non-adiabatic conditions

when the magnetic diffusivity is less than the ther~~l diffusivity
for full stability conditions, but the results for this and the
other conditions cannot be expressed in any simple way and depend
upon the exact nature of the magnetic disturbance that initiates
an instability.
Yamafuji et al (82) derive criteria for the occurrence of
flux jumps, both in the ir~tial magnetization region and in the
region of the thermal stability limit for ~hich it is necessary to
include the effects of viscous flux motion.

In order to include.

explicitly in their theory the various quantities which are
controllablp. experimentally and to make the solution of the thermal
conduction equation tractable, they assume the temperature inside
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the sample to be approximately uniform.

This treatment does not

permit the behaviour of flux diffusion during a flux jump to be
discussed, but does enable criteria for the occurrence of flux
jumps to be derived in terms of the external field and its
sweeping rate.

The results differ from those of Wipf (76) only·

by the effect of the thennal diffusivity terms and the different
starting approximations.
The approximate agreement obtained by Swartz and Bean (7)
with equ. (16) has already been noted.

Neuringer and Shapira (8)

compare their experimental results with this theory of Swartz and
Bean and describe two of the salient features of the observed flux
jumps; these are t.heir repetitive occurrence at fixed intervals,
and the decrease in their relative spacing when the temperature of
the sample is lowered.

The first of these corresponds to the

conditions referred to by Wipf (76) as limited instability.

Swartz

and Bean develop their theory by introducing the concept of an
adiabatic incremental susceptibility d~/dH, where d~ is the flux
ente~ing the specimen when the field is increased at the surface
by dH;

they then assume that a thermal instability will result 1f

d~/dH reaches infinity.

They find (78) that "if the external field

exceeds some c"ritical value Hf ' (given by an expressacn similar
j
to equ. (16», then the isothermal critical state is not the only
possible state of the superconductor, and show that the application ot
artinfinitesimal field increment ~H in a time short compared Wi th the
.thermal diffusion time and long compared wi th the magnetic diffusion
time can initiate an avalanching process that terminates in an
adiabatic critical state.

'lhus they regard a flux jump as a switch
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from the isothermal critical state to an adiabatic critical state
.in which i~~ediately following such a jump the internal field, the
induced supercurrent, and the temperature rise at each position are
associated in a self-consistent way with the flux that has entered
the superconductor.

Fig. 17 illustrates the penetration of field

in a superconductor characterised by a field-independent,
critical current density.

bulk

The distribution due to Hs applied

isothermally is given qy the lo~est curve.

An incremental field,

flH, also applied isothermally will cause the distribution to move
to the middle curve. while the upper curve shows the further penetration if the increment in field occurs under approximate adiabatic
conditions in a time short compared with that for heat diffusion.
Wipf and Lubell (77) established an alternative condition for
instability at a temperature T1, which is followed by Swartz and
8
Bean (7 ). Tney consider the energy dissipated in raising the
field from zero to Br' (equal to BrZ/8rr), and regard this as thermal
energy which raises the temperature of the specimen from T1 to Tu.
Instability will occur if the upper critical field Hc2(T ) at the
u
eleva ted temperature is less than the field B. 'rhus the cendi liens
for instability are:
2
B (T )/81T';;' [Tu
1
f
1
and

=

E (T )
f 1

C(T)dT

( 18)
(c.g.s. units)

(T )
C2 u

H

Swartz and Bean (78) evaluate the limiting stability field for
both conditions (i.e.
equ.(18)for Hf
NbJSn;

=

those of equ.(16)or similar for Hf .• and
J

Bf), and their temperature dependence for the material

the result is reproduced in fig. 18.
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3.4

Crvostatic

Stabilisation.

It could be argued that historically, Kim and his fellow
workers provided the first stable superconductor in 1964 by their
discovery of the flux-flow phenomena because in ~~eir experimental
results they demonstrate samples with a gradual transition into
the resistive state (fig. 2 of reference 25).

These results were

achieved w~th low current densities and probably were dismissed
from the practical point of view for this reason.
The first method to be adopted for practical magnets was due
to SteklY,and his fellow workers.

The principle was discussed

qualitatively by Kantrowitz and Stekly (84) and later analysed
by Stekly and Zar (85) for the completely stable coil.

Tne tech-

nique consists of bonding the superconductor to a normal conductor
of high electrical conductivity, usually copper, and freely
i~~ersing it in liquid helium.

It is sometim~s referred to as

cryostatic stabilisation and it operates on a simple principle:
if a small section of the supercond~ctor returns to the noru~l
state, the transport current transfers to the copper.

The heat

generated in the copper is dissipated in the liquid helium bath,
the dissipation being accompanied by a rise in temperature of the
superconductor and copper composite.

If the temperature of the

composite including that of the superconductor is less than ~~e
critical temperature of the superconductor in the local ambient
field strength, the current w~ll return to the superConductor and
ordina.ry superconducting operation will be resumed.

The condition

for the resu~ption of superconductivity in a short normal zone is
~~at ~~e heat generated par unit length is less than the heat trans-
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ferred to the liquid helium, i.e.

ft
'<
A

(20)

h(TCH - Tb)P

where I is the current,

f

is the resistivity of copper or other cladding material,

A is the cross-section of the cladding material,
h is the heat-transfer coefficient,
TCH is the critical temperature of the conductor in the relevant
field,
T is the temperature of the helium bath,
b

and

P is' the wetted perimeter.
Closer examination of the stability condition given by equ. (20)
shows that it is not as simple as it might appear at first sight,
because it ignores certain important effects.
nature of the heat transfer in boiling helium.

The first is the
At small temperature

differences be ti..een the composite surface and the liquid, a regime
of nucleate boiling exists with relatively good heat transfer
taking advantage of the latent heat of vaporisation of the liquid.
This persists up to a maximum value of thermal flux, or peak
nucleate-boiling flux, Qpn. above which an unstable regime exists
with relatively lower heat transfer.

With higher temperature

differences complete film boiling occurs with stable conditions and
re~tively

poor heat transfer rates.

viith decreasing therma'L flux

the process is not reversible and film boiling persists to the
minimum film boiling flux, ~,

less than Q pn.• followed by an

unstable regime and eventually the nucleate boiling regime.

The

precise values of heat transfer coefficient for different fluxes
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and the values of Qpn and Qmf all depend on surface condition, orientation and the temperature of the helium bath. and therefore it will
be seen that the value of h in equ. 20 must be chosen with considerable care.

If lis

chosen to be the critical current in the given

field, ICH' and h is chosen to correspond with the minimum film
boiling transfer rate, then under these conditions, no matter how
large the ~agnitudeor

duration of a thermal instability, super-

conductive operation will always be recovered for all currents up

to ICH•

Such a composite is referred to as 'fully stabilised', or

as Nontgo~ery

(86) more pedantica.11y described it, 'fully sta.b1e

at the critical current'.
Other factors ignored by the Stek1y criterion are any thermal
or electrical resistance at the superconductor and substrate interface, any temperature gradient across th~ superconductor itself
or across the substrate, or any thermal, magnetic or electrical
transients which may occur.

It assumes that all the current flows

in the substrate and makes no allowance for any current still
flmdng

in the superconductor, nor is any account taken of the

temperature dependency of the normal-region resistivity.

It also

does not include heating due to other sources such as that due
to eddy currents in the substrate.
Any composite will behave stably, however, at some level of
current below its full critical value (87), (88).

Composites

designed to be used at currents less than the full critical value
are 'referred to as 'partially stable', or preferably 'stable at
partial currents'.

If a current hd ghez- than the current at which

the composite is fully stable is flm.n.ng and a flux jump or other
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instability occurs, the nor~Al zone will propagate down the wire.
'Thecurrent at which this just takes place is called the

I

minimum

propagating current'
Several authors have presented analyses giving criteria for the
minimum propagating current.

Keilin, Klimenko et al (90), Williams

(91), Stekly (92) (93), and Kremlev (94) use an idealisation of the
heat transfer characteristic, and ignore the temperature gradient
across the superconductor itself and any thermal barrier at the
superconductor and cladding material interface.
(e.g. those of Gauster (95, 97»
With L~ese theories.
steady-state stability

Tests results

show only qualitative agreement

Other workers approached the analysis of

qy

concentrating on the nucleate boiling

regime (96), (97), (98), (99) and using experimentally determined
d ata re 1a t·
~ng t0 the h ea t trans f er.

Kremlev et al (100)•~nd~cate
•

the importance of the complete heat transfer characteristic, and
Gauster, Efferson et al postulate an ideal composite with an
electrical interconducting layer between the supe~conductor and the
normal substrate
ref. 85;

(101).

.

to wh~ch they apply the bas~c equations of

these they extend to include flux-flow resistance of

the superconductor and the non-linear heat transfer to the helium
bath, but correlation of their theory with experimental results is
poor.
An alternative theory for the stability conditions in a com~

posite conductor has been propounded by El Eindari (102)which he
bases on the flux flo\01resistance of the superconductor (24). and
which allows current sharing between the substrate and the superconductor.

This current sharing condition is implicit in the basic
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theor,y of Stekly (8S) leading to the stability condition of equ.(20),
but is rarely explicitly mentioned.

Without current sharing the

current would switch suddenly from the superconductor to the substrate, and back again on return to the superconducting condition
without the smooth transition which is known to occur in practice.
The criterion for stability of a bare superconductor is presented
in terms of a parameter involving only the constants of the superconductor and the heat transfer coefficient of the cooling medium •.
Evaluation of the latter parameter, o,f course, presents the same
difficulty as for the Stekly criterion.

El Bindari extends the theor,y

to include the propagation of a resistive region ar~ the influence
of a substrate, and for a composite deduces a stability criterion
similar to that of Stekly but not quite as severe.

Data supporting

~~is theory are presented by El Bindari and Bernert (103), who

,

point out in their conclusions that the superccnductor itself is
the element to stable superconducti~g performance and that the
substrate has a minor but important role, acting as a packaging
material, and increasing the stability by increasing the cooled

,

perimeter.

To describe the substrate as packaging material seems

to be overstating the case, and ignores any damping effect it may
have under transient conditions of flux movement.

Since an initial

assumption was that of good thermal conductivity for the substrate
wi th negligible t.empera ture gradient acrossn.t , it is not surprising

that one conclusion is that the electrical properties of the substrate are relatively unimportant compared with its thermal properties.

The model does not include the situation where external

flux movement occurs, and so it is also not surprising that the
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theory does not show the benefici.al effects of the substrate which
can accrue under these conditions.

It should however be 'possible

to extend the theory to include external flux changes and the
resulting inductive voltages appearing both in the substrate and'
superconductor, and ~J this means demonstrate ~~e damping effect of
the substrate.

One important aspect brought out ~I this work is

the effect of superconductor size on stability, and that the
stability of type II superconductors improves very rapidly as the
diameter of individual strands is reduced.

In order to avoid the difficulty of an analytical representation 9f the non-linear heat transfer characteristic to boiling
helium, Haddock, James and Norris (104) present a simple but
comprehensive graphical scheme which shows the relevance of the
various pa~ts of the total heat transfer characteristic and which
can be made to yield quantitative results.

They use it to obtain

in a simpler way the stability criteria already obtained by previous
wo rker-s such as Stekly (93), Kremlev (94) and Gauster and Hendricks
(97, 98) assurr~ng a linear characteristic;

they also use it to

show the effect of surface coatings, the effect of superconductor
thickness and for the construction of current-voltage relations for
superconductive composites.

The basis of the method is to use tem-

perature as a variable "Thich aLl.ows the cooling processes to be
separated from the heat generation terms.

Heat loss and heat

generation are plotted separately as functions of superconductor
surface temperature to obtain the conditions for theru.al equilib_
ra.um,

They

show that j,f there are two equili1:riu!Il
states, (e.g.

one film boiling and one nucleate boiling), then a change from one
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to the other can take place by the movement of the transition
region between them along the conductor.

'!hecurrent for which

this occurs they term the cold-end recovery current.

Under certain

condi tions, this is the same as the minimum propagating current,
but when the conditions are not applicable, the value of the latter
needs closer examination and may in fact be lower than that obtained
by assuming a linear heat transfer characteristic.

Naddock et al

also ex~ine the effects of surface coatings and explain the
surprising effect reported by Gauster and Hendricks (97), Jackson
and Fruin (105), and Butler et a1 (106) that a surface coating of
poor thermal conductivity on a composite can raise the minimum
propagating current.

This is of considerable practical importance

in solenoids as an increase in overall current density of about
50% is suggested as being feasible.

Tne effect of superconductor

thickness is also examined, and they show that if the superconductor is moderately thick its poor thermal conductivity can
lead to significant temperature gradients w~thin it;

they suggest

that the stability of strands as thin as 0.25 mm diameter can be
adversely affected because of this, especially if the ratio of
substrate to superconductor is

10\01.

~~ny successful magnet coils have been built using fully
stabilised superconducting composites, but this has involved a
ratio of copper area/superconductor

area larger than unity, and

space for adequate liquid helium circulation for high heat transfer
in the event of all the current being carried by the copper.

One

of the first coils to use c~ostatic stabilisation quoted by El
E· d . (107)
.
an an
used 9 Wl.res of NbZr in an OFHC copper strip with a
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copper/superconductor

ratio of 28:1.

The rectangular section,

heavy current, IrU/CERL, NbT.i and copper composite conductor had
a copper/superconductor
bore magnet (108).

ratio of 8.2:1 when used in a 4.8T, 100 mm

The performance of a smaller composite 'With

10 strands each 0.050" diameter in a copper matrix 1.9mm by
0.6 mm (giving a copper/superconductor
in figs. 19 and 20 (after ref. 108).

ratio of 5.7:1) is shown
From these figures it will be

seen that when the critical current Ie is exceeded, the excess
current is carried by the copper.

A further increase in current

causes a ~light rise in temperature due to ohmic heating which
causes a slight reduction in Ic.

The excess current is carried

by the copper until the transition from nucleate to film boiling
occurs.

The temperature of the composite then exceeds the critical

temperature of the superconductor and all the current is carried
by the copper.

On reduction of the current, it remains in the

copper until the heat transfer falls below that necessar,y to maintain :film boiling, when there is a transfer of current back to the
superconductor.
current, Ir•

The current at which this occurs is the recover,y

In fig. 20a, Ic is greater than Ir ~hich means that·

the composite in this field is unstable according to the Stek1y
.criterion, whereas in fig. 20b, I

is less than I and the compoc
r
site is stable for all currents up to Ic. The transition frem film
to nucleate boiling took place with heat fluxes in the range 0.35
.

.

2

to 0.40 watts/cm,

a value in general agreement with those quoted

by Whetstone and Boom (96) and Brechna (109).
An obvious consequence of using copper for stabilisation and

allov.'ingchannels for the passage of liquid helium in a winding is
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that ~~e overall current density is very much belo~ that in the
superconductor itself.

Laverick (110) in 1966 reported that

large stable magnets have operated at an average overall current
density of 5 kA/cm2, and other partially stable magnets at 9 kA/cm2•
Brechna in reviewing recent developments in the design of superconducting magnets in 1968 (109) considers that.in s~all coils
lvi.thtransverse fields at the conductor of 6T, mean current
densities in the composite of
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kA/cm2 are readily achievable,

but in large coils they seldom exceed 15 kA/cm2;

to obtain

corresponding overall current densities in the coils, allowance
must be made for insulation and the he Lium cooling spaces, which
would reduce Brechna '5 figure for large coils to a value in the
region of that given by Laverick.

Overall current densities

ranging from 1 to 10 kA/cm2 with an average of 5 kA/cv.2 for large
dvc ,

coils vTere reported at the European Study Conference in

1968 (111).
Although for very large coils, full stabilisation may be
considered necessary on the grounds of safety, coils designed for
a lower minimum propagating current are one means of achieving a
higher current density, which uould reduce the size of the coils,
improve the economics and enable the requirements in some applications for high fie~d gradients to be met.

Carr~ther5 et al have con-

sidered this approach (112) and show that with normal conductor
stabilization it is difficult to achieve an overall current density
of much more than 15 kA/cm2, a value which is only slightly
dependent on the current densi ty in the superconductor.
\.Jilliamshas sugges ted

biO

approaches to achieving higher
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overall current densities in cr.yostatically stabilised coils.
first (11)
supp~

The

is to sectionalise the superconducting winding and then

each section with a current corresponding to its local field

conditions so that it gives an increased field contribution ?ver·
that of a single Undivided winding.

This method can be used in

conjunction with other methods of stabilisation, as e.g.
Nontgomery and Rinderer(114).

by

'!heother approach (87, 91) suggested

by Williams is the use of a superconductor of high intrinsic current
density stabilised at less than the short sample current, the
higher overall current density being achieved at the expense of
the full stabilised current.

This involves reducing the ratio of

copper to superconductor in the composite and operating at a
relatively low value of minimum propagating current.

'Ihus the

overall diameter of the single core composite is reduced giving an
increased surface-to-volume ratio but allowing mora such composite
to be accommodated in a given cross-sectional area of coil.
A}

though the current carried by a single turn in the c'oil formed

by the composite is lower, the overall current density is higher
giving an Lmprovement, in field produced, or a reduction in coil
size for a given duty.

However, more superconductor material is

used resulting in an increase of cost for a given duty.

It is

probably for this reason, and also the development of other
stabilisation techniques, that this method of increasing current
density does not appear to have been proceeded With.
Another approach to improve the current density in cryostaticaUy

stabilised coils was to endeavour to utilise the higher

heat'fluxes achievable below the A-point of liquid helium.

Since
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the minimu."ll
propagating current of a composd,te in liquid helium
should be equal to the current which just causes film boiling
when the composite is in the normal state, any factor which inoreases

"

.the heat transfer rate needed to cause film boiling, should also

•

raise the minimum propagating current and thus allow higher
current densities to be used.

That the minimum propagating current

in a NbTi copper-clad composite increased by a factor of over 2 ,
as the temperature was reduced from 5K to 1.8K was demonstrated
by Hancox (115). but any development of this approach did not

materialise because of alternative methods of stabilisation which
became available, and the complication introduced by the temperature
control.
Further effort to inorease current densities in coils based
on minimum propagating criteria and experience w.i..t.h
such coils

,

showed that at least in small laboratory scale magnets, such criteria
,-rerevery often too conservative and lead to coils with a performance superior to that which was predicted (e.g.

a high current

density 9 kJ magnet reported by Hontgomery and Rinderer (114».
It was thought that since propagation or recovery of a normal region
in a coil is basically a transient phenomenon, this might give rise

•

to a 'tr~nsient stability' and that it might be possible to operate
coils predict!lbly at some transient stabilised current determined

qy transient heat transfer conditions.

This lead to investigations

.

on the transient thennal behaviour of sunerconductor

comoosites
.

under vard.ous conditions of thermal environment by 'Hilliams (91),
Hale and Hilliams (116), Stevenson (117) and Iw,~sa et al (118)
based on various models and sometimes using computer simulations.
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Experimental work to obtain heat transfer data under transient
conditions was undertaken by Smith et al (119), Iwasa and Hontgomery
(120) and Jackson (121).
was tha.tinterleaving

Among the conclusions drawn from this work

the turns in a coil by materials with a high

specific heat and large thermal conductivity would provide the
most effective transient stabilisation.

The thermal capacity of

the interleaving material with its high the~~l

conductivity would

absorb the heat associated with a small transient insta.~lity and.
thus prevent a significant rise in temperature.

The heat must,

ultimately, of course, be transferred to the liquid helium coolant.
The results of this work were not generally adopted, because other
comptemporaneous
sation.

studies lead to the concept of enthalpy stabili-

Transient stabilisation can thus be rega~ed

precursor of enthalpy s~~~lisation

as the

which will be discussed in

the next section as an aspect of dynamic stabilisation.

3.5 Dvnard c Stabilisatio~.
The principle of dynamic stabilisation is based on surrounding
the superconductor with sufficient material of high electrical and
therrna.l,
conductivities in order- to control the rate of movement of
flux in the superconductor and the rate at which the surface field
can change,
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that the resulting rate of heat generation is less

than the rate at which it can be diffused through the composite so
formed.

In cryos tata c stabilisation

consequences of a magnetothermal

the teChnique is toobviate the

instability occasioning a flux

ju:np by preventing the process of quen~hing uhich would otherwise
follow a flux jump;

in dynamic stabilisation the technique is to
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prevent. the occurrence of a flux jump in the first place.

Eoth

involve cladding the superconductor with a material of high elee.
trical and thermal conductivity. and so in cryostatic stabilisation.
additional stability is provided ~J the magnetic damping due to
the presence of the cladding.
Ches ter (122) has developed a cri terion for dynamic stabilisation in the case of a multilayer composite of sheets of copper each
of thickness X alternating with sheets of superconductor of thickness x, the outermost layer being of copper.

For a field applied

parallel to the sheets. he imagines the field to suddenly increase
by an amount AHo. Considering the effect on the first superconducting sheet. which w~ll experience the greatest dissipation. the
maximum rate of dissipation. Q. is given approximately by

PIp where

JcxflH D /2:~. The magnetic diffusivity. Dm' is given by
o

f

In

is the resistivity and/l the permeability of the medi~~. in this

case copper.

Since the thermal diffusivity of copper is extremely

high. the rise in temperature of the superconductor above that of
the copper wili be of the order

Oxl (2CDth).

The thermal diffusi-

vity. Dth• of the superconductor is equal to k/c vhere
thermal conductivity.

k is its

If the temperature of the superconductor is

not to r~ away from that of the copper. the following condition
mus t apply, assunung
H ~
s

that

2.. ~
x

Dth
x

Om

xlx~1:
C
~(O-J-c-:/-a-T-)

(c.g.s. units)

(21)

Chester compares this with equ. (16) for adiabatic condi tions and
deduces that fo~
approximately 0.1

xIx:.:

6. there is a gain as soon as x falls beLow

mm •• and Hs increases by a factor of 10 by using
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sheets of superconductor 0.01 mm thick.

For the case of sheets

normal to the field, Chester develops a criterion for stability
of the superconductor with respect to the copper, which is that:

(22)
(c •g • s , u."li ts)

This results in x ~ 0.1 mm for X/x

= J.

For wires, he suggests

that strands smaller than 0.05 mm diameter will be dynamically
stable.
Dyna~~c stabilisation obviously requires excellent thermal
and electrical contact between the superconductor and substrate
and should have enabled higher overall current densities to be
achieved in coils than with cryostatic stabilisation.

However,

with the development of other forms of stabilisation, dynamic
stabilisation utilising ~~in superconductors was not used in any
magnets as far as is known.
One of these developments was a form of dynami c stabilisation
referred to as enthalpy stabilisation.

It has already been noted

that Hancox (72) has shown that the condition for a flux jump to
be

initiated in a semi-infinite slab of superconductor is

Ii5

=

~81fCT0 , or JD

and (17»).

= "I'JCT0 /411

approximately for a coil (equs , (16)

If conditions are such that the thermal diffusivity is

much greater than the magnetic diffusivity, then the adiabatic
assumption on which these equations are based is not valid, so
although a flux jump ~~y be initiated, it may not necessarily be
completed.

Further, at temperatures in the region of 4K, specific

heats vary very rapidly with temperature, and it may be possible
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for C to increase in the course of a flux jump so that the condition
for 'unstable behaviour (equs , 16 or 17) is no longer satisfied.

At

about this point the flux jump will stop without quenching the
superconductor, a'process sometimes referred to as partial flux
jumping.

Hancox realised the practical significance of this and

pointed out that partial flux jumps can occur in a magnet without
quenching the transport current (72),

(123).

The condition for

this to happen with a transition from an unstable to a stable state
in a semi-infinite slab of superconductor is:
CdT

(23)

(c.g.s. units)
and corresponds to equ. (18).

For a conductor of thickness D,

the criterion developed by Hancox for a stable, partial flux jump
under conditions in which both the external magnetic field and
transport current increase is:

(24)

(c. g. s, uni ts )
Jc

is the current density Which would just support the current

if it flowed uniformly in the conductor;

since the Bean model

is asstLmed, this corresponds to the c~itical current density.
T1 and T2 are the temperatures before and after the flux jUmp,

and J is the average transport current density.

~~ underlying

assumption is that the thermal diffusivity across the conductor
is gran.ter than the magnetic dif.fusivity,
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that, both the tem-

perature and the field gradient will be uniform.
Thus there are three requirements, not necessarily independent,
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for enthalpy stabilisation.

The first is that the superconductor

size must be small enough and if

necessary subdivided so that

equ. (24) is complied with, and also to ensure that the energy
dissipated by flux motion within the superconductor, which has
a poor thermal conductivity, is averaged over the cross-section
of the composite.

If the diameter of the superconductor is

reduced sufficiently, it becomes intrinsically stable.

The second

requirement is that the enthalpy of the composite conductor must
be sufficient to fulfil equ. (24) throughout the relevant range
of magnet~c field.

If with the combination of superconductor

size used the enthalpy of the composite is inadequate, it can be
artificially increased by adding a material of high specific heat
on the outside of the composite;
lead, cadmium or mercury.

suitable materials would be

The third requirement is to ensure

that the thermal and magnetic diffusivities of the environment
irr~ediately surrounding the superconductor are suitable, and for
this copper is a very appropriate material with its verJ high
thermal and electrical conductivities.
Hancox (123) cites a composite with eighteen strands of 0.08 mm
diameter niobium-titanium in a copper matrix with a copper to
superconductor ratio of 1.;:1,

and indicates that but for manu-

facturing difficulties at th~t time (1968), this ratio could be
smaller.

The copper,is then electroplated with lead, and in aJT

magnet, he claims that overall current densities up to 34 kA/cm2
are possible; values up to 100 kA/cm2 have been suggested as feasible
elsewhere (112). l-~agnatsusing enthalpy stabilisation are only
partially stable, since they may be quenched by large externally
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applied disturbances, but are stable against internal transients.
Since no part of the winding is driven into the nor~~l state, a
high minimum propagating current is not necessary. and liquid
helium cooling throughout the 'Whole of the winding is not required •
.The winding can be impregnated in a suitable resin for mechanical
strength and may be operated equally successfully in liquid or
gaseous helium •

. 3.6 Adiabatic Stabilisation.
Various versions of the criterion for stability under adiabatic
conditions have already been~cussed.

_~

They are of the form of

oT

Hs~ ~8rrcTo' where To = Jc 0 J • Improvements in
c
adiabatic stability could be thus expected from increasing C, by
equ , (16), i.e.

incorporating in the composite a material of high thermal capacity
such as lead.

This has already been considered in the case of

enthalpy stabilisation where it is arranged that adiabatic conditions do not apply;

if however the copper c Iadda.ng is orr.i
tted from

the composite, the therrr~ldiffusivity ~~ll no longer be greater
than the magnetic, and in order to achieve the same degree of
stabilisation. much smaller sub-division of the superconductor
would be required.
Reducing Jc would improve the stabili~y under adiabatic
conditions, but is unattractive from the magne t desie;n vt ewpoarrt.
because of the resultant lower overall current density, although
it provides an explanation for the improved stability of superconducting coils when imr.:ersedin a higher r.:agnetfield. ~ T/~Jc
has already been discussed and discarded as not being practical
with present rr~gnet materials.

Improvements resulting from
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metallurgical means are outside the scope of this study, but have
been considered by a number of workers, e.g.

by Vetrano and Boom

(124), and Lange and Verges (125). ,
The remaining possibility to improve the stability is to
reduce the thickness of the superconductor, since from equ. (17),
the criterion for stability in a thin sheet of superconductor is
D~~JCTo/4rrJc.

'Thisgives typical values for ,NbTi below which

flux jumping should not occur of about 0.08 ~~ for a critical
2

current density of JOO kA/cm.

Considerab~

analytical and experi-

mental effort (124) has been expended on this approach which has
been ve~

successful in achieving improvements in superconducting

coils enabling higher current densities to be used, and making
the coi11ess

sensitive to rapid changes in external fields and

transport currents.

Some difficulties are encountered in the use

of composites with very fine superconducting wires, referred to as
intrinsically stable or filamentary superconductors, and in view
of their importance in superconducting magnet technology, will be
discussed in detail in the next chapter.

3.7 Nechanical Strain and Vibration.
Beside rise in temperature above Tc' increase of external
magnetic field above He

(or H ), and increase in transport
cJ
current above Ic' type II superconductors are fo~~d experimentally
2

to become normal under conditions of mechanical strain and
vibration.
SOffie

Since these ~~ll be present in a rotating ~~chine to

extent even in

A

very c~refully mecr.~nically balanc0d machine,

it is necessary to consider the likely effects on a superconducting
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coil of the presence of mechanical strain and vibration.
Hechailical strain is more of a problem with the brittle superconducting materials, such as NbJSn, than with the more ductile
Nb-Ti.

In the former, mechanical strains can easily lead to

fracture of the superconducting w~re, which means complete failure
of the magnet.

Even in ductile materials distortions of the wire.

introducing inhomogeneities in crystal structure, changes in
grain size , e tc,, can locally modify its current carrying properties and cri tical fields.

This may be advantageous in. some

cases, Ln that flux pir.ning ability may be enhanced, but this is
not necessarily

50.

A number of observers have fo~~d that the stability of
filamentary superconducting coils may be improved if they are
impregnated w"ith various substances, such as paraffin wax, or
epoxy resins (Araldite).

It is thought th~t the chief function

of such impregnation is to immobilise the coil windings.

Hech-

anical vibration and shock, th~rmal contraction and expansion,
and movement due to interaction of large magnetic fields and high
current, all contribute to displacement of the windings.

Apart

from the strains induced, the positions of the current carrying
wires with respect to the local magnetic field. are related to
the Lorentz forces acting on the lattice in the superconductors,
which in turn influences the critical current.
From our own tests on small coils, it has been found that
different impregnating substances have different effects, and
those giving the greatest rigidity (epoxy resins) are not necessarily the best.

This may be because of strains introduced by
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differential thermal contractions of wire and resin.

Coils

impregnated with resin have been made to perform satisfactorily,
but impregnation cannot necessarily be relied on as a means of
improving coil stability.

The impregnated coils all showed a

training effect, but this was much more

mar-ked

with the Epoxy

resins, than with the low yield fillers such as paraffin wax,
ice and oil.

Although for laboratory testing, such fillers may

serve a useful purpose, they can hardly be regarded as suitable
for regular industrial applications, and more work needs to be
done with impregnating materials which are solid at room temperatures.

Haterials w"hich should be investigated are epoxy

resins with flexible additions, and resins with a coefficient of
expansion matching that of the superconducting composite.

At

least one commercial organisation seems to have mastered the
impregnation of superconducting coils, but is not prepared to
divulge the materials used.

3.8 Rapid Changes in Field and Current.
It will be seen from Sections 3.2 and 3.3 that changes in
current or in field involve energy dissipation in the superconductor, the subsequent temperature rise depending on the thermal
environment of the composite.

Thus rapid changes in either the

magnetic field or the transport current can induce normalization
at quite low levels of field and current, compared with static
(slow Change) tests.

This property is particularly important

when one is considering the use of superconductors in rotating
electrical machines, because in such a system rapid changes may
occur.
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Reduction of Lorentz forces by L~e manner of winding the coil
may assist in reducing the sensitivity of the superconducting wire
•
•
to H and I. As described earlier, fluxoids may be regarded as
supercurrent vortices around lines of magnetic flux penetrating
the superconductor.

Now consider such a vortex, centre B with

peripheral velocity VR,in
V , shown in Fig. 21,
T

vortex cylinder.
at

e,

the path of a transport current, velocity

VT being normal to the generators of the

At At the resultant velocity V1

the resultant velocity, V2

=

V

-

T

=

VT + VR and

VR•

Particles travelling along a curved path are subject to a
centrifugal force normal to that path, i.e. the force exerted on
a particle at A
= ~/

=

r

-

in the direction EA, where r is the radius of the vortex.
At C the force exerted on a particle is:
F2

=

MV22
r

- M

- -; (VT - VR)

2·

~

in the direction BC.

The resultant force on the whole vortex is then, to a first
approximation:-

This is effectively the Lorentz force.

Now consider the case

when the streamline flow is not norma.l to the vortex cylinder, as
illustrated in Fig. 22.
The transport current may now be separated into two components
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Fig. 21

Fig. 22
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with respect

to the vortex.

Then we have, in a direction

normal

to the vortex cylinder:F
L

=
1

4.~ V V cos e

-

This is a minimumwhen cos ()
transport

current

(26)

T R

r

=

flow is parallel

= rr/2,

when e

0 i.e.

to the lines

or when the

of ~~gnetic flux.

of; for example, Sekula et

This is supported by the observations

al (126), Heaton and Rose Innes (127) and Sugahara (128), which
showed that in a'longitudinal
to the direction
tolerated

of current

magnetic field,

than the critical

field

and current

to a short sample

but wh~n the superconductor is to be the winding

of tha solenoid providing the magnetic field
field

current

~~gnetisation.

It is easy to apply a longitudina~
of superconductor,

one parallel

flow, the size of the transport

by the superconductor was greater

current in a transverse

i.e.

is mora difficult

this parallelism

to arrange.

of

It is possible

that a .lIhoneycomb"winding might approach this ccndf tion.
a method of winding used in some early R.F. coils,

This is,

and consists

of

winding consecutive layers of the coil so that the turns cross
each other at900, as illustrated
refer

to their

one-layer
0

current flow was at 4.5
arrangement.

in fig.

23.

Sekula et al (126)

toroid of NbZr wire wound so that the
to the radial

vector as a "force-free"

The honeycombwi.nding of a solenoid might be a close

approximation to a "force free"

configuration.

Hovever-, the

experirnent of Sek":llaet al does not seem to have been very successful,

and the reasons for the lack of success are unclear.

may be related

to the toroidal

geometry of the coil.

In a

It
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honeycomb-wound

coil (see Fig. 2)

although the resultant magnetic

field in the core of the solenoid is one parallel to the axis.
within the windings each layer of turns provides a magnetic field
at the adjacent layer which is parallel to the wire. and hence to
the current because consecutive layers are set at right angles to
each other.

In a multilayer solenoid, of course, this simple

picture is not really valid, but even without detailed calculations
it can be seen that the layers in the depth of the windings will be
acted on by virtually zero field and the other layers by fields
increasing in strength towards the surface layers, but still at
angles of less than 900 to the current direction.

Theoretically

it should be possible to calculate exactly the angle at which each
layer should be set to obtain minimum values of iL x !i in all parts
of the windings. thus giving the minimum value of the Lorentz forces.
Experimental work needs to ba done to test this.

In the tirst

instance the etfects of longitudina.l and transverse fields should
be

compared when Ii and/or I are changed rapidly.

Changes in Hand

I can be both of the transient and alternating types.
•

If it is shown

•

that sensitivity to H and I is less when H is parallel to I, experiments could proceed with stability tests on "force-free" coils.

If

it is found that changes in H and I induce normalisation even in a
longitudinal field ano~1er approach would need to be tried.

The

above exp~riments should in the first place be performed on simple
solid superconducting 'Wire. not t.'1efilamentary form or wire

. .
.

protected with copper sheathing.

Studies of H-, 1- induced insta-

bill ties in the "raw" superconductor will show to what extent such
instabilities are a property of the microstructure of the material.
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\'lhetheror not coils wound in this manner, even if they
ga~e improved performance with rapid field and current changes,
would be attractive for use in electrical machines is debatable,
because they would result in lower current densities than in
conventionally wound coils.

In situations Where for operational

reasons or protection rapid changes might be desirabl~, a
sacrifice of current density might be acceptable if the rates
of chan~e
achievable merited it.
o
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4.
4.1

Filamentary Sunerconduc tor-s,

Fine Filaments.
¥~ny of the superconducting magnets now made are wound with

composite conductors comprising a large number of fine superconducting filaments embedded in a copper matrix.

These multi-

filament composites and variations of them will now be discussed.
From the discussion of adiabatic stability in Section

3.6,

it was seen that greater stability should result as the superconductor diameter is reduced.

A

similar deduction ~rose from

a consideration of enthalpy stabilisation, but in t..ltis
case,
larger diameters can be tolerated than for the adiabatic case.
In considering the acceptable diameter for filamentary superconductors, adiabatic conditions should be assu.~ed even though
~~ere will be some heat loss.

This will give pessimistic

predict~ons, D~t by the sam~ token, will increase ~ltemargin of
stability achieved.
Eesides enabling intrinsic stability to be achieved, fllamentary superconductors also enable a higher value of critical
field to be achieved.

Lynton (129) shows that when one of the

dimensions of a supercor~uct1ng specimen becomes comparable to
the penetration depth, its critical magnetic field becomes much
higher than that of a bulk sample of t..lte
same ~Aterial at the
same temperature.

This follows from the basic Gorter-Casiu~r

thermodynaw~c description, according to which the free energy
difference per unit volume between the normal and superconducting
states is:

g (0) - g (0)
n
s

=

1

2")..1. H

o c

2
(27)
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In an external field H
magnetisation

M(H )

e

jH.

e

a superconductor acquires an effective

and becomes normal when:

M(H.)dH.

1

=

-'2'.1. H
;10

2

(28)

c

The integral is the area under the magnetisation curve, and for
any ellipsoidal

specimens is satisfied

when He

=

H •

c

Actually

this is true only when the penetration of the external field into
the sample is neglected.

Flux penetration into the sample lowers

the effective magnetization and its susceptibility.

The suscep-

tibility determines the initial slope of the magnetization curve,
and a lower value of susceptibility

X

means that the curve has

to go to a higher value of critical field in order to satisfy
equ , (28).

Assuming this curve remains linear with slope

X

right up to)a critical field H , then
5

=

where)(o
the

'/...0

T

is the susceptibility of an identical sample from which

field is entirely excluded.

If A.

o

is the appropria.te f1 ppard

value for the penetration depth, and 2a is the sample thickness,
then:
Hs /H c

and for

a<<'A

=

1 +

A

0

/2a

o

Similar expressions can be derived for cylindrical and spherical
s:lrr.ples.'lna resulting equations agree wall with the frequently
observed enhancement of the critical field in small specimens when
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the appropriate Pippard value is used for the penetration depth •.
Lynton (129) also shows that the field enhancement calculated
from the Ginzburg-Landau theory leads to nearly identical results,
the essential difference being that because of additional terms

.

in the Ginzburg-Landau free energy expression. the penetration depth
increases in the presence of an external field so ~~at the critical
field for small samples becomes even higher.
Hathematically, the raising of the critical field. by decreasing
the size of specimen can be expressed as follows.

If B =~oH

+ M

can be wr~tten,

Hc

I

.

and as before
If B

=F

0

M(H)dH =

and B ~oH

1

-2~Hc

2

•

throughout the specimen, (i.e. the specimen

is not completely penetrated by magnetic flux) then

tHe I'dH
Let B(H)

=

r<

f~oH,

1 so that

This implies that complete normality will not be achieved in the
specimen until H
. H

c1

=

=

H i and (1-f)H ,2
c

H

C~

=

H 2

c '

i.e. until

/,.j{1-f)

(0)

c

Now (1-f) ~1 (since f~1),

and

since Hci/He

=

1

(1/(1_f»2,

we have
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Hc i~

Hc •

The meaning of the parameter f can be seen from a consideration
of the Kim experiments on hollow cylinders of type II material (19)
and the various versions of the critical state model described
in Sections 2.6 and 2.7, also De Gennes (130), which indicate that
magnetic flux penetrates a hard superconductor as shown in fig. 24.
If !J.x»
but if
mar~er.

R

1l x < R,

the flux density is nearly uniform in the sample,
an estimate for f can be obtained i."l the following

If the magnetic field penetrates

a

A,

conductor. of radius R to a depth Ilx =

cylindrical superas illustrated, the

effective field inside, H , to a first approximation is:
i

=

H.

1.

fH

e

where He is the external field.
The flux carried ~

~ ==

the superconductor ~ is:

B x area
,22

u f He ~(R
r-o

-

= u f'H 7f(2RA
ro
e

(R-A) )
_ ,,2)

where f' is the fraction by which He is reduced in the penetration
layer by the magnetic properties of the medium.

Since ~ may also

be written as

=

~

2

jl oHi1TR
f'R

=

H.

l.

f

,,2)

1TR2

= s'
and giving

'"

jf(2RA -

=

~(2 - })H
t 'A
R (2_

1R).

e

=

fH

e
(31)
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From the above argument it may be deduced that it is advantageous
to use very fine filamentary superconductors in high field applications because of the higher values of critical field. obtained as
the conductor size is reduced.

This is an additional advantage

to the increased stability also obtained by reducing superconductor
diameter.
The manner in which ~~ny such filaments can be disposed in
a normal metal matrix to form a multifilament composite conductor
will now be considered.
4.2

'rneNultifilament COI'llposite.
A calculation similar to that used above for a single filament

could be applied to a multifilament configuration to show the
extent to which the composite conductor is utilised.

Such a cal-

culation liould need to take into account, the screening of the inner
filaments by those in the outer layers, and would depend on the
dimensior:s and disposi tion of the fila:nents vr.L
thin the ma t rd.x
n~terial.

In general it would not be easy to evaluate.

interested in the co~posite as

We are

a carrier of current, and since

the passage of current through the filaments alters th~ field
pattern within the composite consade rab'Iy, it would be more useful
to consider the current-carrying case.
For a..'1Y
one filament the factors vlhich influence its ability

to remaan nor-maL while carrying a current are the local magne td c
field, and the product

l

x ~, which represents the Lorentz force.

It.is in the interests of maintaining the superconduc ting state to
keep both these factors at a minimum.

In particular, the local
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magnetic field should not exceed the critical magnetic field of the
superoonducting filament.

Reduction of the size of field at the

filament would also reduce the Lorentz force.

While a large

magnetic field 1s required at the axis of the magnet solenoid,
it would be advantageous to keep the local field at each filament
as low as possible.
In a multifilament composite the calculation of the local field
in all parts of the composite is quite a complicated matter.
us first consider the simplest multifilament case,

Let

i.e. two

parallel straight conductors (of infinite length) in zero external
field.

Let the two conductors each have a diameter b and be a
each carries a current I, as shown in fig. 25.

distance a apart;

At the surface of conductor 2 nearest to conductor 1, t.heresultant
field due to its own current and that in conductor 1 is:
H
5

=

I
2Tfb!2

I

211(a+ b/2)

2Ia

=

7fb (2a + b)

(for b«

a,

=

Hs

r/rrb).

The filament can remain superconductingup

to a value of field,

HCi' so that the liv~ting value of field at the surface is given by:

H

:;:H.

5

=

(J2)

TTb (2a. + b)

-

,..
I/TCo for a single canduct;r.
-_.

compared with Hci

2Ia.

:;:

Cl.

the current I2m which can be carried

Thus it might appear trAt~

in a single filament of a pair before

Hci is reached is greater than that in a single filament on. its

own, but·
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this is not eobecause Hei on the other side is reached earlier.
From this simple example it might be speculated tha t many
filaments in a composite could be arranged in some ideal configu-

to give optimumconditions tor current and £'ield within

ration

. the composite.

However, the matter is not so simple, and many

othez- considerations

are neceasary.,

'Whena is comparable 'With b, the field
all

points on the surface of the filaments:

only takes into account the field

greater

than the penetration

Qualitatively
Fig. 26.
so

the two-filament situation

If the fields

asymmetric, as indicated

from its

complicated when b is

depth of the field.

increases,

is illustrated

on the inner and outer faces,

are unequal, the penetration

,the field

the above calculation

at the surfaces immediately

The matter is further

facing ea~h other.

H

is not uniform at

in

H . and
s~

of flux into the conductors is

by the hatched areas in the diagram.

As

the filament would commenceto go nomal

outer face as Hs approaches H .f and once the normal
o
ea

phase is ini tia ted the remainder of the specimen would return to
the normal state.
. converge.
it

If the filaments were free to move they would

Without going into exact geometric field

can be seen that very complicated field

patterns

'Wi thin a ItrUltifilament composite, especially
field

calculations,
can be set up

when an external

is superimposed•
. 'ilie approximate distribution

composite in an external
be seen from this

field

of field

in a multifilament

is illustrated

in Fig. 27.

It can

that the Lorentz forces on one side of the compo-

site will be muchgreater

than on the other.

The filaments

subject
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to greatest l x ] will tend to become resistive. carry less current,
become heated and thus place stresses on the other filaments.

As

some filaments become disused the field pattern will change and
.other filaments will become subject to large Lorentz forces.

'!he

.complete normalisation of the composite would thus progress.
In an attempt to make the field distribution more uniform in

multi-filament

composites some authors (131. 132) have suggested

transposition of conductors in a composite cable.

As an approxi-

mation to transposition several investigators have tried simple
twisting ?f the composites. (131, 133. 134. ·135). The twisting
does in fact appear to improve the stability of the superconductor
under condi lions of changing field.
The twisted composite will now be considered from three points
of view.

The first considers the consequences of intrcducir.g a

continuous cross-over point between a pair of filaments on local
~Agnetic fields, analogous to the cross-winding
the solenoid;

(honeycomb) of

another considers the effect of tw1.sting on the

ind~ced currents in the interfilament v~terial, when H and I vary;
the third. considers the relative distortion of the magnetic and
electric fields by the twisted and non-twisted composites.
4.3

Twisted }:ultifilament Composites.
In order to make the field distribution more uniform and to

reduce the circulating currents in both the superconducting
filaments and normal metal matrix. Smith et al (131) suggest
.that the filaments should be fully transposed within the matrix
as in a Litz cable.

The usual manufacturing

processes of extru-

B

o

Fig. 28

Initial

stage in the penetration ,of flux in a

tno filament twisted composite.
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sian, rolling and drawing used for producing multifilament composites
preclude full transposition of the filaments, but larger stable
cables have been produced using a number of twisted composite wires
in transposed arrays.
The effectiveness of basting,

although not completely effica-

cious as is transposition, has been described by Walters (131)
using the concept of continuous cross-over points.

He considers

a pair of twi'sted filaments ld th an external field applied which
generates screening currents as it penetrates the matrix, as
indicated ,in fig. 28.

As currents flowing in the superconductors

do not decay, penetration is directed towards the regions where
the filaments cross, and as further penetration occurs more of
the screening currents are transferred to the filaments where they
flow as equal opposing currents meeting where the filaments cross.
The total screening provided at the crossing points by these
currents is zero so that the flux appears to cross the filaments
at these points, although since the filareents are twisted, the net
flux enclosed by them is zero;

thus flux does not need to cross

the filaments in order to ,fill the composite.

The behaviour of

the flux lines is illustrated in fig. 29.' The flow is indicated
by the dashed arrows.

The original flux lines (shown tagged ar~

drawn broken in the middle) separate, and coalesce to form new
flux lines and in so doing penetrate the loops formed by the twist
provided the crossover points are sufficiently close together
(corresponding to a maximum twist pitch).
The above description can be extended to the situation in a
twisted composite containing a large number of filaments which
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Flux line behaviour

in the region where the filaments cross in a

two filament twisted.

cOInI>osite.
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can be regarded as the result
of crossovers

similar

be justifiable

if

the filaments

of the superposition

to those described above.

the contribution

to the local field

of a ~arge number
This would seem to

of the currents in the rest of
in a pair of filaments

forming

a

crossover point is small comparedwith the applied field.
The condition for the maxinn.un
twist pitch has been developed
by Wilson et al (131) by considering the induced currents
interfilaznent

material.

in the

The simplest case they consider is that

of a composite consisting

of two sheets of superconductor, each

of thickness d, separated by normal metal of thickness w and resistivity

f.

The composite of length 21 is immersed in a magnetic'

field perpendicular to 1and w which is increasing at the rate of
•
B. Suppose that a steady state has been reached and that 1 is just

to allow all of the current in the superconducting sheets

sufficient

to cross the matrix, as indicated in fig. 30. This value of 1 is
referred

to as the critical

length.

lc.

'!hus for an element dx

at x we have:
.

=

Current across AB

=

.'. ..
'

-

.

Voltage across AB
Resistance between AB
•
Bxw
fw/(Zd:'()

The current in the superconductor is J czd and equals the total
current flowing across the normal material.

· 11

~

f

giving

12

"

xdx

2
1
c

.

= Jzd
c

0

=

Thus:
. ~..'

=

(33)
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Fig. 30 Calculation. of critical
parallel

length for composite of two

superoonducting slabs separated by resistive

material.

~g.,31

nlustrating

the build up of voltage in a twisted

composite with imperfect dacoupling of filaments
in a field gradient.
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As Wilson et al point out, when the superconductor is in the f'orm
of separate

filaments,

space factor.

'\
At,

it is necessary to introduce

.
2
into the express~on for lc •

cancels out in the above "Ohm's law proof".

an appropriate

Also, although'W

a "morerigor-ous treat-

ment shows that when d is not small compared with w,
correction

This results 'in equ, (33) for the shortest

is necessary.

=

For values of
typically

(2"iA1Jcpl~

B approximately

in the rangeO.1

-).1.

2

cosh

-1( d

2W

+ 1.

)

10-3 to 10-1 tesla/second

- 10 metres.

is

le

'Iba significance

of' le

is t.ha t for composite lengths of over 21 , the current will all
c
cross over in a distance" 1c at each end of' the composite and there
~Ql1 be no transverse
the normal metal.
than lct

If,

currents

arising

from the superconductors in

however, the length of' composite is less

if follows from equ. ()))

current will cross the matrix,

that only (l/lc)

2

of' the

and the remainder must form closed

loops confined to the separate filaments.
much less

than 1 the filaments
c

Thus by making 1 very

will behave irJiependently.

This

can be achieved in a long composite by twisting it about its
wi t.."I-t a pitch very much less

than 1.
e

sections

will

to

21.

'ilie magnetisa-

then behave as if the cable had been cut into

of length 21.

A similar

expression to equ.

()4) has

been obtained by Norgan (134) for a pair of twisted filaments

A1

=

,...3/16.

l~oreover, he extends the discussion

composites and concludes that the vard
ous ~...ternal
..........,

.......

axis

Each ha1.i' wavelength of the

tvr.i.st will act independently and may be set
tion currents

lc in

composite being replaced by (51)(131):

the· outer layer of a multifilament
1c1

a f'urther

w"i th

to multifilament
supercurrents

£
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will cancel everywhere except on the surface, with the same expressian for the critical length 1c as in the case of the twisted pair.
From equ. (J4) it would seem desirable to make the resistivity
of the matrix as high as possible, and in the limit to make it
completely insulating'; 1

c

as defined by equ. (J4) is then infinite.

Nevertheless some twist is still necessar,r since the filaments must
be

joined in' parallel through the ~onnections at each end of the

composite lL~less steps are taken (as yet undevised) to prevent this
happening.

In a unifonn field, a single twist would in principle

mean that,the induced voltage would be cancelled out exactly over
the length, but to ensure adequate decoup~g,

Smith et al (131)

recommend more twisting than once in this situation should it arise.
This is unlikely since the requirements of adiabatic stability (or
at least dynamic stability) must still be met, and this requires
the presence of a low electrical resistivity material in close
contact with the superconductor, although the presence of an
insulating material in addition between the copper-clad filaments
is a possibility.

'

A simple twist is not adequate for decoupling the filaments
in the presence ~f a field gradient, as can be seen from fig. J1,
which shows the bJild-up of voltage due to the field difference
in the central and an outer (twisted) filament.

In principle

this can be solved by omitting the central strand, or by fully
transposing all the filaments so that each follows an equivalent
path.

Full transposition is probably not feasible in a co-drawn

composite conductor, but is possible in multi-composite
formed from them.

cable
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The third approach to detennining the criterion for the
penetration of magnetic field between the individual strands so
that advantage is taken of the small filament size was developed

qy

Walters (131) using the basic properties concerning tha

behaviour of electric and magnetic field lines.
the idea of the electrical centre of a sample.

It involves
'!his·is the line

separating regions of current flowing in opposite directions in
a superconductor across which no flux passes and which has no
electric field along its length.

Although the initial treat-

ment by H~lters is of parallel untwisted slabs and deals with the
transport current and external field penetration into composites,
he uses a geometric adjustment which simplifies the problem considerably.

Further modification enables it to be applied to a

multifilament composite which eventually leads to the r~sult of
equ. (34) noted earlier.

4.4

Three-component comPosites.

.

In some applications of twisted filament superconductors, e.g •

in pulsed synchrotron magnets and in the field wAgnets of soma
electrical rotating machines, it is desirable to be able to change
the field as rapidly as possible.

Equ. (34) indicates that a

matrix material with a high resistivity is desirable in order to
avoid using ve~

high rates of twist.

Since cupro-nickel has a

resistivity· approximately 1000 times that of copper, it would be
expected for a given VN.lst pitch, that

B could

be J(1000) times

as fast if cupro-nickel were used instead of copper.

For pulsed

magnets it is also desirable to have the filament diameter as
small as possible, since when the transverse field is much larger
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than the self field, the energy loss is directly proportional
to this dimension.
It is important also to ensure that all of the filaments are
twisted and that there is no unbdsted

core in the composite, as

Critchlow and Zeitlin explain is possible with small twist rates.
(1J5~ In the plastic torsion ~f a cylindrical bar, plastic deformation first occurs at the surface.

An elastoplastic bounda~

is

fonned and this moves radially inwards as the angle of twist is
increased.

At small angles of twist a core remains which is

still in the elastic state, and when the torque is removed, this
core mIl

untwist.

The data of these workers strongly suggests

that at small twist rates an appreciable untwisted core is present.
The presence of a normal metal matrix in a composite immersed
in a time-variant field involves further energy loss due to the

eddy currents induced in the matrix.

The use of a high resistivity

matrix material is obviously beneficial in reducing this loss below
that obtaining when a low resistivity material is used.

However,

the .high resistivity matrix is at a severe disadvantage when
stability, particularly dynamic stability, is considered.

Although

it may be satisfactory in very small coils intended for a.c.
applications at low current densities, it is unlikely to give
satisfactory performance in larger coils.

In these, intended for

pulsed magnets and similar applications, it is now the practice to
use three-component composites employing both copper and cupro ,
nickel as materials in the matrix.
If a flat strip made up of superconductors separated qy normal
metals of high and low resistivities is considered to be exposed to
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a magnetic field changing at a constant rate, a screening pattern
as indicated in fig. J2 will be set up.

The rate of decay of

screening currents is much greater in the material of high resistivity so that the flux tends to enter the composite along this
path in a lengthwise direction.
tivity material is most~

Penetration of the low resis-

across the composite, so that currents

in it are roughly parallel to the superconductors, as is the case
in the superconductors

themselves.

In a given situation where the

dimensions and values of resistivity are known, the relative flux
diffusion .times can be determined and used to calculate a weighted
mean

of the resistivities of the matrix materials;

this value can

then be inserted in equ. (J4) in order to calculate the critical
twist length, 1. Usually the resistivity of the high resistance
c

material will dominate.

4.5 A.C. Losses.
Some consideration has already been given to a.c. losses in
superconductors in Section 2.12 and much of .this is directly
applicable to the case of filamentar,y superconducting composites.
Experiments bY HcIntur:Ef (1)J) and Dahl et al (57) on untwisted
filamentary composite superconductors ,in coils using either
pulsed direct current or low frequency alternating current have
indicated that the filaments act collectively, so that the
conductor as a whole behaves essentially as a solid superconductor
having approximately the same diameter as the circle Which just
encloses the filaments.

Salmon and Catterall (132) in their

experiments on composite wires show that this model is also
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applicable at 50 Hz in zero magnetic field.

Easth~~ and Rhodes

(136) also confirm this finding for the self-field losses in

composite wires with both untwisted and twisted filaments.
Furthermore, in their consideration of the effect of trans'\.

position on the self-field losses of composites, they deduce
that although for a small number of filaments, transposition
within a composite '\-[ould
give a small decrease ira.self-field
loss, in cases Where the n~~ber of filaments exceeds 60, the
loss would be increased.
In a coil carrying alternating current, the windings are
subjected to an alternating transverse field which in sma1l
conductors is normally much larger than the self-field due to
the current in the winding.

'Thecondition for the cri tical

twist pitch, which if fulfilled should mean that the composite
should behave as a collection of isolated filaments, has already
been derived (equ. 34) and ~~e loss measurements of Dahl et a1
(57)

,..;1 th

composites subjected to transverse swept fields confirm

the ,effectiveness of twisting multifilament composites in o~er
.'

to decouple the filaments.

As the magnetisation of a composite

is a measure of the decoupling of the filaments

t

\'li1sonand ,

\-Jaltershave used this in their theoretical and experimental
studies of a.c. losses in multifilamentar.y composites (131).
'Jl1.ey
show that the magnetisation, H , and hence the a ,c , loss of
'0

an adequately twisted composite, is related to ~~e magnetisation
for an untwisted composite,

}! ,

s

by:

(35)
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where a is the composite radius and d is the filament diameter.
This would indicate that the a.c. loss can be reduced in a given
diameter of composite ~dre by decreasing the filament size,
provided the composite can be given a sufficiently short tvdst
pitch.

As pointed out earlier, the use of a matrix material of

high resistivity increases the critical twist length, and
.composi tes wi til a matrix of cupro-nickel (or copper plus cupronickel) allow pulsed or low frequency a.c. operation of coils.
At the usual industrial pal-Tarfrequencies (-50

Hz), however,

the requi~ed twist pitch for an acceptably low a.c. loss becomes
impractically short even with a cupro-nickel matrix.

As Eastham

and Rhodes (136) point out, it will be necessary for these
conditions to develop intrinsically stable materials in which
very fine individual filaments are separ~ted bJ an insulating
barrier.

.AI terna tively,

transposing the individual filaments,

as mentioned by Salmon and Catterall (132), is another approach.·
The prospects of achieving either at present do not look very
hopeful:

fortunately, :i.nmas t applications envisaged for super-

conductors in electrical machines, the superconductors will not
be subjected to the high industrial frequencies, but rapid change
of the field under certain conditions (e.g. short circuit in a
genera tor) vrou'Id be highly desirable.
Chant, Ha'Lse and Lorch(51)

have measured the a.c. losses in various

samples of multifilament composites.

Under the conditions of their tests

. they show the loss in the matrix of a wire with N filaments is:

In;:;2 (w

.~ :::.4-;4 10-14(N~N)

+ al2)

Jim cycle

For their samples, this becomes Qm ::6.0 x 10-14nfL2
measurements they derive the empirical ex.pression Q
u:hich shows reasonable agreement.
JP

m

; from their
= 4.9 x 10-~4rfi2L2
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5. Possible Types of Superconductin~ ~Achines.
5.1

Possible Advantages.
There is no point in developing superconductive rotating

machines unless there are good reasons tor doing so.

The possible

advantages which might be expected are:
(a) drastic reduction in losses
(b)

reduction in weight

(c) reduction in volume
(d)

extension of range of existing machines

(e)

reduction in first cost

(f)

lower operating costs

(g)

lower cost of foundations and buildings consequent
on (b) and (c).

Of course, not all of these advantages will occur in anyone

appli-

cation, and the extra complication and cost of the associated
c~ogenic

plant u.ust ca taken into the consideration.

5.2 }!a.chinesUtilizing Properties Urdoue to Suoerconductors.
Before exploring the possitilities of replacing conventional
windings in existing types of rotating machines by superconducting
coils, it is relevant to ask whether it is possible for new types
of machines to be developed which operate on novel principles
utilizing properties unique to superconductors.

Since rotating

electrowAgnetic wAchines are basically energy converters, usually
for converting mechanical to electrical energy, or vice versa, the.
approach should be rather to investigate methods of electro_
mechanical en~rgy conversion which employ the special or peculiar
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properties of superconductors in their own right rather than to
use them as substitutes for normal conductors.

This approach

should encourage ingenuity in the development of novel types of
~Achines, and yet inhibit fruitless effort being expended on others
which are inherently impracticable. such as motors working on the
conventional induction motor principle with superconducting
secondary windings.
There are three effects ,unique to superconductors which can
be considered for utilisation in a rotating machine.

These are

the :Neissl?ereffect, zero resistivity and the transition between
the normal and superconducting states.

Several proposals have

already been put forward based on one or more of these effects,
and

a few experimental machines have been constructed and reported

in the literature.

'lheseproposals will now be examined,

and

general conclusions drawn on the suitability of such devices for
power conversion.

The general relationship between the various

types is illustrated in fig.33.
;.;

The Movin~-Zone Generator.
The mesh voltage equations for any circuit (including non-

stationary) may be written in the form
= 2:iR +

L:g_dt (p) +E~
c

where e and i are the voltages and current in the circuit, R is
the resistivity, 'f'is the flux linkage, q is the electric charge
and C the capacitance.

The equations ~Ay be rewritten as

(;6)
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In a superconducting

ring, the L.H. side will be zero and thus

the flu.-,:
linkage wi thin it will be conserved.

As a. consequence it

would seem that if the superconducting ring forms part of a
.generator, it would never be able to increase the magnetic flux
enclosed by it.

This however assumes a singly-connecteq

in the topological sense.

system

Providing the contour of integration

is well clear of the penetration depth, it is possible in a
multiply-connected

system to follow various integration contours

embracing the various holes in the system so that the flux to be
conserved~can be a multi-valued function, the module being the
magnetic fluxes per hole.

Volger and Admiraal (137), by clever

topological arrangements, have used this conc~pt to propose a
superconducting generator.
Consider a superconductor as shown in F1g.~4a with two holes
Sand

G containing fluxes ~

and c1>2respectively.

With the

condition of infinite conductivity, the condition is present
which requires that the flux through a hole remains constant in
time.

However, n normal region in a superconductor represents a

"hole" in the topological sense, and can be created in a superconductor by local heating so that the temperature of the local
area is above the critical temperature, or by a magnetac field
which locally raises the fjeld above the critical value.

Further

if the source of heat or local field is moved across the superconductor, such a hole will follow the movement.

If S is a hole

formed by either of these means, it can be moved into G, and
consequently the flux in G will increase tO~1

+'P2•

If now G

is regarded as the interior of a superconducting circuit C ·(see
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fig. 3Ab} and S as the norma L area created by an excitation magne t ,
then the total flux in G can be increased by sweeping S into G
by movement of the magnet.
current in C ~st

If the magnet is then removed, the

increase so that the total flux embracing C

remains cons tan t. If L is the total inductance associated with
G,

and if <Pis the flux increment swept into G, then the change

in current inG,

(SI), is given by

=

SI

cfl
L

This.basic concept of Volger and Admiraal has been used by
them in an experimental generator (137), although Felici anticipated their device in 1938 (138). Variants of the Volger and
Admiraal machine have been reported by van Houwelingen, Admiraal
and van Suchtelen (139), van Beelen (140) .and van Suchtelen (141).
Wipf (142) has used the idea for a generator with several plates,
and Sass (143) has also developed a generator similar to the Wipf
machine but with some improvements.
Genera tors of this "type can produce very large currents, (of
several thousand amperes) but wi th only very low voltages,
few tens of millivolts)
generated in

a

(141).

superconductor,

(of a

Further, since the current is
the practical considerations

involved

in transferring it to normal ambient temperature preclude such a
usage.

The res tric tion thus imposed by the hea t leaks to

applications at very
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temperatures means that even if they were

to be developed, their main application would be for energising
superconducting magnets •. Although they would obviate the thermal
leak problems associated with leads supplying superconducting
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magnets from room temperature current sources, it is unlikely
that they would be used for exciting superconducting windings
in other electrical machines because of the comparatively long
times involved in exciting a magnet ld th this type of supply,
and on account of t.~edifficulties which would be assiciated 'With
the control and protection of the superconducting magnet itself.
The principal objection to machines of this type arises from the fact that as the moving SP9t progresses across the superconductor, the local flux in the superconductor is changing
relative to it, and thus sets up losses associated with a changing
flux.

The ensuing heat leads to reduced efficiencies of both the

current· generator and its dewar system.

Such machines are really

flux ~umps. and as such. not suited for electro-mechanical
conversion on any scale.

energy

A comprehensiv~ review of flux pumps and

current generators is given in ref. 144.

,.4

The Atherton D.C. Nachine.
Atherton (145) has proposed a machine based on the moving-

zone principle, but extending the ideas of Volger et al, and Wipf,
and which he

claims can be capable of generating large amounts of

power of several megawatts.

Preliminary outlines and basic dimen-

sions for 60 MW and 500 }ru d.c. generators are given in reference

145. and intended for energizing superconducting power transmission
lines and in reverse as motors to drive conventional a.c. generators
at the receiving end.

Atherton pointed out in 1964 that these

machines were not practical with the superconductor ~Aterials
available then because of the impossibly high losses which would
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occur due to the flux changes across the superconductors.

The

position regarding superconductor materials has not changed radically
since then and the same conclusion anent the practic,ability c£ this
type of machine is still valid.
The analysis presented by Atherton (145) would appear to
be appropriate to the condition when the machine operates as a
flux pump, i.e. when the output voltage is very small, but when
the machine is required to generate power and deliver it to an
exte~al

device, the voltage at the terminals of load is, as

Atherton remarks, reflected in the superconducting loop of the
machine.

It seems that Atherton has overlooked the effect of this

voltage on the behaviour of the machine, which is capable of generating only a limited value of this voltage.
the impracticability

However, in view of

of the machine for the reason given earlier,

it is not proposed to consider it further.
5.5

Pancake-Disc Generator.
A proposal (146, 147) to utilize the Meissner effect results

in

a generator producing an essentially square waveform.

The rotor

consists of a niobium disc rotating inside an annular field coil,
Fig. 35.

The rotor has slots or openings cut in it, the number

depending on then'U."Tlber
of poles required.

'Iheanna ture windings

are mounted on each side of the disc and h~ve a shape corresponding
approxima tely to the openings in the disc.

Due to the flux

exclusion action of the rotor, all the flux produced by the field
coil is forced into the openings in the disc.

As the disc rotates

at a constant speed, ~~e flux threading through the openings links
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with the armature coils and changes at an almost linear rate.
Thus a constant voltage is genera ted during the part of the cycle
the flux is increasing.

The maximum linkage occurs when all the

flux passing through an opening links with the corresponding
armature coils. after which the flux linkage decreases uniformly.
giving rise to an. equal voltage of reverse polarity.
A feasibility study by Pierro and Unnewehr (147) of a JOkW.

400 Hz aircraft generator indicated that it would have a specific
weight of approximately 0.45 kg/kVA and a volume of one-tenth of
that of a conventional aircraft generator.

The investigation

ignored the a.c. losses in the superconducting a~ture

windings,

and the heat leak and sealing of the shaft. It also ignored the
heat leak along the leads to the armature windings, the windings
being formed from thin-film NbJSn deposited on a. glass substrate
2
operating with a current density of 90,000 A/cm • Allowance was
made for the weight of the liquid helium contained in the machine,
but

no allowance was made for replenishing it.

In view of the

not inconsiderable heat inleaks which were ignored, the supply
of liquid helium would. last only for a few minutes.
The values quoted for sPecific weight and volume appear
inconsistent with those for conventional generators for aircraft,
where a specific weight of

0.4 kg/kVA

with very little volume left unfilled.

or lower can be achieved
wit..~ solid material, and

without the requirement for a refrigerator or liquid helium store.
The pancake disc machine is thus not a viable proposition, and
in any case, the non-sinusoidal waveform generated would not be
acceptable for user equipment.

Further, it has not been demon-
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strated that such a machine would function practically, as minor
flux changes in the edges of ~~e rotor may generate sufficient
heat locally for parts of the rotor to be raised above the critical
tempera ture.

5.6 Current-Sheet Generator.
This configuration

was suggested b.r McFee (148) and investi-

gated by Pierro and Unnewehr

(147).

Although it might be argued

that it does not depend entirely for its action on a property
unique to superconductors

(material with ve~

low resistivity

and capable of carrying large current densities would be suitable
for the current sheets), it is nevertheless

convenient

to consider

it here.
Tne machine is illustrated

in fig. 36 and comprises two thin

parallel current sheets carrying currents in opposite directions,
the current sheets being formed by superconductors

in

order to

achieve the huge current densities required by the iron-free
of

magnetic circuit.

'" ccnv~It/:.{ell4.£

and is at normal ambient temperature.
simplifying assumptions,
estimate for a

30

f.~fJE.

'!he arrnaturelrotates between the current sheets
~ making considerabl~

Pierro and Unnewehr arrive at a weight-

kW, 400 Hz alternator which corresponds

specific weight of 0.55 kg/kVA.

to a

Although this is higher than for

the pancake disc generator, it should be pointed out that neither
includes any allowance for helium refrigeration

equipment, and

if the weight of this is taken into account, this conclusion may
be different.

Since the current sheet machine has an armature

at normal ambient temperature, it does not incur the penalty of
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a considerable heat leak along its shaft and armature leads, nor
that due to a.c~ losses in the armature, and consequently the
rating of the refrigeration equipment can be considerably smaller.
'lhusoverall the weight penalties of both types of generator may'
be comparable with each other if the refrigeration equipment is

included in the weight estimates.

Again, it is considered that

the current sheet type of generator has not sufficient merit to
warrant further examination.

S.7

Flux-Exclusion Notor.
Superconductors possess not only the property of zero resis-

tance but "ideal" superconductors also exclude magnetic flux and
prevent its penetration corresponding to complete di&~gnetism
(the Heissner effect already noted).

The boundary condition imposed

by the Neissner effect is that, the normal component of the magnetic

field vanishes at the superconducting surface which implies that
the magnetic forces are normal to the surface.
that no torque can

be

It thus follows

produced on a smooth cylinder or sphere

composed of ideal superconductor about its principal axis by an
external magnetic field using forces set up b.Y the Meissner effect.
Buchhold (146) and Schoch (149) have proposed a motor intended
for gyro applications which depends on the Meissner effect for its
operation, but avoids this difficulty.

An octagonal rotor of

niobium or other type I superconducting material is free to rotate
on its axis.

Flux from a succession of stationary coils mounted

close to the rotor (see fig. 37) produces a replusive force due
to the Neissner effect.

Continuous positive torque can be obtained
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from the superconducting rotor by sequential switching of the
stationary coils, or by using a polyphase w.L~ding, each phase
being excited in turn at the appropriate instant.

Synchronisation

of the pulses is controlled by rotor-position-sensing

pick-offs,

and both optical. and inductive types have been used.

The use of

commutators and brushes is precluded on account of the friction
and the consequent losses.
Analysis (149) of this arrangement shows that the average
torque from position 1 to position 2 is equal to l(I2/~)(L1-L2)'
thus indicating the importance of a maxrmum change in inductance
in the stator windings as the rotor changes b,y one pole position.
The torque is also proportional to the square of the coil current,
but independent of speed.
Speeds up to 20,000 r.p.m. under a vacuum of 10-6 torr have
been claimed, Put no shaft output has been provided because of
the formidable heat transfer and sealing problems involved.

The

application intended for the development was in gyros, in conjunction ld th superconducting magnetic bearings.

The results reported

in reference 149 are tentative, and no indication is given of the
period over which the trial motors operated.

It is claimed

however, that if motor losses occur they are not of sufficient
magnitude to produce a loss of super-conductivity
loss of suspension and motor torque.

and a resultant

This is surprising since it

would be expected that the movement of the flux across the face of
the superconducting

rotor would produce an a.c. loss of greater

magnitude than could be dissipated by the residual helium gas in
the vacuum space and qy radiation.

It is also surprising that the
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repetitive switching of the superconducting stator vdndings did
not also produce excessive a.c. losses.

One can only conclude

that the torque requirements of the gyro were so small that the
currents and magnetic fields required were correspondingly small
and the resulting a.c. losses were negligible.

This is probably

reasonable in a gyro system,designed to have the minimal frictional
resistance practically possible, but of course the a.c. loss
problem would preclude the use of this type of motor in applications where larger torques are required.

5.8 Frozen-Flu~ 'Hotor.
A motor operating on a different principle but requiring
similar synchronization tec,hniques to Schoch I s flux exclusion
motors has been built by Jones and Natthews at the University of
British Columbia (150).

This has three coils arranged symmetri-

cally on the stator and supplied with three-phase alternating
current ,to produce a rotating magnetic field.

The rotor comprises

one or more loops of superconductor.
The motor has two modes of operation:
. a frozen-flux mode.

an induction mode and

In the former, the flux through the rotor

loop must stay constant (by the flux conservation principle) and
consequently currents are induced in ~~e loop to maintain a constant
flux linkage, thus giving it a magnetic moment.

Alternatively, it

is possible to tlfreeze_intla magnetic field in the superconducting
loop, i.e. induce permanent currents in it.

If such a current is

present, the loop will act as a dipole, and interaction with a
rotating field will produce a torque.

The torque is limited by
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critical current conditions in the superconducting loop.
The motor operates as a synchronous motor and therefore
under normal running conditions there is no relative motion between
the superconducting
field.

rotor conductors and the rotating magnetic-

Therefore a.c. losses do not arise in the rotor, unless
.

.

the stator windings are unbalanced or the supply to them is unbalanced or non-sinusoidal.

Under these conditions, a.c. losses

may occur in the rotor due to the harmonic or contra-rotational
magnetic fields.
As with the flux-exclusion motor, the stator w~ndings have
only to produce the required rotating magnetic field and therefore
in principle can be normal windings, although in the very small
ratings of the experi~ental motors constructed by Schoch,and Jones
and t·latthews,it l.oTaS
more convenient to make them superconducting
providing due consideration was given to the a.c. losses occurring
in them.
Before leaving this type of motor, it is apposite to investigate its method of torque production and to comment on the perforlI'.ance
of a conventional polyphase induction motor so constructed
that its rotor (or secondary) circuit resistance is zero.
'Hould reason (e.g.

J.E.C. vlilliams in referencel50)

conventional pol~~ase

Some

that a

induction motor produces torque by the

interaction be tneen currents induced in the rotor circui t and. the
rotating field produced by the stator (or pri~a~J) windings; that
the rotor currents are proportional to the difference in rotational
speeds of the synchronously rotating field and the rotor (i.e. the
slip);

and further, the slip is proportional to rotor resistance.
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Therefore, it is argued, if the rotor resistance is zero, the slip
will be zero and the rotor will synchronize with the armature field
rotation.

This reasoning is naive and overlooks the fact that if

the rotor resistance is zero, the torque produced between the
rotating field and rotor currents induced qy it at any speed, is
also zero.

This may be seen from an exazn:inationof the expression

for the torque in a polyphase induction machine quoted from a
standard text on electrical machines (e.g.

see Bibliography 2,

page 454).

T

=

However, this is not to say that a machine with zero rotor
resistance is incapable of producing torque. but merely that the
method of torque production is not due to the continuous induction
of rotor currents by a rotating magnetic field.
torque production can be deduced as follows.

'!heme thod of

Let the rotor have

a plane coil ~uth n turns of superconductor each enclosing an
area A. the coil being free to rotate on its axis (see fig. 38)
and forming a closed cit'cuit of zero resistance.

A uniform magnetic

field of flux 'denSity B rotates at constant angular velocity past
the coil.

The flux linkage through the coil from the rotating

field is nAB sin 9, but due to the flux linkage conservation
principle, the flux linkage must remain constant. 'Thus a current
will be induced in the coil so that the flux linkage is conserved.
Let this current be i and let the inductance of each turn be L,
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givine:

nAEsin

e

=

= ABsin ()

i

and

(37)

n2Li

(8)

nL
In general, i is a function of time, since

e

is changing with time.

The resulting torque is found from the magnetic moment of the coil,

M

= nAi,

B~d the flux density of the applied field:
T

= NBcos B
=

(A2B2/2L) sin 26

If now the coil has a frozen-in flux

<Po ,

conserved"is no longer zero, but n~

and so equ. (37) becomes:

nAB sin

and:

i

e

=

o

the flux-lil".kageto be

n2Li + n<P

(40)

o

-

resulting in:
Since, in general,

(42)

e

is changing in time at a constant rate ~dth

respect to the coil, the mean value of torque taken over a n~~ber
of complete cycles will be zero.

If hovevez-

e

is the constant

angle between the coil and the rotating field, (i.e.

the coil is

rotating synchronously "t.n. th the field), then equ , (42) can have
non-zero values.

Thus the Jones and Matthews motor must rotate

at synchronous speed if it is to produce a driving torque.
The rotor of the Jones and }!atthews tYFe of motor operating
primarily on the induction t.orque with little or no frozen-in flux
would be constructed from type I superconducting material such as
niobium.

For a square coil of sides .02 metres al"a ass~~~ng a
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typical value of critical field of 0.15T, the maximum torque would
be less than 1 x 10-7 N-m, a ver,y low value indeed even for a motor
of these dimensions.

If type II material such as niobium-titanium

were to be used. appreciable flux could be frozen in (say 1T). bUt
even so, the torque produced would probably be only of the order of
2 x 10-3 N-m.

If the refrigeration requirements are included in

the consideration,

then it is ver'-Jdifficult to make a case for

using either type of motor, although Jones and Matthe'-1S(150)
propose its use as a positioning device in demagnetization

experi-

ments below 1K where a small mechanical movement is required
wi thout a shaft commurd ca ting with room ambient, and ...
:here the heat

input, must be limited to extremely low values.

Few other uses can

be· envisaged.

5.9

Conclusions regarding utilization of Properties Unique to
Suoerconductors.
None of the machines examined so far utilizing the properties

unique to superconductors is suitable for commercial development as
an electromechanical

energy converter.

The machineremploying

the

moving zone principle, although capable of generating yer,y high
currents, are inherently incapable of generating appreciable
voltages and therefore the power involved will be small.

These

remarks are also applicable to the Atherton ~~chine for the reas~ns
discussed in Section

5.4.

The pancake-disc generator and current-

sheet generator cannot compete with conventional machines on a
power/weight basis even if the refrigeration requirements are
ignored.

Although only small aircraft machines were considered in
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Sections 5.5 and 5.6, they will still not be competitive as the
size increases, since the power/weight ratios for both of these
types of super-conducting machines and conventional types will
.change in a similar fashion as the size increases.

This

will

be

discussed later in Chapter 9 taking refrigeration requirements
into account.
Hoters employing type I superconductors must operate at
flux densities considerably below those in conventional machines
and will therefore produce only very low specific outputs, and

the flux-exclusion motor and frozen-flux motor with type I superconductor rotors are ruled out on this ground.

Although the frozen

flux machine of similar dimensions with a type II superconduc tor
rotor should be capable of producing much larger specific outputs,
it is still not

worth considering.

It would. seem therefore that

little purpose would be achieved by investigating any further the
explOitation of the properties unique to superconductors in
electrical machines.
5.10

l1achines Utilizing the Hi~h Field Prooerty of Superconductors.
We now turn to machines working on conventional principles of

electro-mechanical energy conversion and investigate the types in
which it would be feasible to employ superconducting windings, and
the extent to which it would be beneficial to do so.

The use of

superconductors may appear to give rise to benefits because some
machines would not be feasible at all without the use of superconductors (e.g.

the HarrOloJellr-ecf.procatdrig

generator).

This

in itself is in fact no criterion, and the ultimate choice must be

."
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based on the economics of the system of ",rhich the machine forms
part.

The possible

advantages which may accrue from the use of

superconductors have already been listed
one of these may be of sufficient

in section

5.1. and any

importance in a given situation

to make the use of superconductors worthwhile.

In general.

the designer of an electrical

by three limitations:

the magnetic limit,

machine is confined

or the maximumflux

density which can be produced economically in the field;
mechanical limit,

or the maximumsafe stress

in the ro~ating parts due to the velocity
thermal lind t d~termined by the current,
resistivity,

of rotation;

and the

conductor dimensions and

properties.

B,y the use of superconductors

which can produce very high magnetic fields

in air "d. th,:>ut the

'.

of using ferro-~.agnetic

the main benefits

materials,

it is expected that

will accrue because of the higher magnetic limit

thereby gained, end to a certain
allouable

which can be allo\Oled

the allowable maximumtemperature of the insulation

and the heat transfer

necessity

the

extent by the higher cu.rrent loadin:J

due to the absence of irond{)s.s~s.

It is novr proposed to examine the main' types of electrical
whether or not it is

ma.chines with the object of establishing
feasible
ShOHS

to introduce

diagra~.atically

relation

superconducting windings in them.
the matn types of electrical

between them.

The main division

Figure

39

machines and the

is into those machines

in which the magnetic poles are arranged so that adj~cent poles
have opposi te polari ties
poles have similar

(heteropolar)

polarity

and those in 'Hhich adjacent

(homopolar).
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.5.11

HomoDolar }1achines.
Homopolar inductor alternators operate on the principle of

cyclic variation of the machine parameters, i.e.
of the magnetic circuit.
by

the reluctance

Constant d.c. excitation is provided

a single stationary coil wound annularly round the shaft, and

the e.m.f. is generated in stationary armature coils would round
the stator teeth by a time-variant ~~gnetic flux, whose variation
.in magnitude corresponds with the reluctance variations of the
magnetic circuit as the machine rotates.

It is suitable for

generation of alternating current at high frequencies, but has
a low output power to weight ratio.

The replacement of the

conventional excitation coil by a superconducting winding would
not be a practical engineering proposition because of the a.c.
losses which would occur in the superconducting winding caused
by the cyclic variations in flux.

The maxi.mum value of flux

density in a parametric inductor alternator is limited by
saturation in the ferromagnetic material forming

~~9

magnetic

circuit and any increase above the optimum value of flux density
results in a decrease of output.

Thus the introduction of

superconductors cannot result in improvements in output, and

..

the only possible advantage would be the saving of the resistance loss of the field winding, which if refrig~ration
requirements are considered, might be more than of~set by the
power required to drive the refrigerator.
D.C. homopolar machines are :inherently suitable for ally
10Vll'
:volta~es and sometimes have suf:fe~d

t:rom ~~

,difficulty

of establishing a magnetic field over a large volume in the
medi~~ of air without incurring prohibitive Dower losses in
the field winding.

This.difficulty in largely removed with

_

_I
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superconducting windings, the use of which ~~ke the homopolar
~~chine technically faasible for a wider range of powers and
voltages, instead of it being restricted to machines intended
for very heavy currents at low voltages.

The econo~c

viability

of homopolar d.c. machines will be considered in detail later.
5.12

Inductively-Fed Heteropoh.r Machines.
Of heteropolar machines, those in which the power is

transferred to the armature by electro-magnetic induction would
not appear to be very attractive propositions in which to introduce superconducting windings, since such machines essentially
involve single-phase or polyphase alternating currents and
mgnetic

fields which vary in time or space with respect to the

conductors, and the problem of'a s c , losses in the superconductors
would be of sufficient magnitude to make the machine unwo rkab'Le,

5.13

Conductively-Fed He ter-opo Lar-Machines.
In conductively-fed heteropolar machines, the power is

supplied to the armature either by direct connections or through
a mechanical commutator.

This device, the purpose of Which is to

reverse the direction of current in an armature conductor every
time it passes from being under- one pole to the
next of opposite
.
.

polarity, imposes severe limitations on t.~edesien of d.c.
heteropolar machines (as will be explained later).

The rapid

reversal of current in the armature conductors takes place
typically at 25 or more reversals per second, and cons equen t.Iy .
the use of superconductors in the armature is precluded on account
of th03a.c. losses as socia ted wi th rapid curren t reversals.
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Thermal problems also preclude their us e in the

arma

ture ,

The use of superconductors in the field windings is more
attractive at first sight, since the field is predominantly
constant in a d ;e , shunt machine except for minor variations
'due to currents in the armature.

There would, however, be

considerable, if not insuperable, difficulties in providing
cO~ltating

zones and interpoles (which carr.y armature current),

and also in incorporating series windings (which are usually required)
and compensating windings (which are sometimes needed) in such
machines.· Even if these difficulties could be overcome, the
superconducting heteropolar machine would be more expensive in
first cost and have a lower efficiency than the corresponding
superconducting homo polar machine.

The latter machine has a

very simple basic configuration without comnnrtatd.onproblems
(the arI1"Aturecurrent is not reversed in the armature conductors)
and therefore without the need for interpoles or compensating
windings;

also the field winding is not required to react the

armature torque and therefore the supporting structure will be
smaller in cross-section and the corresponding thermal inleaks
will be much lower resulting in a higher overall efficiency.
Thus the homo polar superconducting d.c. machine is to be preferred
to its heteropolar superconducting counter~~rt.
Since single-phase series motors and d.c. series and compound machines involve armature currents in their field windings,
they are not practical propositions for the introduction of
superconducting windings.

The group of machines indicated in

fig. 39 as cross-field machines and sometimes referred to as
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rnetadynes require very small initial excitation powers and because
of this, superconducting windings would not be beneficial or
indeed practical in them.
Of the heteropolar inductor machines, tha pulsating fiald
parametric types of generator need not be considered further,
because of the a.c. losses which would oc~ur in the superconductors
if they were to be used in the field windings.

The flux-switch,

ulndell and BP.key-Robinson a.c. generators all use ferro-magnetic
material (inductors) to move flux generated by stationary excitation
•

windings past stationary armature windings.

If superconducting

coils were to replace the convention~l excitation coils, no
higher value of flux density could be used because of saturation
in the inductors and the magnetic circuit would thus remain
unaltered.

To use superconducting windings to produce flux

densi ties of these

magrri,

tudes in iron rnaterial would clearly

be very extravagant, !llldso no case can be made for superconducting
windings in these machines.

5.14

The Huret and Hailfert Alternator.
Huret and V~ilfert proposed a type of superconducting

alternator (152) which in principle is similar to the BekeyRobinson and Lundall types, but uses an armature conf'Lgura t'Lon
which is inferior to those machines.

Basic!lly it consists of

a superconducting coil wound concentrically round the shaft which
has two iniuctors mounted on each end of it (see fig. 40).

A

Grarrune-ringtype of arm ture wound on a toroidal i ron core
completes the ~agnetic circuit.

The flux path can be traced out
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as follows starting at the centre of ~~e annular field coil.

The

flux passes along the shaft until one pair of the L~ductors is
reached.

The

f~~

is then split into two parts radially outwards,

one part following through each inductor.

At the end of each of

these inductors, the flux passes longitudinally backwards and
across the airgap between the inductor and toroidal core, and in
doing so passes some of the ar~Ature conductors.

It then splits

into two further parts, each part then passing circumferentially
round the toroidal core for almost 90°.

It then meets half the

flux from the other inductor at the same pair considered originally,
and these two fluxes combine and pass longitudinally past further
armature conductors and across the air gap to one inductor of
the second pair at the other end of the shaft.

'!heflux then

continues radially down the inductor and eventually longitudinally
along the shaft to where the path co~~nced.

Obviously, as the

shaft rotates with the inductors, the flux will move past the
armature conductors and so generate e.m.f.'s in ~~eM.
'Ihusthe Huret-Hailfert machine, like the Lundell ann BekeyRobinson types, depends for its action on the presence of iron
inductors to guide the flux, and therefore the magnetic limit in
it is the same as in the two other types being limited by saturation in the iron circuit.

However, its magnetic circuit is

superior to those of both other types in that the flux has only
to cross two air gaps in each complete path, whereas in the other
types it has to cross four air gaps in each complete path.

Besides

requiring a much lower field m.m.f. for the air gaps, this arrangement results L~ a lower leakage flux which in turn requires even
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less field m.m.f. and a lower voltage drop wi~~ load.

But thesa

advantages would exist, irrespective of whether the excitation
coil is a conventional solenoid or a superconducting type, and,
as has been remarked earlier, a superconducting coil in the context
of: iron circuits limited to less than-1.2T is very extravagent and
is at a serious economic disadvantage.

Since it is obvious that

the superconducting version is not viable, it may be worth asking
if a futur.3 ~xists for the non-superconducting version.
A generator without commutators, slip-rings, and particularly
brushes m~kes considerable appeal for applications in adverse
ambient conditions, and even more so if no rotaUng
devices are re~~red.

semi-conductor

The Bekey-Robinson machine is attractive

for supersonic aircraft with ambient temperatures in the machine
bay of 150°C, although its power/weight r~tio ~ay be inferior to
brushless r-otatdng rectifier generators in ratings above
approximately 20 kVA.

The magnetic circuit and structure weights

would be approximately equal for both the Bakey-Robinson and HuretNailfert machines, but the armature of the latter, while being of
comparable weight to that of the former, would only generate half
the e.m.f. the former could produce.

This is because in the Gramme

ring armature as proposed by Huret and Mailfert, only one coil
side in each coil at any instant is used to generate e.m.f., while
in the conventional drum arnature of tbe Eakey-Robinson machine,
~~ere are two active coil sides in each armature coil at any instant.
Thus it is seen that for a given PhYSical size of machine, the Huretl-laj.lfert
version will only generate approximately half the power
of the Bakey-Robinson type.

Hence it is concluded that Huret-
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Nailfert proposal has no merit which makes it worth further
consideration.

5.15 Conclusions regarding Utilization of High Field Property.

.

From general considerations, it is thus seen that apart from
.

the d ,c , homopo Lar-machane , it is difficult to make even a prima
facie case for the utilization of the high field property of
superconductors in the electrical ~.achines operating on conventional principles considered so far.
Of the types of machines not considered so far, only the
Harrowell toroidal reciprocating generator and the synchronous
machine remain.

Since both are suitable for the incorporation

of superconducting windings, it is proposed to examine them in
detail, together with the d ,c , homopolar machfne , in subsequent
chapter-s ,
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(b) Section on. .xx.

_-_..

-------

(c) Dimensions
Fig. 41

The lIarI'O','rell ToroiCcl. Reciprocating

Generator
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6.
6.1

Tne 'Harnw311

Tf)!'oidalRed

Ol"l)ce

tin'" Generl3. tor-,

Principle and Construction.
Harrowell has proposed (153) an ingenious generator in which

the armature conductors oscillate inside a toroid.

A constant

w~gnetic field is set up by a superconducting wi~djng in the form
of a toroid, and l"hich therefore produces practically no stray field.
The armature conductors are mounted on the ends of push-rods which
are radial to the ax:i.sof the toroid and are made to reciprocate
by connecting rods joined to a crankshaft rotating at constant speed,
as illustrated in fig. 41.

In order to produce a high flux density

inside the air-cored toroid, it is necessary to employ a superconducting winding for tee field, but the armature conductors
could be of normal cond~cting material, or superconducting material
if the a.c. losses resulting from the armature currents could be
tolerated'. Electrical connections are made to each end of each
reciprocating armature conductor, the conductors being joined in
series by stationary lnterconnectors
required voltage.

to give, within limits, any

Har-rowe'LLproposes that the interconnectors

should be outside the magnetic field, but in principle they could
be inside providing they are stationary.

If they are inside, they

would take the majority of the force reaction of the armature
cor~uctors and thus relieve the superconducting field winding of
these forces.

The construction and supports for it could thus be

sanp'Ler-,end the desd gn of the :field system would be further
sin:plified by not having to

make

provision for the interconnectors

to pass through the toroid walls to the outside and back again.
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Also, the a ,c , losses in the field superconductors t-1ouldbe lower
because of the reduced net field resulting from the combined effects
of the current in the armature conductors and inter-connectors.
On the other hand, if the interconnectors occupy space inside the
toroid, the maximum power output obtainable from a given toroidal
volume ~Ay be reduced, because the space
available for power generation.

50

occupied is not then

However, in view of the lower

stresses and simplified construction this reduction in output may
not be as great as ~~ght appear at first sight.

The connections

between the ends of the moving armature conductors and stationary
interconnectors are through flexible links, as sliding contacts would
not be suitable for the large currents envisaged.

Harrowell also

suggests that the connections could be through springs, but gives
no explanation of ~hy they might be used instead of flexible
connections.

It could be that if the natur~l frequency of the

dyna~ic system formed by the reciprocating conductors and springs,
was m~de to correspond with the synchronous frequency of the
electrical supply system, the forces required in the push rods,
connecting rods and cranks to set up simple harmonic motion in
the conductor system could be reduced considerably.
6.2

Harrowellis Cl~ims.
Harrowsll ~~kes cor.siderable claims (154) for his recipro-

catang machine.

The advan tages he puts forward may be summard sed

as follows:
(a) Absence of slip rings and brushes
Cb) No stray field
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(c) Better volt1ge regulation and system stability
(d) Weight 0.25 of conventional machine
(e) Approximate net cost saving of 0.4 allowing for
refrigerator but not other additional costs
(f) Stationary cryostat
(g) Smaller length than conventional machine
(h) No iron losses
(i) Reduced copper losses .
(j)

No a.c. losses in normal or superconducting
armature conductors

(k) Greater potential for scaling to large powers
than rotary machines
Advantages for the "reight and cost savings in (d) and (e) are
based on design studies for 500 ~~T generators.

The disadvantages

quoted by Harrowsll are:
(a) Increased bearing losses unless driven by
reciprocating prime mover.
(b) Increased material fatigue.
(c) Need for flexible conductors •
.(d) Radical change in design.
(e) Increased fault current.
To these may be added the difficulty of removing the losses from the
armature conductors inside the toroid to th9 out.sf.de
,

6.3 Examin~tion of_B~rrowell's

Claims.

Some of Harrowell's claims of the advantages are self-evident,
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such as (a), (b), (c) and (f), while (d) and (e) are plausible,
but are difficult to dispute without undertaking a detailed
design study.

(h) is presumably based on the premise that since

no iron is employed in the magnetic circuit, there will correspondingly be no iron loss;

however-, the push-rods carry:ing the

conductors, although probably constructed from non-magnetic
stainless steel, would nevertheless be of conducting material,
and since parts of them would cut the field inside the solenoid,
they would have e.m.f.ls induced in them which would give rise
to eddy currents and consequently to iron losses.

These could be

reduced if necessary by laminating the push-rods, or completely
elimina ted by constructing them from carbon fibre reinforced
ep9XY resin.

Reduced copper losses (i) would be expected because

of the considerably shortar total length of the arnature conductors
and interconnections

than would occur in a normal m~chine.

Because the field produced qy the toroid is non-tiroe-variant
and of tunform flux density, Harrowell points out that Iby reciprocating the armature conductors, an alternating voltage is
produced but, because the flux in the conductors does not change
in strength or direction, no a.c •.losses are produced by it in
either super or normal conductors.'

This statement may be

questioned by pointing out that the field will not have a completely
uniform flux density over the Whole cross-section of the toroid,
and the~efore unequal e.m.f.is will be generated at different
sections of each conductor giving rise to circuJ.ating currents
within the conductors and c,:,nsequent.ly
a.c. losses as well.

Furthl"!:r,

since the conductors themselves will be carrying alternating current
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when the generator is loaded, their apparent resistance will be
higher than when carrying the same value of direct current due
to the so-called skin effect.

It may well be that Harrowell was

only dealing with the major effects in the machine under (j),
and did not intend to imply that there would be no losses due to
these secondary causes.

Nevertheless, in the detailed design of

a machine, these would have to be taken into account and some subdivision of the conductors into parallel transposed paths would
be requi red.

Adva~tage (k) claimed by Harrowell that the toroidal reciprocating machine has greater potential for scaling to large powers
than the rota~

(pres~~ably the two types of rotary machines

considered in the same reference (1.54» is not immediately obvious.
The reciprocating machine is li~~ted by the same three consideration as for the rotating machine:

magnetic, mechanical and therm~l.

The magnetic and thermal limits are rapidly reached in small ratings
ld th both types of machines.

50

the mechanical lirni t remains.

In

rotating machines, the diameter of the rotor is increased with
increasing ratings until the maximum allowable working stress
induced by centrifugal action is reached, after which the length
only is increased for even higher ratings.

In

reciprocating machir.es,

there is no centrifugal stress in. the arma tur-e, but nevertheless
there are limitations due to the maxi~~
being reached.

allowable working stresses

As Harrol>Tellpoints out (1.54.),the alternating

direction of the stresses in the moving parts are the worst for
producing fatigue, and so, it the machine is to have an acceptable
life, the stresses have to be kept below a maximum value considerably
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lower than that permissible for rotar.y motion;
might be anticipated.

In

a value of 40%

order to explore the way various design

parameters affect the alternating stresses, and to investigate
the veracity of Harrowell's contention in advantage (k),"a
procedure for establishing the leading dimensions of a toroidal
reciprocating generato~ will now be deduced.

6.4 Establishing the Leading Dimensions.
The position x of the armature conductors moving with simple
harmonic motion is given by an expression of the form:
X

a sin l..>t

::

The velocity is given by:
•
X

a t.J cos ",t

::

and the corresponding acceleration by:
..

where

a

2

:: - ac.> sin ot

x

is the throw of the crank and corresponds to half
,

the total excursion of the conductors,
and

ea

is the periodicity of t.he supply.

It will be noted that both the total excursion of the conductors
and their acceleration are independent of the dimensions of the
toroid.

Now the rms voltage per phase is given by:
E
ph

=

1

-B-2alJ
-./2

where B is the mean flux density
and

e is

the total length of the armature conductors per phase.

If J is the mean current denSity in the armature conductors,' and
band

h their width and thickness respectively, then the total
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current per phase is:
.(46)

= J bh
50

that the apparent power output per phase, Sph' is '

= -1
0/2

Be aw.

J b h

But ~ b h is the total volume of the armature conductors per phase
(= Vc' say), giving
S

=

ph";2

.!.BaWJV

c

Now the value of B will be chosen to be as high as possible consistent with not exceeding the critical current and critical field
of the superconducting coil and avoiding a transition to normality
under normal operation and electrical fault conditions, ~ is fixed
by the frequency of the supply required and J will be determined
primarily by the conductor IIl:l.te!"i.nl
and the type and effic~cy of
th.ecooling inside the toroid, and also partly by the im;ub.tion
thickness and similar considerations.

Thus in order to minimise

the volume of armature conductor nk~terial, the designer must make
a, the excursion of the armature conductor~ as large as possible.
In fact, the designer must compromise between the quantity of
arma ture conduc tor Itatel'ial, and the quantity of superconduc tor
jn the toroid~l field coil, and do this wi~~out incurring ~~acceptable high stresses in the reciprocating p~rts.
Now the total force in the push rods required for one phase
~dll be required to accelerate (and dec~lerate) the phase conductor.s
with simple harmonic motion, to provide the mech~nical power
conv~rted to electrical power and to overcome the various frictional
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and aerod~~amic forces set up Qy the rod guides and air resistance

Ir the conductor supporting

round the conductor assemblies.

structure and insulation are neglected, the force required in
the push rods to provide simple harmonic motion,is:

= - Vc f

F SHH ( t)

where

f

a Gl)

2

sin c.Jt

is the density of the conductor material.

Alternatively, to a ve~

coarse first approximation, the

insulation and supporting structure ca~ be considered as propor-

f

tional to Vc' and

can then be regarded as the mean density of
Re-arranging equ. (47) and substitu-

the reciprocating armature.
ting V

e

in equ. (48) gives:
A.j2 S
_--,-p,;.;.h

=

f

co sin wt

B J

Equation (47) thus gives an approximate'indication

that for

a machine of"a given rating, the force necessary to give reciproeating motion to the armature is independent of the throw of the
crank (i.e. is independent of the total excursion made

b-J

the

armature).
'!he powez- input will be provided by a force acting over the
total excursion distance and given ~J:
F (t)

P

wher-e i

=

B.l!, i

is the instant...'Uleous
value of the armature phase current,

corresponding to I, its
F (t)
p

=

rIDS

value.

../2 B I, I cos (wt + 'jJ)

where tp is the internal phase angle de terrr.inedby the nature of the
load and the internal iMpedance of the machine.
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F (t)

p

= ~2 B

e

S
'Oh

E

cos (wt + 'f)

ph

2S

ph
-alA)

=

cos (wt + tp)

substituting for Eph from equ, (45).

(50)

Thus from the point of view

of the forces in the reciprocating parts, it is advantageous to
make a, the throw of the crank, as large as possible.
The total force FT in the push rod at its junction with the
armature conductors is thus (from equs , (49) and (50»
. F (t ) = "'2 S h{- ~ sin cut +
T
P
BJ

13. cos

(wt + tp)}

(51)

aW'

In an armature with norm~l conductors, the resistance, Rc'
of an individual conductor of length L, thickness h and conductivity
R

c

=

L/(crb

h).

'!he resistance loss per conductor
and the loss per

uni t

=

12 L/(O'b h)
ph

of armature surface area

I 2L

=

ph

=

Iph

•

1

bh

= - J, q
(Y

where q'

=

Iph/2b.

(say )

It is more convenient to write q for 2q'

so that:
(52)
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Thus knowing sui table values for q, b can be determined from equ,

(52). At present, no data are available for either

q or J, but

suitable values could be obtained from tests and modified subsequently as experience is gained in the design of this type of
machine.
In the case of superconducting armatures, an equivalent
parameter can be deduced from which the width of the superconducting
cOMposite can be determined as a function of phase, current.

In both

normal and superconducting armatures, the thickness of the armature
conductors can be calculated from:

h

=

V/eb
c

(53)

Turning now to a consideration of the dimensions of the toroid
which for minimum length of a single turn of the superconducting
wire should have a square section.

of each active conductor ~ll
conductor- excursion, or 2a.

On this criterion, the length

be equal approximately to the to~~l
In a detailed design, a Ll.owance would

have to be made for the thickness of the conductors and their
insulation and supports, but these are neglected in this consideration.

Thus t the number of active armature conductors per phase is

given by:

and the length of ci~ular

arc occupied by one armature phase ~ll

be b x Zph.
The circ'~1erence of the toroid, 2trR, at the mean positions
of the arma ture conduc tor-swill be three times thq length of the
circular arc occupied by one armature phase .....
"1 t..h. due allowance to
avoid mechanical interference between the ends of adjacent arMature
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phases in the course of their reciprocating motion.
:::; J bZ

217R

Thus:

1..

P;l

or

R _

3bt

-

411a

(55)

now the value of R needed to accommodate the number and width
of armature conductors given b,y equs. (52) and (54) can be expressed
in terms of the crank throw a and dfmensd ons , From inspec"t:ionof .

*

fig.41, it can be seen tha.t:
R

=

4a +

t

+ h/2

where t is the length of the push rod -guid.e. This aaeunea a ca.."l.ventional
arrangement for the crankshaft so that the little end bearing always
remains outside the faces of the cranks.

In a machine with a

normal armature, t will be of sufficient length to pass through the
inner cylindrical wall of the toroidal cryostat and also to provide
a smooth sliding action between the push rod and its guide.

To a

first approximation, it will be ass~~ed that (t + h/2) equals a.
Wi th a superconducting armature, the push

r= must

insulation a.swell as a smooth sliding action.

provide thermal

A possible ~4terial

might be carbon fibre reinforced plastic, but in any case, a longer
push rod would be desirable in order to p~ovide a longer thermal
path.

If the outside diameter of the machine is not to be increased

unduly, it will probably be neoessary to ke~p (t + h/2) to about
2a or less;

for the purpose in hand ,

3.

value of 2a will be assumed,

Hence equ. (56) becomes:
For norma], armature:

R

=

.sa

For superconducting armature:

R

=

6a

)
)
)

(57)

Treating a as a vari~ble and equating the values for R given br

....
Page 13;)
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equs. (55) and (57) in the two cases, enables the value of a to be
estimated from the power output rating of the machine and the
permissible values of the design parameters, as follows:
R

= Jbl

= ka

4na
From equ , (45),
substitution for

=

aJ

e

= J2E h/Eat.> and

.

e

p

from equ. (10) b

=

I h/q,
p

so

and b sives:

JJ2EnhInh
47fkB"q

But JEphlph represents the total apparent power output of the
machine, S, so giving a value for the crank throw as:

<.58)
where k is

a

constar.t depending on the type of ~3chine, and having

a value of be tween 5 and 6.
6 ..5

Relative

Ha.g:"i

bJ1es of Arm~ture Forces.

At this stage, it is instructive to obtain some very approximate values for the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms in
equ. (51). The following values are assumed:

r :

or

8000 kg/m}

B

=

5 tesla

J

=

6
2
8 x 10 AIm for non-superconducting
armature condu~tors

J

=

4 x 109 A/m2 for stabilised superconducting niobium
titanium clad with copper (mean density).

copper

The value of J for copper conductors has been deliberately chosen
to be r~gh to make the case for normal armatures as strong as
possible.

It must be remembered therefore that the results based
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on this

figure

will

be optimis tic.

For 50 Hz Nachi.nes,

Ca)

Non_suoerconducting

a

(,£.J/B]

../2/ a.t.J

.01

.063

.45

.1

.063

.045

.063

.0045

in

III

1

(b)

armature

S11perconducting arma.ture

a in

III

f(4BJ

J2/a6J

.01

1.26 x 10-4

4500

x

.1

1.26 x 10-4

450

x

1.26 x 10-4

45

x 10-4

1

10-4
10-4

For 400 Hz Hachines
(a)

No~-sunerconductinC'

pwjBJ

-J2ja~

.01

.5

.055

.1

.5

.0055

.5

.00055

ainm

1

!'irmatur-es ,

I
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(b) Suoe~conducting

arMature

-.}2/al,.)

ftAJ/BJ

a in m
.01

10 x 10-4

S50 x 10-4

.1

10 x 10-4

55 x 10-4
5.5 x 10-4

10 x 10-4

1

Certain conclusions can be drawn froM these figures which
would help to clarify

Har-r-owe'LLt

s statement in reference (153)

that it has not yet been decided \-ihetherthe armature .should
consist of superconductors or normal conductors.
400 Hz alternators

~ertainly for

(which would be largely for transport applica-

tions and where the saving of l-Jeight'tolould
be of considerable
importance) the non-superconducting
The penalty incurred ~

armature would not be suitable.

the force for reciprocating the armature

(over ten times the force providing useful output) would make
such machines too heavy and expensive to be competitive' with
conventional types.

If the armature is superconducting,

the force

for reCiprocating the armature is insignificant compared with the.
useful force when the crank throw is small, and only becomes
comparable wi th ita t values of throw which wou'Ld be larger than
could. C~ used in 24000 rpm machd.nes,
With 50 Hz machines, it is obviou"- that the superconducting
armature en~bles very much more effective use to be made of the
material in the mechanical mechanism, than does the non-superconducting arm? ture , Hi th nO!"l-superconductine armatures there is
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probably a limit to the ~~ximum throw which it is advantageous to
use, and it may be preferable to use an additional set of cranks
and armatures in order to obtain higher ratings than to go on
i.ncreasing the thro~.jindefii1itely.

This deduction does not Lend

support to the statement claimed as an advant.age by Harrowell in
. (k) above.

The larger thro..
ts may be necessary for the higher

ratings of machines, and it is here that the mechanical liIl".it
of
maxi~~

allowable working stress becomes operative.

6.6 Desi~n Procedure.
In determining the leading dimensions of a toroidal reciprocating generator for a given voltage and output; whether with a
superconducting or normal armature, the choice of the value of
the crank throw a is crucial, since it is this value that determines how near the optimum criteria the resulting machine Hill be.

A preliminary value for a could be chosen on thA basis of equ.(58)
and from this the mag~~tude of the resulting forces in the reciprocating mechanism assessed, commencing with th'.'..t
at the jt'.nction
with the armature from equ. (51).· The forces in the remainder of

the mechanism (push rods, connec ting rods, crank, crankshaft and
big and little end bearings) can' then be determined, together wi th
the proportions and dimensions of these parts and the oorresponding
stresses.

If the maximum stress in any part is excessive, a larger

value of a Must be chosen.

It should be noted that since equ, (.51)

is a function of ~, the internal phase angle of the machrne , it is
important that the phase angle of the load be specified and that
some estimate of the armature reactance/resistance

ratio be available.
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The design procedure is then as follows:
1.

Determine. a preliminary value for a from equ. (58).

2.

Calculate the resulting forces in the parts of· the mechanism
using equ. (51) for those at the armature end of the push
rods. snd estimate the probable maximum stresses.

3.

If the probable maximum stresses are unacceptably high.
increase the value of a and repeat (2) and (3)until the
stresses are acceptable.

4. Determine t. the. total l8ngth of arroature conductor per phase,
from equ.

(45). A

value of B, the flux density, will be

5

needed. but a value of

tesla can be assumed as a conser-

vative figure for ~iobium-titanium

5.

superconductor.

Calculate Vc , the total volume of armature conductor material
per phase,frcm equ, (47). A value for J, the mean current .

.

density will be required b~sed on best available estimates,
and eventually on test data.
6.

Calculate b. the width of the individual a rma tur-econductors,
from equ , (52) for vlhich e. value of q is needed.

7.

Calculate h. the thickness of the armature cond~ctors from
equ,

(53).

8.

Determine R, the mean radius of the toroid from equ. (56).

9.

Es td.mat.ethe maximum

allm.,rablelength of·circular arc,

nical interference between adjacent phases.
Determine number of conductors per phase, Zph' from
Z

ph

=

of

2~R/J)making allow~nce to avoid ~echa-

one armature phase «

10.

e.

C
b
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11. Determine length L of individual armature conductors from
L

12.

=

·e/z

ph

Esti~~te dimensions of cross-section of toroid, making allowances
for clearances, connections at ends of armature conductors,
thickness of armature cor~uctors, etc.
w~dth of toroid (inside)

=

Thus:

2a + h + allowances,

and:
~~al

length of toroid (inside)

=

L + allowan~es.

At this stage, the designer has determined the principle dimensions
of the machine and can then proceed to details of the design; and
to predictions of its performance characteristics.
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Z.
7.1

Homopolar D.C. M'lchines

!roes of HomoPOlar K'lchines.

There are two main categories of direct current machines:
homopolar and heteropolar.

In the former there is only one basic

pole, so arranged that the active conductors move through a field
of constant intensity.

This categor,y has hitherto been employed

only in very rare instances because of the extremely large MHF
required to establish the magnetic field;

it is because super-

conducting coils can produce appreciable ~Agnetic fields over
large volumes in air, that homopolar d.c. machines become practicable.

The voltage g~nerated in the armature conductors is

constant in magnitude, and although slip rings and brushes are
required to conduct the current from the rotating to the stationary
mer-ber , they

are not required to act as a reversing switch.

In

.

the commonly used category of d.c. machine, the active field
system consists of a number of poles arranged so that adjacent
poles &re of opposite polarity ~~th the result that the e.m.f.
generated in each active conductor altern!J.teswith a frequency
determined by the product of the spp.edand the number of pairs of
poles.
Various arrangements of magnet systeMs have been devised for
homopolar rr.achires. The simplest consist.s of a single coil which
produces a magnetic field which is approximately parallel to the
axis of the field cof.L, at least in the plane of coil and inside
it.

The ar~Ature consists of a conducting disc rotating inside

the coil, and connections are m~de to it via brushes and sliprings
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situated on the shaft and on the outer edge of ~~e disc (fig. 42).
With a non-superconducting field coil, the magnetic field which
could be established was extremely low, and therefore the homopolar
~Achine was inherently limited to ver,y low voltage applications.
For example, a homopolar disc generator with a rotor diameter of
160 mm, and rotating ~t )000 r.p.m. in a field of 0.1 T, a value

which cannot reasonably be exceeded with a normal coil, generates
an a.m.f. of O.1V.
k~ alternative field arrangement can be obt~ined from a pair
of coils carrying curr,ents in opposite directions resulting in
an approximately radial field pattern between the coils.

The

armature conductors are arranged axially between the two field
coils, and are each connected to a slip-ring at either end.

This

results in an armature with a barrel or drum configuration and
with the number of slip-rings equal to twice the number of active
conductors.

This arrangement enab'Les the individua.l conductors

to be connected in series, but the nUI'lberis limited by the space
available for the slip-rings, from each of which the full current
output of the machine has to be collected.

It is largely this

difficulty of satisfactor,y collection of current combined with
the inherently low voltage that has limited the use of both disc
and drum types of homopo'l.armachines to extremely rare applications
where ver,y low voltages (below 1V) and very heavy currents of
several thousand amperes are required.

Since the flux is constant,

the iron losses are very low, but this is roore than offset by the
heavy losses at the slip rings.

Further, until recently it proved

more difficult to collect current s~tisfactorily fro~ their slip
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rings than from a commutator in a heteropolar machine.
7.2

The I.R.D. Homooolar Disc Machine.
The use of superconducting coils enables the flux density to

be raised to values in the region of 6 to 7 teslas, but even with
the addition of several discs on the shaft, the disc machine is
still inherently a low voltage, high current machine.

An ingenious

way of increasing the voltage has been developed by I.R.D. Ltd.

(155) in which the rotor disc is divided into a number of insulated
sectors.

Each sector generates a voltage equal to that generated

by the complete disc, and thus by connecting the sectors in series
by brushes, an increased voltage is obtained.

In order to prevent

the brushes short circuiting the output and also to avoid the
sectors from being open-circuited, brushes are placed on alternate
sector~

Hence the total voltage generated is equal to the voltage

per sector multiplied by half the number of sectors (see fig. 43).
This system merely involves the transfer of current from one set
of rotor condue tors

0

r sectors to the nex t, the limi ta t.i on to

which is that' the time constant of the circuit so formed is very
much less than the time available for the transfer.

Since the

circuit has only a single turn, and there is no ferromagnetic
~Aterial associated with it, the leakage inductance, and hence the
time constant will be extremely low.

Appleton (155) claims the

values involved are well below those at which sparking at the
brushes mi~ht be expected.
A dis~dvantage of the simple arrangement shown in fig. 43 is
that a high voltage would exist between two adjacent sectors,
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which is highly undesirable since it could lead to flashover
between them.

Appleton has therefore introduced a series-parallel

arrangement (155) shown in fig. 44 in which the ~Aximum voltage
between any adjacent sectors is limited to that generated in one
sector.
One advantage of this design is that by arranging radial
conductors for the armature current between the peripheral and
central brushes, and by placing them close to the armature discs,
the superconducting field coil is relieved of nearly all of the
reaction torque, and therefore the dewar supports can be minimal,
with correspondingly small heat leaks.
This type of machine is capable of operating as a motor or
generator, but is pre-eminently suited for very large ratings at
high torques and low speeds, such as rolling mills, ship propulsion,
and large hydraulic pumps.

Appleton (156) claims that the sectored

disc machine is suitable for use as a high-voltaee d.c. generator
lath voltages up to 30 kVand
'Ihi s

Vf.l.ri

with power ratings up to 30 1-M.

ety of machine w'1uld presumably operate at a much higher

speed than in the motor applications just mentioned, and although
the value of its voltage is low for d.c. transmission, it does open
the possibility of it being applied to this application.
So far as is known, only two machines of this type have been
constructed to date, both by the International Research and
D8velopment Co. Ltd. at Newcastle-on-~;ne.
(157) produced

a

The prototype machine

power of 50 hp at a speed o f 200 r.p.m.. The

field coil wa,c;wOlJ.."1d
from a composite niobium-zirconium fully
stabilised condu~tor with a copper matrix.

The coil had 2000 turns,
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carried a current of 200 A and.produced a field of approximately 3T
at the outside of the double disc armature which had a radius of
15 inches.

The brushes were of a conventional type ·~th a high

copper content (86%).
The other machine built b,y I.R.D. (155) with support from the
N.R.D.C. was a 3,250 hp, 200 r.p.m. motor which was tested under
industrial conditions b,y driving a cooling water pump at the new
Fawley power station of ~~e C.E.G.B.

It was intended to be a direct

substitute for a conventional a.c. motor running at 900 r.p.m.
through a 4!:1 reduction gearbox.

'!hesuperconducting motor

drove the pump through a 1:1 gearbox to take up the difference in
heights between the motor shaft and pump shaft.
The 3,250 h.p. I.R.D. motor used a fully st~bilised nlobiumtitanium/copper composite superconducting field winding weighing

5~ tons ~nd costing £60,000.

The mean current density in the five

strands of superconductor in the composite was 3,000 A/cm2, and
the field current of 725 A was obtained from a thyristor supply.
The mean diameter of the coil \OT'3.s
101 i!lches with a motor bore
of 88 inches.
4 tes1a.

to do so.
~th

The f~xx density in the bore was approxi~~tely

The magnet, when it was cooled down, took three weeks
The field was unloaded rapidly into a dumping resistor

a maximum voltage of 300 V;

the field inductance was 55 henrys.

The helium refrigerator cost has been quoted (156) as £40,000
and it would have a capacity to liquefy 30 1itres of helium per
hour;

its input power was 80 kW.

The losses in th~ cryostat

were estimated a.t25 W at 4.4 K, plus 100 \-/at 70 K to cool the
heat shield and JOO W to cool the Leads from ambient to 60 K.
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Gaseous helium at 70 K was used to cool the heat shield, and no
liquid nitrogen was employed.
Efforts are being made to avoid the use of liquid helium' and
investigations are in hand at I.R.D.
heliUITlvapour.

to use niobi'~ tin cooled by

Also, by the judicious use of iron it might be

possible to increase the permeance ~f the ~~gnetic circuit in
order to reduce the m.m.f. requ.i.redthus enabling economies to
be

made in th e amount of superconductor required.

This was one

conclusion drawn from the 50 h.p. motor project.
The armature voltage was 430V and full load current was

5800 A. This supply was taken from a 6-phase unfiltered thyristor/
diode rectifier.

The rotor was water-cooled and the overall motor

efficiency was thought to be about 95% on full load.
It should be noted that I.R.D.
currentcollaction

has done

considerable work on

and brush~s, and has produ~ed sever~l novel ~d

ingenious developments, besides the use of carbon fibres.

It was

originally intended (156) to use silver-plated carbon fibre brushes,

but as far as can be determined, the Motor at Fawley employed
graphite brushes with a high copper content.

Strong objections

have been raised by various speakers at conferences (e.g.

at that

reported in ref. 1) against carbon fibre brushes, ~ainly on the
grounds of very high costs, debris a~d hier.wear rates.

Since

carton fibre b~~shes were not employed in the Fawley motor, it is
jnferred that there is some truth in these cbjections, in spite
of claims

by

Appleton (156) that the new brushes have

a

life of

10,000 hours at a current density of 320 A/in2 and a peripheral speed
of 10,000 f.p.m.

Clearly some fu~ther work and independent testina
,

<;>
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is required in order to resolve the opposing claims.
For larger machines at low speeds, say above 5 ~~~, there may
be advantages in employing the drum-type of homopolar machine
because of limi t3.tionson 'the lI'.a.xinnun practical diameter of the
disc-type rotor and the voltage per sector which can be generated.
That the 3,2.50h.p. Fawley motor was a useful exercise in
which considerable expertise and valuable experience were gained,
is undisputed.

~hether or not it was ~n unqualified success. or

indeed whether it can be regarded as an engineering success at
all, is questionable.

It has been reported (158, 159) that the

helium refrigeration system gave consd.derable trouble, and perhaps
its I!'.a.nufacturer
would have been prepared to have expended more
development effort in producing more reliable equipment if a
higher price had been paid for the refrigeration system.
also reported (158) that the

1"0

It was

to r overhea ted badly on load, and

in fact full load was sustained for only a few minutes.

In any

case, the motor was not put in service for 12 to 18 Months as
originally envisaged, presumably because it failed to convince
the C.E.G.B. that it met the specification for ~~e duty intended.
At least, it demonstrated the technical feasibility of a large
hOl'lopolarIT'.:lchine
employing a supercl')nductingfield winding.
vinether or no t it is worthwhile proceedi~g loTi th the deve Iopmen t
of such lI'~chines,is a matter of economics and available markets.
It is proposed to examme

the f'ormer- aspect in,more de tadL and

to mention the latter in the light of ~~y conclusions dr~~~ from
the economic considerations.
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7.3 Economic Considerations of Homopolar Sectored-Disc Kachines.
The economic breakeven point between conventional and homopolar
sectored-disc d.c. superconducting machines has been quoted (111,
156, 160)
as being at about JOOO h.p. and 200 r.p.m. Above this
rating it is claimed that the superconducting motor with the necpssary refrigeration plant would be cheaper than the conventional
machine.

It would also be about

1/6

of the weight (111), which in

some applications would bA an important consideration.

In compara-

tive studies between large conventional variable-speed machines
and superconducting machines, several important other factors must
also be borne in mind.

As with most comparisons, this type is only

strictly valid when considered on a system basis.

The lower weight

of the superconducting machine enables considerable savings to be
made in foundations and basic structure.
a higher efficiency;

It will probably have

various estimates have been quoted from 1~

higher at JOOO h.p. (156) to 3~ higher 8000 h.p.

In some instal-

lations, particularly low speed, as for example in marine propulsions, it may be possible to omit the step-down gearbox required
by the conventional machine.

Superconductor material costs are

remaining constant in terms of monetary values (161) and therefore
falling in real values;

helium refrigerstor costs are falling

rapidly, while conventional machine costs are rising.

All these

f~ctors would p0int to the economic break-even point for capital
cost becoming lower than the 1968 figures aLready quoted, were it
not for an important factor not yet mentioned.

There neods to be

a considerable drop in the estimated capital cost of the superconducting ~achinA in ratings b~low 3000 h.p., as the I.R.D.
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comparison is based on the conventional machine consisting of a p~ir
of half-rating machines running in tandem.

The 3000 h.~. rating

\

can be considered as the limiting power for transition from a single
machine to a tandem-pair based on conservative design;

there is

thus a discontinuity in the cost/power curve at around this rating
which means that the superconducting type must show a reduction
greater than this if it is to be at a capital cost advantage below
3000 h.p.

The question to be asked is whether or not the break-even
rating fo~ the I.R.D. machine is realistic.

The price of a 3000

h.p., 200 r.p.m. tandem-pair conventional machine would be between
£100,000 and £105,000 (162).

Taking the quoted costs of the

refrigerator and the superconducting material together for the
I.R.D., 3,250 h.p. motor gives £100,000

to vlhich must be added

the cost of the cryostat and vacuum equipment, sectored rotor,
b~lSh gear, water cooling arrange~9nts, supporting struoture and
bearings.

Clearly the direct material and labour costs with the

.factory on-costs "rill make the cost of this prototype machf.ne considerably in excess of that of its conventional counterpart.
Development costs have been entirely neglected in this consideration,
but even so, it is perhaps unfair to compare the cost of the prototype machtne with that of conventional types.

It is therefore

necessary to ext.rapol.a te for antd cdpated f'uture costs if a sa.tisfactory conpar-Lson is to be made, and to exclude deve Iopmen t costs
completely.
.

For large d.c. mach1nes

(162)

, material, including purchasing

and handlir.g on-costs, accounts for between 40% and 50~ of the
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price, and labour with direct workshop on-costs (such as wo rkshop
buildings, cranes, tools etc ,) for between 20it and 2.5%, thelol-Ter
~Aterial percentage cost usually being associated ~dth the higher
labour cost, and vice ver-sa, Testing accounts for

5%,

and the

balance of approximately 2.5% to JO~ covers drawing office and estimating, fixed overheads and profit.

This breakdo~m is applicable

to single-armature machines, tandem-pair armature mschines of
comparable rating (where this is feasible) being approximately
12~% more expensive.

Conjectural designs were prepared for con-

ventional 200 r.p.m.

d.c. machines of ratings from 1.500 h.p. to

4000 h.p. and the cost of the basic materials estiT.ated for them. ,
Using the above cost breakdown percentages and making reason~ble
assu_~ptions regarding the variation in manufacturing on-costs with
size, prdces for these Machines ",ere es tf.nated,

Necossarily, these

estimates will no t be ver'lJaccurate, but they do give a fair basis
for comparison with the corresponding superconducting machines.
For these a similar procedure was followed in arriving at a comparable price for the machine alnne.

SUFercon1~ctor costs were

obtained from references 109, 155 and 161 and a mean value of £2
per A-km was used.

Refrigeration costs were obtained by estimating

the heat le~ks into the crJostst, and using cost 'data from reference

109.

The results are plotted in fig. 4.5 from which it will be

observed that the ccs t curves for the tande~-pair conventional
machir.es and the superconducting machines intersect at a very acute
angle, and sinc~ the accuracy of both curves is not very high. it
would be unrealistic to draw too definite conclusions from them.
It can be il"ferred however- that U;e break-even point for capital

161
cost is not well defined, but it is certainly not below the transition rating from a single conventional machine to a tandempair.

It is also apparent that it is desirable for much more

accurate cost assessment studies involving detailed designs to be
.carried out, but such studies are beyond the scope of the present
work and would need to quantify such items as the comparative
reliability of both types of machines including sub-systems such
as refrigeration.

Although large d.c. sllpercondl.lt::ting
machines

would not appear at present to offer a large margin, or possibly
even none. in respect of capital cost, yet the prognosis is good
if the present trends in superconductor and helium refrigerator
prices continue.

Appleton (111) considers that if superconductor

costs could be reduced to £1i per A-km and refrigeration prices
could be reduced by 20,%, the prospects for d.c. motors would
look good.

Although the first condition may now obtain, (since

Goodman (163) gives a price of £1.3 per A-km at 4 tesla), the
second has not been achieved and until it is, the main cost
benefit seems to ar:i.se,not from reduced capihl

costs of the

actual machine, but rather in terms of the economic advantages
accruing from Lowen losses, and smaller and lighter machfnes

,

7.11 Market Proscects.
The commer-c'iaL prospects

for euperccnduc ttng sectol"ed-rotor

d.c. machines ~ust be viewed in the context of the market for
electrical m8chines as a whole.

The production of a.c. motors

manufactured in the U.K. from 1967 onwards has remained approximately constant at about £40m. per

annUIll

and the oroducti.on of
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a.c. generators (exc~ming

turbo-generators) has also remained

constant but at about £Bm per

anmnn,

The production of d ;c,

~Achines below 1000 h.p. fell steadily for a number of years and
was £12m in 1967 and £9m in 1968;

there was an increase in 1969

but the rate of production has remained at approximately the 1968
level subsequent Iy-.

These values are taken from the relevant

Business Honitors published by the Board of Trade, (now the
Department of Trade and Industry).
In the case of d.e. machines over 1,000 h.p., corresponding
production figures are not published by D.T.I., but Appleton (155)
quotes the value of such motors sold in the U.K. in 1965 as £5.4ro.
Although apart from this one figure, annual values have not been
available, it did prove possible to obtain the annual U.K.
production of the motors over 1000 h.p. since 1959 in terms of
aggregate horse power (164).

These are shown in fig. 47.

Unfortunately figures after 1969 are not available because the
organisation responsible for producing them was disbanded in 1969.
The remarkable feature of the graph in fig. 47 is the dramatic
fall in production from the reasonably constant level prior to 1959
of 600,000 h.p., to 100,000 h.p. in 1960.

Production has remained

low, although rising slowly, ever since, and re~ched approximately
half the 1959 level by the end nf 1969.

The other feature, eo~mon

also to Continental manufacturers, has been the way production
follo\oTEld
a four-year cycle.
The main consequence of the very depleted market for large
d ,c , machines has been that prices for them have been based on
~arginal castine_

It has not been possible to car~

out a thorough
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survey of prices during the period since 1959, but fro~ such
evidence as is available (164) it seems that all machines in this
category are being sold at 80% or below of the price based on
normal costing procedure incorporating the proper proportion of
fixed costs.

In a few cases, the price has been as low as 55%

of that arrived at by normal costing.
This position needs to be understood in relation to superconducting machines, since unless price

compare

sons are made on

the same basis for both superconducting and conventional types
as in section 7.3, the true competitive commercial position of
the former with respect to the latter will not be correctly
assessed.

Because this point has been missed by some who have

been critical of estimates quoted by I.R.D., they have concluded
that "break-even" points are not as low as the I.R.D. quoted est.imat es, and then they have further concluded that prospects for
large superconducting d.c. machines are not as favourable as in
fact they may be.

\-Jhethera worthwhile market for Laz-ged ,c ,

machir.es exists at rresent or will do so in the future, or
whether such a market can be created are separate questions.
The general depression of the market for all d.c. machines
is probably la.r~ely due to a contraction in sOMe industries such
as coal-mining, rationalisation and automation in steel-m~.king,
coal and ~~neral mining (overseas) and similar industries, improved
tecP~iques requiring smaller motors, the chanGeover from d.c. to
a.c. in ship supplies, the cost reduction in silicon diodes and
the development of the thyristor.

The declining market resulted

in prices of a.c. machines of all sizes falling.

For example,
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statistics (16)

supplied by a large industrial organisation which

purchases large numbe~of

electric motors show that the average

price of d.c. motors fell by )1% between 1958 and 196), while
the average price of a.c; motors fell by only.3t~ in the same period.
Although these fi~ure5 are not up to date, it is believed that they
aro still indicative of the relative profitability of manufactUring
both types of motors.
The development of low frequency a.c. supplies from thyristor
inverters in ve~

large powers in the megawatt range has made

variable_~peed drives employing non-commutator a.c. motors a
practical possibi:p.ty combined

'tu th

economic viability.

An

exa.mple

of such a drive(165) is a 6 }M synchronous motor driving a cement
kiln in Belgium.

The motor.has a speed range of 8 to 19 r.p.m.,

.and the complete installation has given satisfacto~J service since
1970.

The existence of such drives diminishes the prospects for

.d ,c , super-conduotd.ngmachtnes , but assummg

that th~ latter can

be developed successfully, applications for motors of this type

could be consideredwhere:(a) Ve~

low speeds and high torques are required, (e.g. marine

propulsion, mine winders, submarine motors) particularly
wherA low weight and compactness are desirable.
(b) Powers above, say )000 h.p., 't",het'e
a wide range of speed control
is required, (e.g.

steel mills:

reversing, multiple stand).

(c) Hotors of a felv hundred horse power, mtere

Vl=!ry

to speed control is required and ~nere the ~ch
rn'l.SS

rapid response
smaller rotor

and 8.nr.atureinductance enable this to be achieved.

(a.e· continuous multiple sequence strip and plate mills,
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.aluminium foil mills, paper ITlilldrives).
(d) High current, very low voltage d ;e, supplies are required to
be converted to a.c. supplies (e.g.

at the receiving end of

a d.c. superconducting cable).
(e) High voltage, d.c. supplies require conversion to a.c.

(e.g.

at the receiving end of a conventional d.c. link).
Applications for generators of this type exist l-7here:_
(a) High current, 10H voltage d ,c , supplies are required, (e.g.
marine propulsion, electrolytic zinc extraction, refining
of copper, vacuum arc furnaces, alu~~nium smelters, electrodeposition and electrophoresis, etc.).

The su~erconducting

machine may score on grounds of efficiency, ease of control
and fast response, compactness and weight over other supplies
·such as conventional generators, and diodes and thyristors.
The latter may generate prohibitive harmonics in the a.C.
supply, which could be avoided with a motor-generator
(b)

set.

High current, Low voltage d s e , supplies accurately controlled
and free from ripple, (e.g. magnets for physics research).

(c) Large d.c. power supplies are required in industrial complexes,
(such as chemical plants, dockyards, factory are~s, el~ct~o_
chemic:tl plant for produc td.on of chlorine, hy1"t'ogen,oxygen,
et~.) and 'tv-here
p'~ssi bly La rge q1.lanti
ti ~3 of heat at compar-ati.vely 101" t.emperatur-es are 3.1s1) required.

Such complexes May

justify a "total heat," scheme with local electrica.l generation.
(d)

Traction and rapid transit system supplies are reqUired
characterised qy low voltage, high current and regeneration,
(i.e. feeding back to the supply).
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Thus viewing the market situation as a whole, in spite of an
impressive list of possible applications, it would not appear to
be a prudent commercial exercise to undertake the development of
d ,c , hcimopolar machines

3.S

a private venture because:-

(a) of the contracting ~arket for d.c. ~achines with ratings
over 1000 h.p.,
(b) prices for large d.c. machines are based on marginal costing,
(c) altern~tive drives employing a.~. machines and thyristor
supplies are being successfully marketed,
(d) of the smallness of the market in relation to the cost of
individual uni ts,
(e) of lack of sufficient capital cost advantage above 3000 h.p.
at 200 r.p.m.,' and higher capital cost be Low this rating.
As far as is known, the only machines of this type under construction
at the present time in the U.K. are a generator and a motor for a
marine propLu.sion system
(Navy) (159).

sponsored by the Ninistry of Defence

Nole et a L report (167) that a. nutr:.ber
of developments

are under way in France, Japan and the United states on superconducting
homopolar machines for various applications, blt'principally ship
propulsion.
7.5

Other SUDercrmd11ci:.inR Homo ool.ar-MacMnes.
It is generally recog~~sed that in order to fully utilize the

rr.agneticflux developed by superconducting magnets ~n homo polar
rr.achines,very high densit.y current collection systems are required;
(see, for example, Appleton in refs. 155 and 159).

Other considera-
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tions for the current collection system are low voltage drop,
abili ty to operate at a high slip-ring velocity, and Iml wear
rates with low friction.

This has lead to the use of the high

copper content graphite brushes and to development of the silver.plated carbon fibre brushes already noted.
solid brush mat~rial has been proposed
planned

qy

A variation of the
Yamamoto (166) who

to use silver graphi te brushes in a superccnductang

homopolar generator with multiple armature discs of 1.2m diameter.
The alternative method of current collection in homopolar
machines of both non-superconducting

and superconducting types

has been achieved using·1iquid metal collection systems, and as
Mole et al remark (167),non-superconducting

machines employing

this method have been built for a number· of years.

They have

utilized sirr.?lecentrifugally fed collectors and jets with mercury
and sodium-potassium as the liquid metals.

Only limited infor-

m~tion is available re~arding operating experience with these
machines, but it would bereasor.~ble to assur.e that since none
of them has been used extensively for co~m.ercial application,
there are economic problems which prevent commercial exploitation.
The ve~J high fields present. in superconducting homopolar·

m~chines cause severe losses in the liquid metal current oollection zones, ani recently designs of ho~opolar m~chines have been
evolved specifically to r~duce the flux densities in these zones
(167)
K~tenzive studies have been con1ucted at Laboratoire Central
des Industries Electriques (t.e.I.E.) to determine the most
suitable liquid netal for use in superconducting ho~opolar
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machines (168).

The choice of liquid metal lies be tween sodiu:.lJl-

potassium, indium-mercury, galli~lJl-indium,and gallium-indium-tin,
and all of these are hazardous in one way or another.

Sodium is

highly reactive in the presence of moisture, mercu~J is toxic and
unacceptable in many locations,while
and highly corrosive.

gallium is slightly toxic

Systems using these naterials must be care-

fully designed to prevent leakage, and to exclude oxygen.

The most

conunonly user! liquid metal is NaK and normally a nitrogen blanket
is employed with it.
It appears that under certain floH conditions, probably nonlaminar, these materials produce...
non-negligible quanti ties of
scale or amorphous powder.

These particles of powder are trouble-

soma, sinca they take the place of the liquid alloy and interfere
with the current collection.

The solution proposed by Robert (168)

is to excJ.ude the basic causes of the problem, i.e. impurities
and absorption of gases.

Thus it is np.cessary to use very pure

alloys or metals and to prevent exposure to absorbable gas atmospheres.

As a result of the extensive investigations at L.e.I.E.,

mercury-indium was selected for use in the homopolar machine.
Gallium-indiu.~ was rejected because black powder was generated in
the closed system.
,
The horaopoIar'machine eventu.1.l~ydeveloped ty L.e.LB.

(169)

is a 60 kW motor "t-lith
a novel flooded rotor , This represents a
significant developMent in that all the space bet~een the rotor
and stator is filled with liquid metal and the sides of the
rotating and stationa~J discs are insulated.

The ~~sic configu-

ration o~ the flooded rotor concept is illustrated in fie. 48,
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while the basic arraneement of .the L.C.I.E. motor is presented in
fig. 49.

It has five rotor discs insulated from each other and

interleaved with the stationa~

discs.

All of the discs are set

at angles such that the magnetic fl~~ is perpendicular ~o each
disc in the system.
The machine, while no t without its problems, has been tested
successfully and produced 56.5 kW at 600 r.p.m •.~dth an efficiency
of 82%.

The viscous losses on the sides of the discs are propor-

tional to the cube of the disc velocity (167) and are very severe
at high speeds.

This concept of the machine is the~efore limited

to low speeds and small diameters.
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8.
8.1

IAr~e Synchronous Hachines.

Turbo-Genera.tor DeveloP'!l1en
t,
The demand for electrical power doubles approximately eve~J

ten years in the U.K., and in order to meet this demand the aggre~
gate generatins capacity must be increased by a corresponding
amount.

The ratings of the generators installed to meet the

increased demand have also increased at approximately the same
rate.

\vith the trerd towards bigger and bigger wits,

be expected th~turbo-gener~tor

it is to

designers should be considering

methods of raising the limit of the ~aximum rating for which it
is possible to design a single unit.

The ~tm1t to the largest

rating that can be successfully designed is imposed by magnetic,
thermal and mechanical stress considerations.

Improvements in

materials have contributed to make machines with l1rger ratings
possible (170, 172)

but

the main contribution has teen due to

improved methcds of coolin~.

1hese have result~d in more effec-

tive use being made of the generator material, and hence in
greater power- being obtained per urn t weight.

.

This development

is summard sed in fig. 50 where power output per unit weight is
plotted against year of manufacture.

Also shown is the maximum

ra ting which can be achieved 1d th each type of cooling.

The

largest uni t r;enerators ordered t" date are 1 ,JOO I-M, and these
must be approaching the rn~xi~lm practical ratir.g which can be
achieved without some further radical development in .electric~l

. te~hnology (172)• From the survey given by Arnold in
macblne
r~ference 170, of pr9dicticns for the require~~nts of rnaxim~~
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generator ratings, it seems eLear- that 2000 r·~vsetsccuta.be required
by

1980, and that ratings of 3000 r·!!.·l l.all eventually be required.

As Arnold states in his survey, at present interest is concentrated
largely on single-unit generators:

generators in tandem will not

be an economic proposition as long as it is possible to build
unit generators of the required output.
,

,

The use of larger sizes for turbo-generators
uni ts which are. more economic.

of building
. ..

new power stations

in

results

Furthermore the capital

costs

are reduced by i.using larger

units •

The C.E.G.B. claims (171) ·that due to the use

of larger units, for the five-year period., 1960 _ 65, its powe r
station c~pital costs fell bJ 20% in spite of a 30% rise in price
levels of building materials and labour, and this trend has contir.u.cd.
Unless th~ policy to use la~ce~ anQ l~ree~ generatinz ur~ts
is reversed, new developments must be evolved which l.;illenable
these hizher r~tings to be achieved.

The ~se of refrigerants, such

as freon, for cco1ing the rotor can be envisaged as a possibility,
't.athresultant louer resistance of the fie;Ld landing and consequent
reduced field losses and higher efficiency.
rrigh t

11e

The next logical step

the use of a cryogenic coo.Ling l"!"?ditl>:l,
such

8S

liflUid

nitrogen, for the retor, with further red.u-::tion
in resistar.ce
and improvement in efficiency, although the power- required for
the refrigerato~ ~ould offset these to some extent.

Both of these

types of cooling media could also be used in the stator and further

advantages gained.
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The logical conclusion to this approacb is, of course,
superconductivity,
superconducting

at least for the field 'Winding. \·Jhether
windings will t~ advantageous

stator a~~ture

or not, depends en the development of a suitable superconductor.'
As Appleton points out (155), to achieve the present efficiency
of a 500

}~f

arma tuz-e

l-rincling
"Tould have to be lilT'i ted to about 5 kW because

turbo-generator,

of the refrigerator

power-

the a.c. losses in

required.

3

sup~rconducting

This llrnit is probably

orders of magnitude away from the present performance of 5uperconduo tcr-sat power frequencies.

Thus the application of

superconductors is limited to the field winding, ~view
by

shared

a number of other investigators including Hole (1), Sabrie

(174), Woodson et al (178) and Lorch (1).
8.2

A..Gvanta",es
of Sunerco:nductin:?;Exci ta tj on vlindinrs.
Besides the attraction of extending the maximum ratings of

thp-largest machines vlhich it is pos sf ble to reanuf'ac tur-a thereby
gaining further econo~c
superconducting

advantage froM the resulting unit ratings,

field windings are attractive in smaller ratings

of turbo-generators as well.

A number of studies have been

published from various laboratories where the advantages likely
to accrue frOM the
p01ver

USe

of superconducting

turbo-generators in

r,eneration systems ha'!€' been invesi:i€a.ted. These include

Thullen and SMith (173), Sabrie (174), l-:ole.Haller and Litz (175),
5 tekly

and Hoodson (176), 5Zl'.i th, Kirtley.

and \'Tood~onet al (178).

'Ihullen and VJood~on (177)

There is considerabl.e overlapping of

.material in these and similar reports, but the ma.in potential
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advantages relative to the conventional machd nes can be summara.sed
as

follows:

(a) Lower- weight and volume.

Superconducting field windings

enable higher flux densities to be employed, and the absence
of magnetic iron provides increased volmne for active armature conductors;

it also reduces the insulation requirements

since each conductor need not be insulated for the full phase
voltage to earth, but only for the voltage between turns,
providing the overall insulation requirements to earth are
reet. To a first approximation, the flux density can ce
increased by a factor of ~ e~d the specific current loading
by a factor of 2, thus enabling up to about

4

times as

much power to be anticipated from a given frame size.
(b)

Reduced costs.

'Ihestator cons truc tc.cnal.materials are

conventd onal,and less are required.

':Ifr

the ferroJ'Tla~netic

core is absent, the expensive and labour intensive process
of

stacking the larr~nations is elimjn~ted.

S~perconductor

and refrigerator costs at the large ratings required are
modest in relation to the other costs.

Further economies

result from the smaller four.daticns and buildings required,
and also fro!'!e'lsier shipment and reduced site erection

exppnses.
(c)

Higher terminal voltage.

The simpUfied

stator insuh.tion

ar-rangemen ts should allow higher terminal voltages to be used
\OJi

th Lower- currents anti wi th consequent,

transforr.ter.

savings in the

11m t
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(d) Hieher efficiency.

Nore effective use of spa.ce reduces

stator copper losses and the absence of the ferro _ ma~netic
core eliminates iron losses.
~nda.ge losses.

Reduction in size reduces

The superconducting field requires almost

negligible excitation power, but this is partly offset by
the refrigeration power required.
(e) Improved electrical characteristics.

The synchronous

impedance of a superconducting generator will be very 10H
so that in effect there is no steady-state stability li~~t
and it can be operated at its full }IVA rating unders-exedted
down to zero pO't-Ter
factor.
Although the rotor inertia is considerably lower, it is
possible to reduce the transient reactance also.

This,

combined w"ith the 10l-rersynchronous reac tance giving a
smaller rotor anele, results in improved transient stability
under large changes in load or under electrical system fault
condf td ons ,

Another electrical advantage is the effect of the thermal
shield which acts as a damper (or amortissor) winding, and
reduces the effect of unbalanced loadin~c by reducin~ ne"ative
0

Cl

sequence currents.
(f) Improved mechani.ca'Icharacteristics.

For a given rating, the

rotor w"ill be shorter and have significa.ntly higher ~ritical
speeds and hence less tendency to develop vibration problems.
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8.3 General Features of Super~onductin~ Turbo-Generators.
A synchronous machi~e has three main windings:

an alternating

current arma ture winding, a direct current excitation field winding
and a damper winding interposed between the armature and field
Windings.

llhen a generator supplies current to a load, the current

in the armature sets up a flux wave in the ~ir gap w~tch rotates
at synchronous speed and interacts TNith the flux produced by the
field current to sive electrom~enetic torque.

Hechanical drivin!:

torque must then pe applied from a prime mover to sustain rotation.
A supercornucting synchronous generator has the same general
features and Wi~ding arrangerr.entas a conventional machine, but
considerable changes in the design details are required in order
to achieve a practical machine arraneement.

A re-appraisal of the

basic configuration for large turbo-generators has been undertaken
by

a number of deSigners (173 - 178), and invariably a rotating

£ield system is favoured.
a rotating vacuum-insulated

'Thepr-ob'Lensof constructing and cooling
cryostat and current leads for the

superconducting field "undine; are considered to be less severe
than the construction of a reinforced plastic rotor with embedded
conductors and a high voltage, ve~
current collection system.

high current, three-phase

Such a system would be very large,

reqUire considerably maintenance and would be very costly.

There

is also agreement that the fteld should rotate inside an annular
armature, since t~is confi~~ration requires less superconductor,
a smaller end simpler dewar, a smaller shield system and allo"Ts
more space for the armature and a simpler construction than if tha
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armature is inside a rotating dewar ,
T.ae armature 'Winding on the stator is constructed wi thout a

ferromagnetic core or teeth, and this requires the use of transposed finely stranded conductors to reduce eddy current losses
in the conductors.

This is treated in detail in Chapter 13.

The superconducting field winding must obviously be supported
on a low temperature structure and maintained at a temperature
close to that of liquid helium.
into the

101'1

Thermal leakage from ambient

temperature zone and, in particular, thermal leakage

along the·leads between the slip-rings and field winding, will
require special attention so that it is reduced as much as possible.
A helium transfer system is required to convey liquid helium from
the stationary member to the rotor dewar and back to the stationa~
member.

It is also necessary to isolate the superconducting

l~nding fr0m non-synchronous alternating fields originating from
the armatur-e currents.

'lheseldll arise primarily from the

unbalanced currents in the three phases, or from asymmetric
-nIacinCl'
~ of the vrl.ndinqs
~ in relation to each other.

-

A high conduc-,

tivity shield placed between the armature and field l-lindingsand
rotating With the latter should be capable of attentuating most of
these fields, but the design of the shield needs careful consideration.
Tnis shield aLso performs the func tdon of the damper- "Wirding in a
conventional m~chine, and will have considerable influence on the
sub-transient characteristics of the ~acr.ine. The location of the
damper shield in relation to the vacuum comnlicates
the issue
A system

\,-i

.

th the damper- shield in the vacuum "rill require shaft

vacuum seals, the development of Hhich is certainly non-trivial,
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and the use of helium exhaust from the field winding to cool
the damper shield.

The 10c~tion of the damper shield outside

the vacuum will require the shield to be much thicker because
of its higher resistivity at the higher temperature outside
the vacuum and will require cooling to remove the eddy current
losses in it.

This latter configuration will consist of two

separate structures one of which will contract ~nd expand in
relation to the other.

A compromise solution might'be the use of

a liquid nitrogen cooled shield, but this would involve the
transfer of liquid nitrogen to the rotor.

The choice of d~mper

shield location rna.ylargely depend on the particular requirements
of the individual machine.

Considerable theoretical analysis is

required to determine the performance and characteristics of
damper shields which will subsequently require experimental
verifi~ation.
Another s;gnifi~ant prohl,.~ r-cLat.es to the p.ff(~(!
t, of the
rot,!I.tj~~
1"!~::~l1tiC

f:!eld indur::ingcurrents and f'oeces on adjacent

,,'b~ects.and the rca~tions of these on the roto r- pos sdbJy causjr.~
dyn~Mic instability.

~~o methods of keeping the rotatine field

within the confines of the machine have been proposed (175);

one

method is ·to use a thick laminated iron screen on the outside of
the armature, while the other is

to

utilise a solid cylinder of

high conductivity around t!iear:r:aturein which Acidy currents ar-e
induced.

Th,.iron screen reduces the relu.::tanceof the tr.achine

magnetic path, improves the magnetic c~up1ing between field and
stator windings, and allows minimum active rotor length.

TIle

alterna.tive eddy current scr-een attenuates the rot::ttingfield,
~~d thus the superconducting field winding will tend to be
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demagnetised; because of this and the inferior electrom~gnetic
coupling between the windings, a larger superconducting fi~ld
l~nding is required than in the iron screen version.

The

iron

screen ~Achir.e will be more efficient than the eddy current screen
version, the difference ~ir.g due to the eddy current losses in
the latter.

The weight of the iron screp.n machine, a~cording to

Mole ~t a I, (175) will be about, one-third of that of the cor-re s-.

may be only oroe-tenth of its weight.

Again considerable detail~d

eXa!)'l.ination
·of the tt"omethods is required, and the ultirn.ate
choice may well depend on the application for which the machine
is intended.

The

SC1'8€nil'1<Y
"ill
~ ,..

Tho

be

theoretical aspects of tr.ese two methods

of

considered :in Ch2.nter
'5".
-

pricin[, and rrlllrketing
of Lar-ge turto-eenerato!'s and

other heavy eloctricsJ. eqm pment rs currently presenting cons i de.,
r;..t}ediffict:.l
tie5

jn the whoLe of the vJestern wcr ld ,

this has become a po Iatical issue.

The

In th~ U. K.

impleIllenta
tion of th'3

Richar1son Report on Britain's key heavy electric r-lant industry
wou'ld have given

ca!),~ci ty js

manuf'ac tune r-s a be t ter deal in home marke ts but

t" be kppt

fully

e~ployed, and. yet able to meet
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the demands made upon it.

It is fortunate for the British turbo-

gener~tor manufacturers that they managed to secure considerable
export orders during the lull in ordering by the C.E.G.B.

At the

end of July, 1969. the total capa~ity of generating plant being
built for overseas customers amounted to 16,000

11,770 }M of home business in hand.

}lvi,

compared

m th

The ~ncreased demand for

generating plant in North America and the lack of manufacturi~g
C.!lpaci
ty by Nor-th American manufacturers, coupl ed \od.
th compst.ttive
prices and deliveries from British manufacturers, has enabled the
disastrous position "I..rhich
would otherwise have occurred in the
U.K. to be avoided.

Some co-ordinated policy is needed and

likely to be forthcoming in the U.K., but for proper long-term
economic.efficiency
extended

011

to be achieved, this planning needs to be

an international basis.

According to

II

The Times",

"Returns are so modest that there are feH who would contemplate
trying to br-eak in to the market now, and some of those who find
the!'!~el"esin it through tra.d1tion would happily get out of it
:if

th<:lycould cut th'3irlosses" •
. Nevertheless, th~ U.K. is a r.~jor mRnufacturer of turbo-

generators in the \,lesternWorld.

According to the 1968 O.E.C.D.

survey of electric power equipment, the delivery of generators
fo!' steam 'turbines f'r-omthe U. r.. in 1966

~{'lS

40 ge!!o:!ra
tors aggra-

g~ting 9,855 N\~, (out of 19,.507 EH, 170 gene r-ators , for all

O.E.~.D. co~~tries).

In 1967, th~ U.K. deliverp.1 10,687 MW,

(50 generators) out of 22,351 10M.,

O.E.C.D. countires.

(170 generators) for all

To these figures must be aided the deliveries

of gener-ators .for h:rdraulic and gas turbines, viz. 286 1M (27
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generat~rs) for gas turhines and 265 ~~ (5 generators) for hydraulic
turbines delivered by the U.K. in 1966, with 349 NW (40 generators)
for gas turbines and 115 N\f' (4 genera tors) for hydraulic turbines
in 1967.

The total d.eliveries for all O.E.C.D.

countrl:'esfor 1966

and 1967 were, respectively, 798 }~ (6) generators) and 1)97 h~
(108 generators) for gas turbines, and 6,269

~u (11)

generators)

and 6,756 !1W (139 generators) for hJ~raulic turbines.
The O.E.C.D.

survey also mowed that the U.K. produces the

majority of generators with ratings in excess of 300 l-M.
out of an O.E.C.D.

(7,100}!W

total of 8,740 NWin 1966, and 8,520 MWout of

13,386 111.1 in 1967).

Later O.E.C.D.

surveys show similar production

figures for the U.K. in relation to other European manufacturing
countI:i.
e s,
Prices for turbo-generators are difficult to obtain, but
collatin3 such figures as are available from a num~r

of different

sources, and making a.Tl.ovancee for items other than the genera.tor
whe~9 th~se have been included in an overall rrice, it has ~en
possible to gauge some indication of pricp.s.
Approximate prices for generators driven by steam turbines,
(generator only but including excitation system) fall from £4/kVA
for ratings in the region of 250 }NA to £)/kVA in the region of
500

NVA, and to £2.5/kVA in the r.~gio:lof 800 HVA.

been made tn. s!'lecuh.te

No effort has

on the po s sd.bl.e prices of superconduc td ng

generators in this thesis, because as Mole re~arked (1). an economic
assessment on pap~r is tediously detailed, very arguable and at
present ~oro or less unreli~ble.

I~rch (1) however has conducted

an economic study for a machine in whiC'h e. conventd.ona'Lstator and
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conventional flux densities are used and in which the rotor has a
superconducting winding;
of £O.f3·Ill for a 1000

}1',-[

~~V

.

he suggests tha.t a capitalised. advantage
alternator seemed reasonable.

In a study

.carried out at M.I.T. (178), Woodson et al demonstrate at least in
.theory, that by the use of superconducting field windings, the
decreasing prices per kVA can conti:rme to be realised for turbogenerators with ratL~gs up to and beyond 5,000 ~NA.
overall figures are given for prices in te~s

No composite

of cost ~r

kVA

rating, but the indications of the data presented are that the
weight/kVA rating, 10sses/kVA rating, superconductor cost/kVA
rating and refrigerator input power/kVA rating all falloff

as

.the generator rating increases, and that this form of tecr~ology
can supply economically the turbo-generators needed by the power
industry for a good m~~y years to co~e.
Bec~USp. of the small financiAl returns on turbo-generator
manufacture in the U.K. due to haphazard placing of orders, it
would seem most unlikely that U.K. manufac'turer-auould be prepared
or able to finance the development of superconducting generators.
In view of the leading position of the U.K. in turbo-generator
manufacture in Europe, particularly in the larger ratings, and
the need for a large industry for it to be commercially viable,
it would appear desi:-able for a U.K. national or F:.E.C. international policy to

r-'7

fo:rm"la+.ed,and development of high

ered

pOl ...

super-conduotd.ng turbo-generators put in hand wi th Goveznnen t
finance, (either direct or Ll"Idirect)or with C.E.G.B. funding.
The alterna.tive seems to be to a.llo\-l
the U.K. ind1lstry to be
eclipsed by over-seas manufact.urers, whose priceS1.:-9 very
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uncompetitive oompared with those of the U.K. manufacturers.

In

the long term, in the n~tional U.K. interest, it would seeM highly
desirable to undertake such a development programme, since all th~
indications are that superconducting generators will be technically
feasible an~probably

economically attractive.

At least the group

of utilities in the U.S. represented by the Edison Electrical
Insti tute (E. E.!.) considers supercondue tang turbo-genera tors to
be potentially advantagpous, in that they have initiated and are

financing a development project to this end, known as the E.E.I.
Research ~r.oject on Superconductors in Large Synchronous Machines

8.5 Exoerimental Y.achines.
Tne first synchronous

machir.e to be operated with a super-

conducting field winding was constructed by Stekly, Woodson et al
(180) in 1965.

It was an iron-free M~chine and no attempt was

m~de to optimise any of its p~rameters.
n~ry 4-pol~ ~ield ~6ndil'l6of

For-mva

It consisted of a statio-

r-dnsu'Lat.edcopper-plated

Nb-Zr-

wire which had a critical current of 28A. No effort was made to
design a special dewar and a typical laboratory type was used.
This resulted in a field at the armature of an averaze value of
1.2T, a value not very different frOM that in a conventional machine
a Lthough the

rr...:>.xim'llrnvalue

on the

!lXl..S

of t..~efiald c oils was 6T.

Tne armature had a conventional 3-ph~se winding and was rot~ted
vdth its axis vertical on the outside of the dewar cont~ining the
field
r.p.m.

winding.

The machd.ne was rotated

at speeds up to 12,000

and genera ted a maxf mum ste~dy power of 8 k\{. This machrne
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demonstrated the basd,c feasibility
field

of employing

w~nding in a synchronous generato~,

super-conductang

!1

and although repeated

switching and unbalan~ed loading did not quench the field
this cannot be regarded as a conclusive

test

because of the very

loose magnetic coupling be tween the armature and field
The second generator

to be reportA~ (1R1)

and Kinner at thp. Dyna t ech Co rpor-atd on,

obj8ctives

were va!""')ar:bi t.ious:
voltage,

armature and field
Hons.

power,.50 kW;

1,000 V.r.m.s.;

6.1 kltl in lOH-speed tests

trouble in

at 6,000 r.p.m.,

bTO

phases were insufficiently

respects:

this value of po ....
7er

Oberh.'lllser!.tl".d·
Kinner s ta te that

and. secondly,

problems were

long and slender

the first

critical

range Was restricted

to less

r.p.m. in order to avoid causing major damage
2cqu~ring any data.
occur

vJht::n

It

seems reasonable

an atte-npt

speed to achieve rated

mined from the published

'{o'3S

speed.

Ii terature,

to build a synchronous generator

made to

2;0

50

!ll~.chinebefore

tr.at maior
"
through
the nrst

As far a~

~~l'!

be deter-

this has been the only attempt

with a superconducting

as well as a superconducting field.

was

than 10,000

to the

to infer

shaft.

sreed was

and because the buildu.p of shaf't, vibra.tion

svTift, t.he operating

critical

The machine

speed.

some of the armature

encountered in balancing the relatively

damage did

was only

machi.ne

cooled frO!, which it is inferred

they were notsuperconducting;

10,500 r.p.m.

rota tiona.l speed,

supercon1ucting

by this

being only 72% of that expected at this

that

The design

for lOv7-weight, low-volume aerospace app'If.ca-,

The maxi.mim pcwer gener-at.ed

exper-l.enced

winding.

was th~t of

Ober-hauser-

24,000 r.p.m.;

winding,

arnaturc
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A Major effort on the study of superconducting synchronous
machines has been carried on at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (¥~T) under the E.E.I. prograw~e on large superconducting synchronous machines (179). The first experimental
machine of this project produced 45 kVA in June, 1969 (177).
The main fea ture of thi 5 m.achine was tha tit had a ro tating
superconducting field cooled by liquid helium (173). Although
the rated power- of 80 kVA "",.snot achieved, this machine dernonstrated th~t at least on a small scale, liquid helium can be
contained.ldthin a cryogenic vessel, run up from rest and
rotated at ),600 r.p.m.

Secondly, it demonstrat~d that the

superconducting winding is not adversely affected by rotation.
The design philosophy, overall configur:tt.ionand leading
dirnensions for the second NIT machine were finalised et the
end of'1969.

The objectives of this machine ar-e to test features

w~ich are likely to be suitable for application to machines of
the 1,000 NVA class.

It is not a scale model, hut rather an

atb:'mpt to develop and evaIua te srd table design and construction
techniques ,,:i
th a small size machine. , It was decided to make
the rating of the machine as large as possible within the facilities available at MIT, and this has resulted in a machine
rated at 2 }IVA, 60 Ez, 3,600 r.~.!'l. '!hemachine is described
in detail in reference 177, and across-section~l
in fiZ.'51.

view is given

The results of the i~~tial cooldown and tests on

this machine are awaited with interest.
A

5 NVA

synchronous generator is under constructicn at the

Hestinghcuse Electric Corporation (183).

Although it was started
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consd.der-ab'ly

after the HIT 2 NVA machine, it was probably

completed before it and testing with it should have commenced.
Both machines have iron screens, but different rotor constructd ons ,

Another 5 MVA generator is being constructed by the
WestinghousA Electric Corpor."l.tion
(167);

this timA the machine

is intended for airborne use, rather than as a test vehicle for
Lar-ge synchronous generator development.

This machine has a

con td.nuous rating of 1 NVA, 5 kV, 4.00 Hz, at 12,000 r.p.m. and
a 10 second rating of 5 MVA.
to date, but test data on it

Only the rotor has been constructed
lJI.T€

no t yet p'lbUshed.

'ilieheliU1l1

transfer system from the stationar,y storage system to the
rotating field has been operated at 12,000 r.p.m. for over ~O
hours, and helium transfer has been accomplished u-~der these
conditions with an efficiency greater than 85~.

It is proposed

to use a cryogenic storaee system weighing 300 lb. for the machine
and not to employ a ~Josed cycle helium refrigerator system.

The

overall machine weieht excluding the storage system is estimated
to be 800 lb.

A conventional generator of proven reliability

and with several years in operational service weighs 2,600 lb.
with a continuous rating of 5 NVA.

Against this performance

and we:ight, the supe rconduc tdrig de sdgn i~ not. partil'!t:larly
prom.i.sineespeci~lly when the helium cooling arrangement is
considered.
It is understood from reference 176, thatsuperconducting
machines have teen bud Lt at the University of Paris (96.5 wat.ts),
'by

AVCO (no details availab1e), Fort Eelvoir (16 kVA.400

Hz)
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and the DrAsden Institute for Solid State Physics (21 kVA,

50

Hz).

It has not been found possible to obtain further details of these
machines.
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9. Syr~hronous Gen~rator~ for Ajrcr~ft Anplicalions.
9.1

Aerospace and Sunerconducting Gener~tors •.
About a decade ago, when high field superconductors began to

be available, it was thought that their application in electrical
machines would result in considerable eccnord.es in weight and
volume.

It was natural, therefore, that the early invest.igators

should consider dev~loping superconducting machines for situations
wher-e the saving of we1.ght, and to a Les ser- extent of vo Iume , ,..
ere
of primary importance, that is, in aerospace.

Rockets 'and space

vehicles were using liquid propellants, including liquid hydrogen,
and a cold environment was required for certain low-noise electronic
and microwave equipment, and although temperatures lower t~an that
of liquid hydrogen ,..
ere needed for super-conductivi ty, a very cold
ezvd.ronment, for some equipment was already in use and the basic

cryog~nic technoloTJ already established.

Aerospace is also where

there is co~paratively little prejudice against inl'lovation,,~ere
thisis

shown to be of advant.age,

In aircraft in the early 19601s, cryogenic liquids, e.g. liquid
ni trogen were beginning to be uS,ed and in mill tary aircraft the
problem of accommoiating the increased electronic equipment and
the larger demands for electric power were beco~.ing acute.

Several

studies were undertaken to investigate th~ ~os5ibiJ:iti~s of treating
t.hesedemands and Smith (184) t Pierro and Unnewehr- (147)
'!;{oodson
(185), Nueller (186) and Woodson, Steklyand
plblished their findings.

t

Steklyand

Halas (187)

They were ger.erally optimistic and

predicted that the weight of a 400 Hz superconducting gAnerator
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would be approxireately an order of magnitude less than. that of the
corresponding conventional machine, the weight of the auxiliaries
(such as pumps and blowers for conventional machines, and refrigerators for superc.conductang machines) not being included.

Stekly and

vloodson (18.5)give an outline design for a 1000 kVA turboalternator
system comprising a gas turbine, superconducting alternator with
an ambient temperature armature and a refriger~tor:
had an esUmated

this system

specific weieht of 0.84 kg./kW which indicated

that it could be competitive with a conventional auxiliary power
unit.

Mu~ller (186) supposed that an intermediate heat shield at

liquid hydrogen temperatur9 would be used, and ~~th this supposition and optimistic values for refrigerator power requirements,
deduced that the weight of a 100 kW generator and refrigeration
system would be 10 kg, giving a remarkably low specific ,"eight of
0.19 i<f/k'd. In the later paper

f)f

v:oodson, Steklyand

Halas (187),

design formulae were presented fQr power oUt~lt, terminal voltage
and current and m~chine reactances in terms of machine si7.e,
conf'Igur-a
tf on, overall current densi ty of the fj.eld "rindine and
heat transfer from the armature.

These formulae were then used

to calculate the performance, specific weight and volume as a
function of power output for a 400 Hz alternator having a simple
air-cooled armature optird.sed for 1"'inimulTl
vo Iume , Their resu'lts
showed a siEnific'1nt g-3.inj.ncompac tness over corrventdonaL alterna tor-sat power levels above about 100 kW.

It.is not eLear-why

the armature was optimised for minimum volume rather than for
~~pi~~~weight or why the consideration was restricted to air

coo Led armatures, as at that time (1966), oil-cooled armatures

'_

were usual in aircraft alternators.

No consideration of the weight

of the refrigeration requirements was included.

At first sight it

woUld seem that the conclusion of this later
paper is at variance
.
,,-

.with th~t of the earlier (185), but the earlier paper 'conside~'
the problell1in general terms while the later took into account.
some practical considerations such as dewar wall thicknesses.
These considerations become of less significance as the dimensions
increase, and in fact, as the power of the machine increases, the
original conclusion that the superconducting machine was approx1mately one-tenth of the weight of a conventional could be deduced
from the results of the later paper (187) at powers of about
1,000 kW and above •. Although the design formulae (187) are useful,
the method of their application by· these authors does not yield
very useful results as a basis of assessing the merits oJf superconducting alternators over conventional types.

From the point

of view of the aircraft constructor, the data must be presented
in terms of the overall system required for electrical generation,
and not merely for a component of that system.
9.2

PreliminarY Studies.
Our own preliminary studies in this area were given in a

paper presented at the Conference on a.c. properties of superconductors and their applications, organised by the Institute of
Physics and Physical Society in 1968 (188).

In this paper it was

pointed out that in the design stage of a civil airliner, the
saving of.weight is of utmost import~ce,

qS

.

operators assess the

profitability of a particular aircraft type , ceteris paribus, on
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its freight and passenger carryirig capacity.

The revenue earning

potential of an aircraft gives a quantitative indication of the
importance of weight saving in the design stage, but whether this
.potential is realised by the aircraft when it is in service is
.entirely another matter.

For an aircraft like the Feeing 707 or

VC 10 the potential revenue earning capacity is at least .£100 per
annum per lb. of p<'!.yload.The corresponding figure for the
Concrode based on such financial data as were available in 1968
lias taken as .£200 per annum per lb. of payload (189) and it was
pointed out that if the total generator weight could be reduced
from 320 lb. to 160 lb., the pptential revenue earning capacity
over' a ten year life of the aircraft would be increased by
£320,000.

It was argued then that

superconducting ge~erators

including their associated cryogenic cooling systems offered the
possibility of achieving this saving in weight.

Possible con-

£igurations for these generators were considered and it was
anticipated that the main difficulties. besides the maintenance
of the cryogenic environment, would be those associated with the
control of the output voltage and the behaviour under conditions
of sudden load changes, unbalanced. loading and short circuits.
In an endeavour to test the feasibility of halving generator
system weieht. a preliminary design was prepared by the author
(188)
for a 50 kVA, 400 Hz alternator with a four-pole superconducting field.

It was estimated to have a weight of

3.6

kg

which seemed ve~J promising until the weight of the refrigerator
needed to maintain the c~Jogenic enviro~~ent for the superconductors
lias considered.

It was supposed that liquid nitrogen was going to
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be

used in the aircraft in any case (e.g.

for crew support after

evaporation wi t."1 liquid oxygen) and would be available for cooling
intermediate thermal radiation shields in the alternator.

Even

with the use of this additional cryogen, the total weight of the'
combined alternator 'and 77K to 4.2K helium refrigerator was estima ted to be 16.6 kg, and. this was probably an optimistic figure.
The weight of the refrigerator was a very disappointing feature of·
Uis

prelimir.1.~Jstudy, but it emphasised the need f~r the continued

development of small, lightweight, reliable heli~~ refligerators
if the potential weight-saving of superconducting generators was
to be realised in any way at all.
As an alternative to using an airborne refrigerator, the use
of stored liquid helium was considered.

In this case, the weight

of the liquid helium and storage dewar brought the overnll weight
of the '50 kVA generator unit to approximately 14 kg for a 6-hour
flight.

The stored heli~~ system II'ightbe acceptable for civil

operation, but would. be unsuitable for military airc!"aft. The
specific weights were 0.33 kg/kVA with the refrigerator, and
0.28 kg/kVA with stored liquid helium, both systems requiring in

addi lion a further cryogen for cooling the thermal radiation shields.
These specific weights were of the right order of magnitude to
indicate that it should be possible to achieve the 50% reduction
in generator weight set as an initial target.
uncertainties,mainly

concerned'with

'!here,,,eremany

the cr.7ogenics and availability

of small lightweight helium refrigerators,

but it vIas felt that the

results of this preliminary study were suffiCiently promising to
justify proceeding with the construction of a laboratory 400 Hz
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superconducting

synchronous generator.

A certain amount of

experience had been gained at Cranfield at this stage with the
installation of a laborato~

for superconductivity

experiment~,

together wi th expertise in ldnding superconducting magnets.
cryogeru.c instrumentation

and the handling of liquid heliu.'T1.

It nrust be admitted in retrospect that certain aspects of
our prelimina~

studies, and also of those of some other workers

reviewed in Section 9.1, were naive, mainly bec~use the role of the
iron circuit particularly in a small ~Achine was overlooked.
Further, developments in conventional gener~tors for aircraft
were not antiCipated, and progress with small lightweight helium
refrigerators has been disappointingly

slow.

As will be developed.

in the next section, the case for superconducting generators in
civil aircraft inoluding Concorde, has receded since 1968, and
is now not tenable.

9.3

.Present

Genel"ators

and S'rsb:.'!!!s

fo'!"A.i.!'Cr~ft.

It is now proposed to examine the specific weights, performance characteristics and general features of conventional
alternators

(that is, those without superconducting 'Windings)

available at present for aircraft, and then to consider the extent
to which improvements on these figures might be expected from the
use of superconductors,

together with any pena'Ltdes llhich may be

incur:r-ed.
Considerable advances have been ~~de recently in t~e design of
brushless alternators; both of the rot~ting rectifier and BekeyRobinson types.

These May be summarised as being due to design
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optimisation by computer as proposed by Khan and Reece (190) and
others, improved cooling methods and the use of magnetic materials
with higher saturation values such as the 50% cobalt alloys.

These

are available commercially under the trade names of Hyperco 50 and.
Pe:rmendur 49.
in fig.

52

'lhemagnetisation curve for typical samples is given

together with. that of

3%

silicon steel for comparison.

The 50% cobalt steels allow maximum flux densities in the region
of 2.2 to 2.4 T to be used in present generators for aircraft.
The use of these steels has involved the generator manufacturers
in a Quantitative
study of notch sensitivity and saturation density
...
characteristics for various heat-treatment cycles.
The main improvement in cooling has been the development ot
the oil-spray cooling method.
constant-speed-drive

In

this, the working fluid of the

unit (csd) is fed by a charge pump located

inside the csd into a duct in the ac generator frame.

The working

fluid, which is a 'synthetic turbine oil, is transferred from the
g~nerator frame into the hollow shaft where some is diverted
through metering orifices to lubricate the bearings.

The remainder

passes through either holes or a calibrated weir under the action of
centrifugal force to impinge on the rotor windings and stationary
armature ldndings· thereby cooling them.

The hot oil drains into

a sump where it is returned to tbe hydraulic system by a scavenge
PQ~p located in the csd.
Further decreases in weight have come about ~

improved

insula ting materials, such as po1yirnide enamel and glass tapes
impregnated with ptfe, and suitable for oper~tion at temperatures
of 250 - 290°C.

Usually somewhat lower temperatures are maintained
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on oil-washed surfaces to prevent accelerated degradation of the
cooling oil.
TABLE 1
Weights of Rotax Oil-Spray-Cool9d AC Generators

Type No.

Output
Rating
kVA

AE 2136

'15/22
20/30

AE 2130

t,0/60

AE 2129
AE

2134

Concorde
Design only
hev

=

Weight
kg.

Specific
Wei ht
kg. kVA

7

7.3
8.2

.483
.410

14.5
(hev 15.9)

.360
(.40)

60/90

17.7

.295

120/160

26.0

.216

63/98

19.0

.302

750

JOO

.40

high efficiency version,

As a result of these advances, a range of convention~l alter_
nators with oil spray cooling has been produced ~J a British
manufaoturer with weights given in Table 1 and figures 5J and .54.
Doubtless manufacturers in other countries produce comparable
machines.

The largest machine in this rang~ at present available

can generate 160 kVA continuously and weighs 26 kg.

If allowance

is made for the weight of the cooling oil and for external heat
exchange, the total 'Height penalty is 31 kg.

As basis of cO"1lparison
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a specific weight of approximately 0.3 kg/kVA may be taken as
typical for present conventional alternator systems up to 500 kVA
per machine.

Above this rating, spray cooling becomes less effi-

cacious because of the difficulty of removing heat from the inside
of the solid parts of the machine to the spray-cooled surfaces,
with the result that the specific weight begins to rise steeply.
At these higher ratings resort must then be made to more convention~l methods of cooling, in order to prevent the steep rise in
specific l"eight as the rating increases but the possibility of
employing"freon
be

overlooked.

(191) or even liquid nitrogen cooling should not
The former is attractive since a refrigeration

system is already available in most aircraft and the additional
cooling load would represent only a small increase in weight.
The Use of liquid nitrogen for this purpose would almost certainly
involve separate liquefaction plant and would not be attractive
on ~~isaccount;

if cr.yoge~~c liquid fuel (e.g. hydrogen) were

employed this objection might net exist.

An explanation of the "slt!.sh"ratir.g given in Table I,
co.Iumn 2 is required.

Certifying authorities such as the Air

Registration Board and the Federal Aviation Agency require aircraft
generators to be capable of supplying

150%

full load for

5 minutes

to allOH' the pilot time to shed load manua Hy in the event of one
genera tor failing out of three running in '9arallel with full load
on each.

The thermal time constant of oil-spray cooled generators

is much 19ss than 5 minutes for normal ratings, and so the generators
are capable of supplying the 150% overload conda tion continuously
without a further rise in temperature.

Thus the first number
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before the slash indicates the normal recognised rating, while
the number after the slash indicates the maxi~

power the

generator can supply continuously.
A specific weight of approximately 0.3 kg/kVA is probably
still not the best that can be achieved with existing materials
and techniques, and further improvements in specific weight might
well be anticiPated for the future.

At first sight it would seem

that superconductivity is a phenomenon which, at least for larger
ratings, may allow savings in generator weights to be made, and .
indeed for aircraft electrical systems requiring powers of a few
megawatts, its use should be considered, but at smaller ratings it
is unlikely to be competitive.

Before discussing the extent to

which superconducting alternators appe~r to be capable of meeting
aircraft requirements, the constraints imposed by the electrical
systems themselves should be noted.
weight ~chieved ~th

The reduction in specific

L~e recent advances in design of conventional

alternators has been accompanied by corresponding reductions in
the impedance parameters.

Typical per unit values applicable to

present conventional machines are:
Direct-axis synchronous impedance

1.8 - 2.0

Direct-axis transient reactance

0.4 - 0.5

Direct-axis sub-transient reactance

0.15- 0.17

~~adrature-axis synchronous impedance

1.0

Quad~ature-axis sub-transient react~nce

0.25

These low values are already causing difficulties to some
electrical system designers (e.g. 192, 193), and in one or two cases
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have provoked the suggestion that external reactors should be
incorporated to lower the fault levels available.

Although it

would be inappropriate to generalise and to quote limiting values
for the per unit impedance parameters, it is probably correct to·
regard the values quoted above as approaching those Which most
designers of electrical systems for aircraft general services
would regard as being the limit, any appreciable reduction being
Q~acceptable.

One problem which arises with higher fault currents

is the greater duty imposed on protective switchgear which in turn
may demand the introduction of special techniques such as airblmffl circuit breakers, or the use of an arc-quenching medium
such as sulphur hexafluoride.

The prevention of large overvoltages

during normal switching and during fault clearance will be· much
more difficult under these condi tions, and their prevention will
be all the more important to obviate the production of corona
discharges which may occur at altitudes above .50,000 feet at
voltages above JOOV.

Thus the consequences of the extremely low

values of the impedance parameters which are characteristic of
superconducting alternators must be assessed in the context of the
complete electrical system.

On the other hand, ~mere large pulsed

loads or cycloconverters are involved, the ve~

low values of the

impedance parameters would give the superconducting machine advantages over the conventional types.

9.4

Desirn Considerations ~nd RAting Li~itaticns.
In a conventional ~achine with a ferromagnetic core, the flux

densi ty at the armature is largely determined by the magnetic
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properties of the iron at the boundaries of the air gap.

In a

superconducting machine without an iron core the magnetic :field is
determined

qy

the maximum value of :field experienced by any part

.of the superconducting field winding, since if this :field exceeds
.the cri tical value appropriate to the curren t and thermal condi lions
existing in the wire, a transition to the normal state will occur.
A consequence of these facts is that the underlying philosophy
and d~sign procedure must be different for each type of machine.
In the superconducting

type (in which it is assumed that only the

field is ~uperconducting, for reasons already discussed), the
:field and current density are no longer independent variables
subject only to the constraints of stress or, more usually, cooling
but are also related by the characteristics of the superconductor.
As will be discussed later in Chapter 11, the field at the centre
of a solenoid, H , can be expressed in terms of an entirely geometryo

dependent function F(d,p)

sx,

and the effective uniform current density,

3.5:

=
where a

is the bore of the coil. Actually the field at the centre
1
of the coil is of little interest to the deSigner, except for the

convenience of calculation.

The fields of interest are those at

the inside turn on the central plane of the coil, which is the
maxirnLm field experienced by. the superconductor, and the field at
the armature which will usually be beyond the end of the coil.
calculation of these :fields will be given later, but fig.
thA :form of the field distribution
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coil. and fig. 56 the field along the axis of a pair of coaxial
coils, normalised in terms of the bore of the coil.

Although

ci~cular coils will not necessarily be used as field coils, the
field distribution due to rectangular coils will be approximately
of the same form.
One of the underlying assumptions in the preliminar,y design
mentioned was that the maximum flux density at the a~ture
ductors would be 5T;

con-

another was that no iron would be used.

In

fact, it would be difficult to develop a field of 5T at-the armature
of a machine of small rating with niobium-titanium superconductors
at 4.2K.

Figure

56

shows the field along the axis in terms of

normalised lengths of a pair of superconducting windings with
uniform current density and might be used as a trial proposal for
the field in a superconducting machine.

If the medium is air, the

shape of the flux p~ofile is entirely dependent on the geometry
of the coil and the distribution of the purrent it is carrying.
However, the distance between the end face of the wir.ding and
the outside surface of the armature has a minimum value which
cannot be reduced for practical reasons (fig. 57) such as obtaining
sufficient support for the superconducting windings, allowing
adequate Circulation of liquid helium round them and maintaining
sufficient thermal insulation.

It is considered that 15 mm is

the smallest distance which it is practical to use, and if this
value is taken, it can be used to determine the scale of the

flux profile in terms of actual lengths. It Will be seen from fig.56
that the flux profile has a s~~ll gradient inside the windin~o
which increases somevha t in the region beyond th~ end. of the winding •.
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At so~a further distance fro~ the end of the winding, the flux
density falls off ver,y rapidly.

(With a thick circular solenoid

the field in this region falls off as the inverse cube of the
distance from the centre of the solenoid).

If advantage is to

be taken of the principle property of a superconducting winding
(i.e. its ability to produce very high flux densities in air),
then the armature winding must be closer to the field winding than
the region in Which the approximate inverse cube drop occurs.

Of.

course, the proportions of the winding dimensions influence the
shape of the flux profile along the axis of the winding, but there
are limits to which ~~e winding proportions can be altered, on
account of the,quantity of superconductor used and the profile of
the fla~ density round the periphery of the armature.

In a con-

ventional alternator, the proportions of the iron dimensions (pole
arc/pole pitch ratio and variation in the length'of air gap) can
be used, amongst other methods, to control the flux profile 1n the
air gap so that the waveform of the generated voltage is sinusoidal.
This method is not available in a superconducting machine without
an iron core, and adjustment of the winding proportions and limited
current grading are used instead, thus restricting the choice of
winding p~oportions if a reasonably sinusoidal output voltage is
to be generated.
These considerations with others can be used to make an esti~Ate
of the miniwlm flux Fer pole and subsequently the minimum rating of
alternator for which it is likely to be advantageous at all to use
superconductors.

These values are estimated to be approximately

.005 Webers and 200 kVA respectively, based on a specific electric
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loading of 140,000 ampere-conductors per metre of armature periphery.

As ratings of machines below this value are attempted,

the flux density at the armature reduces ve~

rapidly to that

obtaining in a conventional machine (even though the maxi~~
density and current in the winding remain the same).

flux

Under these

Circumstances, the only advantage of using a superconducting field
winding is that it allows a higher specific electric loading to be
used in the armature than that in a conventional machine due to
the absence of iron round the conductors, b~t this is reore than
offset by the environmental requirements of ~~e superconductor.
From trial designs, we find that weights of 400 Hz alternators
below 200 kVA show ver,y l1ttl~ reduction in weight below that of
the 200 kVA machme , and

loTO

conclude that this probl'\.bly
represents

the ~jnimum rating for vmich it is practical to introduce superconducting windings.

'111i5is not to s~y, however, that a super-

conducting machine with its associated cryogenic equipment at this
rating is lighter than its conventional counterpart.

9.5 Refrigerato~ Weights.
The weights of superconducting alternators on their own and
in the larger ratings can be estimated with a moderate degree of
accuracy, but the .s ame cannot be said in regard of cryogem c refrigerators.

Nevertheless, since the weight of the refrigerator is

likely to be between 2 and 4 times the w9ight of the alternator on
its own at raUngs

above 500 kYAt 1 t is important to make some

estimate of reasonable accuracy.

Unfortunately, small lightweight

refrigerators for 4K and suitable for use in conju.~ction with a1r-
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borne alternators do not seem to be in a very advanced stage of
Daunt and Goree (194) carried out a survey of miniature

development.

cr,yogenic refrigerators in which their primary objective was to
visit all the

U.s.

comp~es

building miniature refrigerators 'and

most European companies as well.

They also investigated developmental

refrigerators and components and attempted to ascertain the nearfuture trends in the miniature refrigerator industr,y. Figure 58
is taken from their rep;Jrt (194) and gives an estdma te of IIgood
pe!'fo!'mancefor miniature systems", from which it will be noted
that althQugh se"eral commercial products exceed tl1is performance
for temperatures above 20K, none do so for a temperature of 4.2K.
In spite of this, and in order to'allow for developmen t in due
cou!'se, the IIgoodperformance" criterion was used for the,weight
estimates of 4.2K to

77K

refrigerators quoted subsequently.

It was found that the heat leaks into the alternators were
prohibitive unless inte!'mediate cooled thermal radiation shields
were used.

It has been as sumed therefore that liquid. ni trogen

will aLr-eady be in the aircraft and available for this purpose
and will not therefore incur any further weight penalty.

9.6 SUPArconducting Alternator Weights.
As has already been discussed, it is considered that a rating
of approximately 200 kVA rep!'esents the smallest size of 400 Hz
superconducting alternator ~mich it is practical to build and below
which only insignificant reductions in ~19ight can 00 achieved.

As

ratings are increased above this va.lue, the specific ~Teight falls
rapidly to 0.33 kg/kVA at 1 MVA and further to 0.25 at 4 MVA.

These

\
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figures are based on w~ight estimates of 4-pole, rotating field
alternators with liquid nitrogen cooled radiation shields and
include estimates for the 4.2K to 77K refrigerator
net heat leak.

to remove the

The refrigerator weight was taken as 97 kg/watt

of refrigeration.

Other sources of heat inleaks are along the

shaft and along the leads to the field winding.

'The results are

summarised in Table II and figs. 59 and 60, and wer9 sub~tted

to .

the NATO/AGARD Conference on Aircraft A~xiliary Power Systems (195).

TABLE II

1

2

4

Rating, ?-IVA

0.5

Heat inle:lk to devar , watts

1.78

2.55

4.06

5.57 ·7.08

R~frigerator weight, kg.

175

248

395

540

685

.50

80

160

240

320

Combined weicht, kO'<:>

22.5

328

Specific weight, kg/kVA

0.4.5 0.33

Al terna tor vreight, kg.

3

.5.5.5 780

1005

0.28

0.25

0.26

Although machines designed with two poles were lighter than
those designed 'Wi th four, the difference was not ve'r'J great, and it
l:as thought that at thf'llower speed of tr..e4-pole machane , stressing
and other problems would not be so severa ~~1because of this, the
4-p01e machines were used in the above "reieht estimates.

The absence of ferromagnetic

teeth enables extra copper to be

us~d in its place and permits a much higher specific electric loading
to be used.

A figure of 100,000 ampere-conductors

per metre was used

which is a.pprox:i.1l'.atel.y
2.0 times tha t in'! conventional

:iircraft
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machine, in which there are iron lossess to be dissipated in addition to the copper losses.

The arreature conductors need to be

stranded and transposed to avoid circulating currents be tween
the strands.

A nitrogen-cooled electrothermal shield isolates

the superconductors from rapid time variant fields produced by
armature currents (such as those produced by negative seq11ence
currents) and thus they do not contribute to the heat generation
in the liquid helium part of the cryostat.
There are considerable uncertainties in the above estimates,
and they are probably on the pessimistic side.

Further develop-

ment is necessary in order to obtain r.eliablp and accurate data,
and with further development, the range in which superconducting
alternators become attractive may be extended considerably.

9.7 Prospects for Use in Aircraft.
'Vliththe present state of·do"elop!':lent
of superconductors and
the anticipated feasible future development of lightvleight helium
refrigerators, the prospects for supercond.ucting alternators in
aircraft may be summarised as follows:(a)

The recent developments in conventional oil-spray-ccoled alternators for 400 Hz outputs enable them to have specific weights
belOH those of superconducting machines (making allowance for
4.2K to 77K refris;eration) for ratings up to 500 kVA.

Sir-ce

generators in civil airliners have ratings in the range 40-90
kVA, there is no prospect of them being of the superconducting
t~e unless some ver,y ~adical development takes place.

For

mili tary aircraft applications, and sirnilar situa tions ',There
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larger powers are required wi t.~ lY'inimu.m weight, the prospects
are not so bleak.
(b) Between 500 kVA and 1 MVA the superconducting reachine becomes
more competitive, although direct liquid cooled machines would
probably be marginally lighter.
(c) Above 1 NVA, the superconducting machine would be lighter than
a conventional type, the "1ejght advantage increasing as the
rating increases.
(d) Unless liquid nitrogen is already on board and available for
cooling thermal radiation shields, superconducting generators
are unlikely to be competitive even at rati~gs above 1 MVA.
(e)

The predominant weight, and that which is known m. th the least
certainty, is that of the ~.2K to 77K refrieerator.

This

aspec (.could vIell be the major influence on the prospects
for superconducting machines in aircraft, and emphasizes the
need for the continued development of small, reliable, light'Heighthelium
8 to 10

Wi

refrigerators ,-Ii th ratings up to approximately

tts •

(r) The use of stored liquid helium is not a viable alternative
to the use of a refrigerator in a military aircraft.
(g) Since the "eight of a 400 Hz alternator mth
200

a rating below

kVA ~-lillshow an insigrificant reduction in total weieht

below that of a 200 kVA machine, t~is rating probably represents the 101.J'er
lirr.itof alternator rating at whic!l it is
pt-actacabl,e to introduce ~1):,p,rco!K~ucting
windil'1~s.
(h)

Superconductir.g alternators have ~,ery low interl".alimpedance
l-mich may make them Q~acceptable for supplying systems for
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general aircraft services ~dthout special measures being
necessary.
(i)

Conversely, the low values of internal impedances would make
superconducting alternators very suitable for supplying pulse
loads and cyc10converters, and also impose less stringent
demands on the excitation control sys tem,

(j)

Several important problems require further development before
superconductin~ alternators are a practical proposition.
These include dewars rotating at high speed, couplings for
introducing cryogens for stationary to rotating members, and
brushless excitation systems (or brushes and sliprings capable
of operating satisfactorily in the aerosp~ce environment).

(k) Superconducting alternators present some problems from the
operational aspect and lack the instant readiness of conventional machines wnich do net require to be cooled down to
extremely low temperatures before they can be excited and
loaded.
Super~onducting generators are in their infancy and new developments in superconductor technology (such asr.iobitun-tin in fi1amentary form) or in cryogenic engineering (such as the use of
supercritical helium for superconductor cooling, or the utilisation
of liquid hydrogen for radiation shields if it 't.,rere
already on
board as a fuel) wou Id make present estima tl?S for suoereonduc tanz
_

<;I

alternators out of date, and greatly improve the prospects for.the
use of such machines in aircraft.
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10.
10.1

Lab~ratory Prototyoe

Choice of Hachine.
In the.preceeding £ive chapters, various types of machines

capable of converting mechanical energy from a rotating shaft into
electric~l enerzy, or vice versa, have been considered but only three
types show any possibility of viable exploitation in commercial
applications.

In seeking to demo~strate the practicability of super-

conducting windings in rotating energy converters, and in order to
ve~fy

some of the predictions based on theoretical ccnsideratio~s

in terms of experimental evidence, it was obvious that a machd.ne

should be constructed and that if the results were to be of any
value beyond merely· an academic pursuit, then the choice should be
one of the tJ~es ~~th some prospects of commercial usage.
The homo polar d.c. machine is simple in concept and has been
demonstrated in principle by a large scale model (155). Although it
is not without its problems, the machine operates on principles now
well understood and the success of future r.odels de,ands on engineering the COMponents to function satisfactorily.
conducting magnet did not give trouble as such,

As the superRS

far as is knnwn,

presumably the manufacturers do not need to do any basic work in
this area; and now have sufficient data in order to be able to
design the arriature, .current collection apparatus and refrigerator

to e;ive n. satisfact.ory ~rforrnancein

future models.

It was, there_

ford. considered that the scope for research on the ho~opolar d.c.
machine, particularly in ratings in which it would ce practical
.to 'Nark with the resources aV.:lilableto the author,

W,'1S

very liD"ited'
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and so it was decided not to undertake a practical study on this
-type of machine.
The choice was thus between the toroidal reciproca.ting machine
and the rotating synchronous machine.

The former is an int~iguing

device and worthy of a practical study, ~~t in view of its ver,y
navel principle of operation, it is less likely to be accepted

qy

operators than the synchronous machine with a supercondut:ting .field
winding.

If and when the latter is in operation and cor1idence in

superconducting windings in machines is established, then the
additional novelty of recip~ocating conductors might be accepted as
well.

It was felt therefore, as the short-term prospects of accep-

t~nce for the synchronous ~c~i~e

were better than those for the

toroidal reciprocating type, that effort should be concentrated on
the former.

Furthermore, since the practical study was finance

limi ted to about, £4,000 initially for t.l,.e
machine construction,
it seemed that the prospects of being able to construct a rotating
s~~chronous machine within this sum were more favourable th~~ those
for the reciprocating type.

The major expense in either machine

would be the superconducting material, and it would be easier to
start with small coils and limi ted fields in a synchronous machine
and to extend them at a later date, if more money should become
av~ila~le, th~~ to do so with the reciprocati~g tyre.

It wa.s,

therefore, decided to construct a machine of the synch rcnous type,
with Ll,.e~ain objective of investigating its electrical performance.
No effort was ~Ade, therefore, to optirise its voltme or weight.
In fact, so that constructional changes could be made in components
l:h:ich

affect th~ transient performance, certain p~rts ....
re re arranged
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to bs de-mountable which involved an inc~ease in overall dimensions.
The gener~l fe~sibility of a machine of the type proposed for
the experimental study has already been demonstrated by Stekly et
.'11(180)~ using an improvised arrangenent of a NbZr copper plated'
~re

coil mounted inside a typical laboratory-type helium dewar with

a J-phase, air-cooled cylindrical copper wire-wound armature mounted
over the finger and rotating about a vertical axis.

No ~ttention

Has paid in this machine to the effect of a damper- screen betw~en .
the field and armature.
'!hemaehme

reported by Oberhauser and Kirmer (181) used NbSn

but with a field of only 1 tesla at the ar~~ture cor.duotors. This
machine was intended to generate 50 kW, a considerable advance over
the !!lachineof Stekly et al which generated 8

kH

successfully.

The

success of ~his larger and subsequent machine is in considerable
doubt, as it appears to have been abandoned and in need of repair.
It 'Has consi1ered that the machine to be constructed should
be a synchronous superconducting generator with a facility for
investigating the effects of the damper scr~en on the tel7unal perform.~ce (although this aspect might not be fully pursued in this
investisation), to utilise NbT1 for the field winding and to operate
the field 'tdnding as close to its critical field va Iue as would be
expedient.

Also, since the armature wO~lld be fre'3 from ferro-

magne td.c!':.'lterial,
it vould be desirable to examine the effect of
~s high a magnetic field as possible on the losses in the a~matur~
conductors and the necessity for sub-dividing and transposing them.
Fur-thsr-,

since at the beganrung

of t.heexre~mental

study it was

thought, that the present generators USE'd in aircraft could be made
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lighter in a superconducting form, then the eXF~rim~ntal study
should. be directed towards this type of machine.

Another factor

influencing this choice was the availability of test equipment and
drive motors for aircraft-type generators and supplies.
10 •2

Conn [ruration.
From the point of view of electrical perfo~ance,

it would

make ve~J little difference whether the armature or field were
rotated.
cerned

Since rotation of the field would involve prob~ems con-

'tn th

the fluid behaviour of liquid helium in a rota.ting

C!"'lJostat,
not to mention those associated with the construction of
the del1ar itself, it was decided to construct the machine with the
field stationary and the armature rotating.
In order to simplify th~ arm~ture construction, it was decided
to rotate the armature inside the field system ~dth thear~Ature
shaft horizontal.

With this configuration, the field coils would

00 farther apart physically, and therefore the stresses between
'them would be lower than if the armature were on the outside of the
field s~~,,;tem.As there was no advantage to be gafr.ed, as discussed
e,"I.~li"'r
in Chaptez- 9, in making the armature superconducting, it
wou Id be constructed from normal conductors 'ton. th slip .rings and
brushes to collect the power generated.

The cryostat would have a

horizontal cylindrical cavity at room tempe!"ature inside ~nich the
arma ture would be moun ted and in \._rhich
the'magnetic field would be
generated.

The cryostat vou'ld have a liquid helium reservoir and

have in termedia te heat shie'Idscooled '\-li th liquid ni trogen to
reduce thernal radiation from the outsidf3 ambient in order to
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F.ini~ise the boil-off of t~e liquid helit~~. Vacu~~ ~~e~al

insulation

would be used.
10.3

Ratings.
Originally it was the intention to construct a generator of

a power rating comparable lvi th that of aircraft generators currently
in use, i.e. in the range 40 to 60 kVA.

However from the discussion

in Chapter 9, it can be seen that the physical size of a 200 kVA
superconducting generator designed for ~~rcraft use is only slightly
greater than that of say, a 50 kVA superconducting machine;

also,

since another objective vas to investigate the effect of high magnetd c
fields on the armature and its losses, it would be necessar,y for the
field coils to be large enough to produce a field of, say ST, at
the armature conductors and not just at the centre of the field
coils.

Thus a field system with dimensions required from an air-

craft generator ef 200 kVA rating was decided on for L~e laboratorJ
prototype.

In this machine, however, the maxi~

allowable tempera-

ture rise in the armature would be considerably be Low that used in
current ai!'craft genera'tor-s(i.e. 290°C "d th polyiroide or PTFE
impregnated glass tape) because of the synthetic resins it was
proposed to use in the armature construction.

Also, the highly

effective cooling used in aircraft machines would be very difficult
to arrange ~dth L~e li~ited facilities available in this respect
at Cranfield,' and even if it wer-e avrdLab'Le, it would not enhance
the value of the results.
Losdangs

'Ihusthe very high specdfd.c electric

used in aircraft n:achines vou'ld not be atteMpted. in the

design of the laboratory n:achine, and consequently it was thought
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that a rating in the region of 100 kVA wou Id be appropriate as a
target.

'This rating wou'ld also coincide with the largest drive
, .

system available to rotate the generator at the required speed.
'I}1.isdrlvesystem is a Ward 'Leonard set capable of providing
150 hvp,

(112 k~f) at any speed between 2,500 and 12,000 r.p.m.

The voltage and frequency decided on were the standard
aircraft supply values of 208V, L100 Hz, 3 phase.
10.4

Implicaticns of Preli.t11ina:r;y
Cost Es td mat.e,
Having decided on the target ratings for the laborato~J

prototype ~f 100 kVA, 208V, 400 Hz, J phase, we then found from a
preliIl'1.inary
cost estimate that these values ,·rereincompatible w.i th
a cost of'£4,000.

1;1e,therefore, decided tha.tbecause nru.chof the

value to be gained from this machine depended to a certain extent
on its rating ultimately not being less than the values quoted, to
proceed in two stages.

The first was to design the machine for the

ratings quoted and to proceed with its construction on this basis
as far as possible.
and the field coils.

The two exceptions would be the arma tu:re'Wind:i.r:g
The size of the first stage field coils would

be determined by the money aVailable, and it seemed ·that this would
be sufficient to provide coils capable of producing approximately
2-3T at the armature conductors;

the armature l-n.ndingwould be

designed to operate in thi~ field and generate 208v at 400 Hz on
opel'!carcur t and wi th a reduced va lue of full-load current.

The

second stage would consist of addin~ another set of field coils on
the outside of the first field coils, and re-designing the armature
to generate the same voltage but with full load current correspon-
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Fig. 61 Two-poleField. Pattern Across Shaft
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ding to the full
second pha

s=

rated value of 100 kVA.

wou.Id be

The extra cost of the

in the region of £4,000,

and it is unlikely

that this funding will be available in time for this study.

Never-

theless the basic machine should provide some useful results a~~
be available for furtr.p.rwork after the completion of this thesis.
10.5

Number of Poles and Speed.
The rating ef 100 kVA already proposed was on the assumption

tha t the machine would have· fmIr poles.

In fact there was very

little choice in the matter since a two-pole machine is ruled out
unless a non-cenducting (electrical) shaft is u5ed~

The field in

a two-pole ~achine would pass straight across the shaft as indicated
in fig. 61, and therefore if it is an electrical conductor, eddy
currents would be set up as the sh~ft rotated resulting in large
losses and heating of the shaft, bearing in mind the verJ large field
and speed (24.000

r.p.m.) involved.

With any other number of poles,

the field on th~ axis is zero and ~~e shaft rotates in a region of
comparatively very Lot.. field as shown in fig. 62.

Since a number

of poles grea ter fhan four "Tould have meant a larger macha.ne , both
in physical dimensions and.power rating. the obvious choice was four.
~th

a

four-pole synchronous machine. the speed is fixed at

12,000 r.p.m. in order to generate 400 Hz.

Tais speed meant also·

that the machine could be coupled directly to the 150 h. n, drive
motor.
10.6 Desi I>'Tl Procedur-e,
The procedure adopted for the design of the laboratory prototype fall~ into th~ee distinct stages.

The first two are closely
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linked and can be referred to as the "determination of the leading
dimensions" and "detail desf.gn",

The third is the prediction of

the pezf'ormance of the machine carried out after the detail design
has been completed.
By

determination of the leading dimensions :i s meant primarily

the establishing of the armature dimensions.

Once these dimensions

are established, the rest of the dimensions follow and can be
regarded as the secondary part of this stage of the design.

NomAlly

the determination of the leading dimensions involves anoptiroisation
process to achieve the specified design objective, such as minimum
weight, maximum efficiency or ~jnimum cost.

In the laboratory proto-

type, most of the latitude available to other designers for optimisation has been forfeited because of a decision taken on ground of
expediency and the workshop facilities available.

This was the

decision to use plane circular coils in the superconducting field
~Jind.ings. Alt.'1oughcoils with straight sides and with the ends
formed rotmd a cylinder have been successfully constructed by commercial organisations, they have nearly always used superconducting
composites of nmch larger cross-sections which therefore give much
stiffer constructions with less liability for individual conductors
to move than the composa te wire which it was an ticipa ted l-10uld.
be used
in the laboratory prototype.

We felt confident in our abi.lity to

construct plane circular superconducting coils successfully, and
~~shed to avoid any lmnecessary dubious const~ctional
ths machine.

features of

This form of coil also enables them to be acquired in

stages.
Of course, the design process and ~~e determination of the
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leading dimensions may depend on some parts of the detail design.
But the detail design cannot be proceded w~th until the leading
dimensions are established,

50

the design procedure is in some

sense an iterative process, with the initial values of a nUMber
of ~lements in the detail desien being rerresented by assumed or
nominal values followed by subsequent and final values as more
and more of the design is established.
It should be pointed out that ~~e account given here does
not necessarily present the actual chronological sequence of the
design of ~he prototype as there.was trial designing, re-thinking,
clarification of ideas, testing and re-working.

Apart from these

aspects, the important features of the design process are presented.
10.7

Leading Dimension.s.
Eesides using superconducting windings to produce the rr~gnetic

field, the other novel feature of this machine is that no ferromagnetic material is used in the magnetic circuit.

A consequence of

these features is that the established design proced.ures for conventional synchronous machines (e.g.

Bibliography ( 2 ) or ( 12»

only partly applicable in this case.

are

'Ihetotal magnetic loading

and the total electrical loading are still meaningful since they
are basic quanti ties unrelated to the constructional features of
the machine, and
r~v/sec is Sin
or
where

Sin
k

=

s
s

50,

=
=

since the apparent power rating per phase per
k x 2 P ~ x ZIc

k x

Total magnetic loading x Total electric
loading,

(form factor of voltage wave) x (Distribution factor
of winding) x (coil-span factor of winding)
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p

=

no. of pole pairs

~

=

flux per pole

Z

=

no. of armature conductors in series per phase

=

curren t in each conductor

I

c

In a conventional machire, the active mat.erials are a conductor
(usually copper) and a ferromagnetic compound ~~th an iron base
and the extent to which they are utilized is determined by the
specific electric loading and the specific magnetic loading respectively.

The designer chooses appropriate values for these quantities

based on his experience and the particular circumstances of the
individual design.

In a superconducting machine of the type

being considered, the active materials are a conductor and a superconductor, and although the extent to which the former is utilized
cm

bp. expressed in terms of a specific electric'loading, the use

of a specific magnetic loading is not strictly appropriate for the
latter.

This is because th~ lirritatton is due to c~ndition5 at

indlvidual turns in the field ldnding such as the Loca l, t.enper-a
ture ,
field and current which are almost independent of conditions at the
armature. while in the conventional machine the limitation is
saturation of the iron in the teeth which is directly related to
the flux density in the air gap.

Furthermore, the use of iron means

that the magnetic field boundard es are r,s-asona.bly
v~<;lll
defined and
at any cross-section. the flux density can b~ re~~rded as constant
in the initial s~~£es of the design.

These fact~rs are not appli-

ca.ble in a superconducti.ng m~chine and consequently L~e concept of
specific maenetic loading as a starting point is not as useful

in
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the design of superconductinG ~~chines as for conventional types.
Nevertheless, the designer needs some pr~liminaI"1Jvalue on t-rhichto
base his first esti~te

for the armature diMensions and a value of

the 'average flux density at the ar~~ture radius over the area of .
the field coil can be estimated approxi~ately and taken as a guide
for this purpose.

It may need considerable correction when details

of the field system have been finalised.
Before a preli~~nar.r estimate for the average flux density
can be made, it is necessar,y to consider ~~e superconducting winding
itself.

This is particularly necessaI"1Jin machines of small dimen-

sions since the difference in flux density at the central inside
tu~ns and at the armavlre may be considerable, but in large machines
where ~~is difference May be quite small and with design experience,
it will b~ possible proba~ly to ass~~e a ~easonable value for the
mean flu..'1C
density.

'Thevalue of maxi.mum flux densit.y at the winding

cannot, of course, be selected without reference to the current in
the superconductor composite and the relation between its critical
field and current.

The use of nIT filamentary 'Nio~ax-FH' intrin-

sically-stable niobium-titanium alloy superconducting wire composite
W,3.S

an obvious choice.

It is readily available in, three'standardised

sizes each containing 61 filaments of niobium-titanium in a highpUrity copper mat!1x with a copper/superconductor ratio of 1.35:1

qy

volQ'1le. Relevant nominal dimer.sions are given Table III an~ t~roic~l
".
s~ort-sarepl~ critical currents are given in fig.63.
The overall
cri tical current densi ty vard es only slightly wi th size and is
therefore indicated in a single cu~e

in fig. 63.

The current density

given is for the cross-section of the ~dre including the r~obium-
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tit~.nium and copper, but excluding the insulation.
TABLEIII

Dimensions of INiomax-FHI Filamenta~J Superconducting Composite

Designation

Diameter
B3.re

Diameter
Insulated

mm

nun

A61/33

mm

0.355

0.33

Filar.:ent
Diameter

,

Weight/
Unit Length
Bare kg/km

0.028

0.66

.

A61/40

0.40

0.425

0.034

0.97·

A61/50

0.50

0.525

0.042

1.52

As a stabilised superconducting magne t power- supply capable of
supplying up to 120A was available, it was decided to employ the
largest of the three available sizes of wire, i.e. Niomix FMA61/50 as this wou'ld result in coils with a better space factor
and be easier to wind.

Preli!d.narJ runs 't-1i th computer programs

indicated that the mini~~m distance between the inside faces of
four s~netrically

placed plane circular coils forming the field

syst9m (see fig. 64) could not be less than 160 mm for a maximum
i'ield of 5tesh.

on the axes of the coils at 10

m."I1

from 'the end of

the coil, this distRnce being an initial estimate of L~e nearest
the armature surface could possibly C9 to the field coils •. The
co~res,ondir.6 M~~~"I1field

on the ax5_s of the coils was approxi-

na tely 7.2 tesla and the maxrmum field at the l.n.ndingeven higher.
'!hecurrent dend ty required was sl5..ghtlyabove the cri tical value
given by the typi~al ch~~acteristic and therefore this arrangement
was not a practical propositicr-.
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Two alternatives "rare then considered.

The first "Tas to

increase the scale of the dimensions so that a field of 5 tesla
could be achieved at the armature surface without exceeding the
critical values of the field or current of the superconductor and
't-Tould
involve increasing the coil spacing to ,180

L".!'1.

This was

discarded on accou-~t of the increased cost.

(The balance remaining

out of £4,000 of the first phase to purchase

superconductor was not

sufficient to acquire enough to make a viable machine.)

It 't-IaS

therefore accepted that a compromise on the field at the'armature
would have .to be made.

~J accepting a field of

4.5T

at the armature

surface, further programs of the field plot showed that this could.
be

achieved r."i th a coil spacing of 160 mm and an arnature diameter

of 140 I!'J1'1
"Tit.~outexceeding the values of critical field and current
of the superconductor.

It tras realised t!lat there would be ver<J

little margin, and practical considerations in the c~urse of the
deSign might mean a reduction in either the field generally available
or a reduction in the armature di amete r-,
undosd r-ab'Lesince

8.

The latter is particularly

further reduction to say 120 ~ would ccr-res-

pond to a field of less than

J.5T

with a consequer.tial reduction

of 25~ approximately of the output.

This is an example of the

contention made in Chapter 9 regarding the minimum viable rating of
aj.rcraft generators.
The decisicn to use plane circular field coils together with
thei.r geometry dp.tel"!ll.i.ned
the field dlstribuUon,

,..
hi.eh in turn

determined the active length of the armature conductors.

Since the

major cost 'tY'as
in the field sys tem, this w~s de sf.gned first 'ton. thin
the constraints discussed above, and optiI!'isedas far as practicable
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to give the maximum field at the arma tur-sfor mi.rnnum cost.

'The

a~p.ture design depended, on the dia.meter a.v~ilable for it, and
this was dete~~ned

~J the separation,of the field coils 2nd the

wall thickness of the c~Jostst.

As the field fell off rapidly

towards the centre along the arma.ture radii, it was important to
know ~~e c~Jostat bore accurately before d~igning

the a~zture.

The order following the field dc:ign was thus that of the c~ostat
and then the electrical design of the armature.
here

W:iS

The objective

to generate the rated volt~ge with as large a power

output as ~he a:railable space and cooling wou'ld parmi t.

Finally

the mechanical design of the armature and its associated parts
'Has carried out,
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11.
11.1

Fie1d Plottincr ani Design of FieldSystern.

~-~~~~~~----~
Anor.oach to Fiel:i Design.

The design of ~~e field system consists largely in choosing.
the size, proportions end dispositions of the field coils.

Ideally,

the designer of a. synchronous genera tor 'Would like to be able to
specify ~~c fie1i form required at the armature surface, and from
this be able to determine by 2.nalytica1 means the specific~tion fClr'
the

field coils to give the required field.

Unfortunately, this is

not possible for an air-cored machine as a general analytical solution has not been found.
For the experimental machine, the form of the field coils
vTaS

decided on practical grounds as explained earlier.

'!heir

bore, proportions and spacing had to be decided and the method
aiopted was to ~~ke so~e initial estiMates based on the fields
along the axes and central planes of single coils which could be
determined f'romvery simple expressions end very small p!"ograms
for computer evalu~tion.

From the field due to the oombination

of'four similar coils initial estimates w~re ~Ade for tha bore
(internal diameter), outside diameter, length and distance between
the coils.
W~5

A more exa~t determination of' the field d1strib~tion

then made for these values of the coil dimensions and a suitable

valup. of current estimated appropriate to the reaxirr.um field anticipat~d at any part of the windings.

Aft~r several adjustments ef

dimensions and current, the fin~l values were decided on.
11.2

Fi'11d

Dete't"rrd_n~

The c~lculation of ~~enetic fields produced by various simple
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electromagnetic

confiv~rations

early classical

physicists,

in air has been considered by ~~e

but their

very simple Cases such as circular
and infinite
field

solenoids.

treatments were confined to

loops, fj_nit.s helical

For example, Maxwell (196) calculated

at points off the axis of a simple current

t'Ioullin implies in his book (197),
enthusiastically

solenoids

loop, but as

th~ problem was not pursued

because it WaSnot of sufficient

tance and in view of the intricate

the

practical

mathematics required.

imporIn the

cases 'Hhich were considered by them and some subsequent :workers,
such as' the helical

solenoid or the finite

solenoid,

were lim ted to the axis (e.g •. 198 and 199).
axis positions

were done by Foelsch

(200)

the calculations

Derivations

, but the solutions

for offwere

obtained by m9ans of a large number of approximate expressions
which are valid over rostricted
The great interest

ranges of size or position.

in plasmas either

as a source of energy

or as a propulsion system during t.~e 195015 and 196015 lead to
investigations

of m~thods or plasma confinement of which the most

pronrisdng l-TaSthe use of magnetic fields.

This caused interest

to be r-enewedin the f'cr-mof the magnetf,e fields

~rcduced by various

confj ;;1:.r.1tionsof conductcr-s c'lrryir.g current.
rr.ajor diff'icult;r
gurations

in the calculation

resulted

from the fact

of fields

that integral

'be achdeved wi thcut the use of various elliptic

Up to that time the
of nearly all
solutions
integrals.

conti-

could not
'Although

many of these were tabula ted, the calcula tio!ls involved were very
laborious;

however. with the advent of high-speed computers , it

became possible

to \o;rit e programs for many of the elliptic

thus making it pr,'.'Icticable to deterr.ine

the field

functions,

produced by many
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conductor co~Siguraticns ~~th axial synmetr,y.
Snow (201) developed rather invol'T!edrnathema.tic;lform'..llae
in terms of elliptic integrals and legendre functions for the axial
and radial components of the ~agnetic field produced by a cylindrical
current sheet and a circular current sheet with circu~~erential flow
of current. these cases being extended to that of a multilayer
solenoid.

Other elliptic integral formulae ha.ve been proposed. but

usually they were developed for special applications and are of
restricted application or of Hmi ted accuracy.

In nearly all cases

they are sq difficult to use when precision is required over a wide
ranee that the principal tables now available have been computed by
methods of numerical integration.

One ver,r comprehensive set of

.

such tables was produced by Alexander and Dowm.ng

(202)

• and are

for the field around the end of a semi-infinite current sheet;
the coil in question is then built up from these current sheets
by a method given in the introducUcn

of the tables.

On-axis and

off-axis fields from any solenoid with any radial current distribution can be calculated by this ~eans.
"!here solutions of less accuracy are required over a restricted
range of coil geometries and at either of two current-density distritutiom, the technical report of Brown, Flax et al (203) is useful,
the da ta bea.ng pr-esented in tables and sample gr-aphs, The tabulation
or zra.phical di spl.ay of a function of f011r continuous variables.
however. would require a verJ larse amount of sp~ce for complete
coverage of the ran~e of variables of cow~on interest.

To reduce

this difficulty. Brown and Flax (204, 205) have developed a method
in which the maenetic field of any thick circular solenoid can be
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treated. as a superposition of the fields of four appropriately
placed special se~i-infinite solenoids with zero inner radius.
The radial and axial field components of the special solenoids
are expressed non-dimensionally in terms of non-dimensional fieldpoint variables and are presented in both tabular and graphical
form.

The results are valid both on and off the axis, and inside

as well as'outside the solenoid winding.

The method is intended

for coils of uniform current densi ty, but if tables 'toTere
available
for coils in ~mich the current density is inversely proportional
to distance from the axis, the method vou'ld be suitable for this
type of coil as well.
An

alternative approach employing spherical harmonics is

propo~~ded by S~ythe (206) and developed by Garrett (207). It is
resttict~d to systexs with axial s~~et~,

and while having consider-

able advantages for certain design work and from the co~putation~l
roint of viel'T,it suffers .froma serious dd sadverrtage for the field
determination in an e.ir-cored electrical machine.

In the central

zone of a thick solenoid wi thin a sphere 'to,hieh
does not reach the
neares t corner of the coil, the field at any point is calculated
from a power series expansion.

An

anaLogous power series, in inverse

powers, is used for the field at points outside the sphere containing
the r~~otest corner of the coil.

In the shell between these two

spheras, the power series fail to converge, and since this'shell
may fom

part of the vo'lume in which the arma ture of a machine may

rota te. it j.s therefore of considerable interest in this context.
As the me thod br-eaks rio\m in th:is rp.~ion it will not be considered
further, except to obtain some preli~inary design data in the central
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zone.

Nevertheless.

it is a very valuable method for the design

of nagnets producing fields

of very high homogenefty.

In view of the limitations

of the existing

methods. it was

decided to at.tempt to analyse the type of field used in the experir'!ental machf.ne, and possible in subsequent design, studies also,
from first

principles

as fa~ as possible.
metrically
!

of coils,

in a way mj,ch avoided these limitations
Since the machines would have pairs of sym-

placed coils,

the ana.lysis is based on that of a pair

or synll'netrical dipole.
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11.3

Field due to symmetrical dipole coils
The dipole comprises two identical coils arranged symmetrically

about the axes.

The current in each coil is uniformly distributed

end has the same value in 'each. The fields produced by the two
coils may assist or oppose each other, as required by the number
of pairs of poles in the rotating machine.

If the number of pairs

of poles is odd, the field distribution in the machine can be
synthesized from the appropriate number of symmetrical dipole
fields in each of which the fields assist: if the number of pairs
of poles is even, the total field is synthesized from dipole fields
in which the fields oppose.
The magnetic field due to a symmetrical pair of identical coils
can be determined in terms of the vector potential X.
symmetry, the magnitude of

A

is independent of

the field point is chosen where +

=

O.

+.

From cylindrical

Thus for simplicity,

Further, it should be noted

that equal elements of current equidistant from the axis of cylindrical
symmetry (a axis) at + + and - + produce a resultant which is normal
to the rz plane.

Thus

A

has only the single componentA+

whether

each coil is considered separately, or as a pair acting together with
either combination of polarities.

(The value of A+ will of course

depend on which polarity combination exists).

In terms of the vector

potential, the radial component of flux density~

aA
B

=_J
r
az

and the axial component of flux density,
B

1
z = -r
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(since B

=

A).

V x

For an element of a filamentar,r current loop of area dS with
constant

current density J:

dA

•

(r

A.) = 1l 0 dSJ"'

,z,~

where R is the distance between

4w

f

a cos

e

R

de

(60)

the element of the loop and

the field point.
From the L.H. complete thick solenoid.

-(Ls /2 + L)

2w

1l J

Act> = ~

o

From the R.H. complete thick solenoid

L /2
s

2w
\

1l J
A=+....Q_

a cos

• - 4w

e de

da d1

R

L /2

s

where R is the distance from the local element of the filamentary
current loop to the field point.
For the complete dipole, as shown in fig.

65:
,2.."

a cOlled9
~

da0
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Now R = ~ { I. +- z}2 + a2 + r2 - 2ar ccse , where ~ is the axial
distance

from the origin to the filamentary

=

1;

Put 1;;L I. + z

R

=

1. -

current loop.

z

1;1 = ( 2'L s + z)

1;3 = OL s - z)

z)
1;;2= ('L
2 s + L +

1;,+= ( 2'L S + L - z)

-1;2

a2
'.

--:::========
a cose de

~

da d1;L

2 + a2 + r2 _ 2ar cos e

L

a cose de
. (61)

Integrating

to r; gives:

with respect
a2

21T

-1;2
a coae [tn {i;L + {l,;L2 + a2 + r2 - 2ar cose)]

de da

-g

(2
±

L

2'11'

1;4

(62)

I

I

l
[In er; R +vr, R2 + a2. + rZ - 2ar cose)] .de da
j
1;3
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. .'

'12.
=

Integra t Lon of 1
by parts

w.r.t.

0

-b2.

7T'

a

Cos

e,[ell(S:L.+-46L H~+ r ~-2arcDsti)]_./(!

e gives..

1=

.

a[Si~e~~~L-t4!L-a'-r2-2ar

2:1r

a!l l' sin

a2. + r

2. -.

2. ()

2.a l' cos ()

cl

o

.:

cos

e)r;]

8=2:rr

().O
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The first term is eliminated by the e-limits, and hence:

(64)

For the radial component of flux density:
Br

=
.

Br

a

dA~
....-T
(} Z
~

-.4'''.

~)
and from equ , I\b,,

{1]2

'" o

.

2:7r.
[

~!::
+a

:2 Cos ()
Z

+ r 2 _ 2a r

1

da.J

(6.5)
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Further reduction results in:

Br

=-

"4:

{[u:2e .N.
+

2

+ a + ..

- 2ar

case de

2:1(

f

2

cos e tn «a -

r c()s9) +

~r;t

+ a2 + r2 - 2ar cos9}d9 ]

-,'-'1

o
.2.1T

± 00se",

t~ + a2 + .. - 2ar case de

o

. {2TT
"+

r cos2e In{(a - r cosS) +

~r.';+

a2 + r2 - 2ar cos a}

"eJC4ja2.

d

" 0

~3 a1
(66)

Although equ.(66) is long, it can be solved numerically on a
digital computer.

The computer used was an ICL 1905A and the program

was written in Fortran IV.

It should be noted that equ. (66) is not

valid for determining the radial component of flux density at the ends
I

of the coils.

Normally these values are not of interest in the synchronous

machine, but if they were required, it should be possible to modify
equ.(66) to make it valid for application at the ends of the coils.
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The axial component of
B

z = 1.
r A",'r

z

=

density is given by:

+ aA.J.
_'r

-ar

SUbS:titut1an{ffro]m2
B

nux.

eq~;,(64) gives:

J1 J

.

,. ....
2. si« 2.

"

[Cat-t rZ_

0

-.

~
a.t

.:
~ l-

taT

0.

e

-t'2.

"

"". "dB

<os 8).j~t+a.Z+r'-2.ar

cos oJ
-Cl

0

(67)

From

(b8)

. cit

G
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When the - ~ and - t

-11rc
a.2.

Hence I

=

1

Similarly

~

are applied,

-'2.

2

6

2~,a cos 6(RcOS )

+r -2ar

~
cos e) ~.....a.~ +rC:!_2ar cos
L

~a cos 6(r-Ca C036} . ,
~ 2 2
a -i-r -2ar cos e) _/~ +8.. +r -2ar cos

~
0
tLa cosa

]

de dB.

e

( 2. 2

.~~.

-{;r' 4
e

de da

'3

(6~

(re - a cos e)

. 2
=t L( a2san
e + a22)
cos

e-

ar cos

e
(70)

t,.a(a - r cos e)
.u

Combining equs. (67),(68),(69)

al2.7T

J

~a(a-r

fuid

(70) gives

~a +r2-2a:L" cosO

e

-

.

.

}

+

41ft. I3 - I4

*i:

.. -C2.

cos 6)

2-

. ..

a..1

u Jf
=_f o:,A

term cliza.ppears.

.

="~l~I[c2.1('

sin2a -

=

the first

2.7T

l(a

z
N",,'f ~a2

limits

2

2
+r -2ar

oosol

,

de da

~t

.

.

..
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Writing

x for

(a - r cosS)

...

gives

Z;

J-~2.

r2 sin2 e

-("';x~=--+-r-2-s-i-n-2-e-)J-:;~=L=2=+=x=2=+=r2=s=i=n=2=-e
dedx

-'1
a2.

- 2ar cose }]

.

+.

~r;f2[7f ~
L

cosO

[ Il;LI
o

-.t2

J
Ci'

de

"i:'
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A 'simi1ar expression

can be deduced for 14

o

The second integral

in these expressions

can be simplified by integration

the final expression

for the axial component of flux density is:

)J

B
Z

by parts, and

J

=-2-

dS

411'

de

tan-1 _ __,_I.....;'l;L;;;.JIL-(-;a=-=:=r=co=s=s=)=:=====(r sinS)Vr..r:+ r2 + a2 - 2ar eosS

2.1(

-

z;

R

ar2 } .(a2 + r2 _ 2ar cosa)
o

rr;R

sin2S

j2.1(

-1
sinS tan

~I~.
o

j r.; + r2

_ a2. - 2ar eosS

de
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AlthouGh equ. (71) is even longer than equ.(66), it presents no
particular problems in programming in Fortran IV, and is valid
for all values of the parameters.
In order to provide a check on the programs written for Band
r

B z , the values obtained using these programs for specific examples
were compared with those obtained from computations carried out

la th

the NAmrANOD program.

This is a version of the Rutherford
'-

NAGNA program l-Jhichl-lesuitably modified for use on the leL
computer at Cranfield.
ref. 208.

190,5A

Norris and Wilson described the program in

Basically NAGNA is a computer program for calculating

the r~gnetic field due to any arrangement of thick conductors in '
three dimensions, but does not include the use of iron.

The

calculation is based on the repeated application of a fo~~la
derived in ref .208 for the magnetic field due to a straight wire.
The current system is divided into a large number of straight
filaments, and the contribution of each to the total field is then
calcul~ted using the formula.

The user approY.im~tes his coils and

other conductors by a series of prisms of either triangula.r or
parallelogram sha~d

cross-section.

This procedure is ve~

tedious

and long even in the case of a simple plain solenoidal coil, but
has the advantage of being ve~

flexible.

The program divides

the end faces of the prisms and ~oins corresponding mesh points by
str,cdghtlines, which for!'!the f1J.an:entsused t'Jcalcule.te the resul,
tant f:i.eld. An iterative procedure is incorporated which generates
a mesh of half the size and th~ resultant field is again c~lculated.
This process is continued ~dth successively fi~er ~ub-division until
the difference beb-reen the fi'31ds produced ~J tw~ successive steps
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is less than some stipulated value.
11.4

Pre]_i.Mina-nr
Estim.'itesfor Cod Ls ,
It is c~stoma~

to express the field at the geometic centre of

a coil, HO' in terms of the coil geomet~

and current density.

The

parameters are defined in fig. 66 and H is given by:
o

1

= J)..a

H

or

P

1

0

{o(.2+~2~2
2 i
1 + (1 +P )2

In 0(+

= JAa1~ (sinh-1

H

0

If

(72)

- s~n. h-1 -~1 )

(73)

The right-hand parts of equs.(72) and (73) are entirely geomet~-

dependent, and it is usual to define a "field factorlJ. F(d,p),

or

f-ln

=

F(d-.p)

1

0(.

field P. z (z,O) a l ong the axis
dend t~r j.s given by:
Thp.

H (~)
z a1

=

0

[

1

• h- san

.1)

f-

of a coill.Ji.thunifor.n cur-rerrt

F(O<. ~ + z/a1)

H

+ ~2)~

1 + (1 +(32)2

P( s inh-1 ~

=

F(c<.~ )

0(+ f.r;t..2

as:

+ F(C(, ~-

2F(~,~)

when the fielc point z is within the coil, ani

z/a1)]

(7.5)
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Hhp.~

it is beyond the end of the coil.

It was found more convenient

to have the origin at the end of the ceil, and with tr.isc~ange the
equations are written:
H

Z

(!..)
a
1

=

H

(76)

0

In order to estimate the maximum field at the windings, the field
across the central plane, H (r,n/2)~ was determin~d from an expresz
sion involving Legendre polYnomials. Since the regi.on of interest
is 'tvi thin a sphere which does not reach the nearest corner of the
.

coil, the ser1es is convergent'

(207

209)

and if the origin is on

the midplp_~e of symmetry of the coil, the expansion will contain
only even terms and is given b-J:

=

where the E

n

AIo

coefficients are defined by:

=

As E2 for a solenoid is always negatave , it is seen that the field
jl"'~:reases
fro!'!the axi s in the rg,dialdirection.
Pr-ograms for equs.(76) and (77) were ~vr:i.tten
ir.. Fortran IV, and
thesp.were used in th~ pre1irr.in~.ry
F:'stimatin~of the coil dimensions.
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11.5

Final Desi~n of Coils.
After several successive revisions, the final design of the

field coils was arrived at.

It was found to be advantageous and

p~actical to use a single stage of current grading so t~at the
final set of field coils for the second stage machine would operate
,-Ii th the outer sections at a high current density (J.6X104A/cm2)

while the inner sections would operate at a lower current density
(2.56 x 104A/cm2) since they experience a much higher field.

In

order to·use a single current supply for the field, the grading
is achi.eved,by using a wire with smaller area of superconduc Hng
material for the outer sections than that in the inner sections,
and connecting all the sections in series.

nIT Nio!'!RXFt-!'wire

code A61 /40 ,·rillbe used for the outer sections when they are
added at a. f'uture date, but the present inner sections which will
be retained are wound with code A61/50.
The dimensions of the coils and a plot of the axis field are
given in figs. 67 and 68.

The design operating current for the field

is 70A for the second stage , but when the inner sections operate on
their own, a much higher current can be used because of the absence
of the field due to the outer sections;

a current of 90A for the

inner coils only is considered a reasonable value.
11.6

Construction of Coils.
The coils 'Here WO'W'ldusing faciJi ties of the Oxford Instrument

Company;

and impree;nated ,-Ii th ep'Jx:,r re sin.

the cc i Ls as finally constructed are:

The number-s of turns on
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Provision is made for operation of the coils in thA persistent
mode by the provision of a superconducting switch.
The coils are mounted in the cryostat on a stainless steel
fo~er

machined from a solid block as shown in the cryostat drawings

in the next chapter.

This construction was adopted in order to

provide rig~dity for the field coils under the magnetic forces
acting between them and to provide a means of trans~~tting the
reaction torque from the armature to the inner vessel of the cryostat.

A photograph of the completed field coil assembly appears

on page 255.
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Fi21d Coil Assenb'ly
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12.
12.1

C!Y0st~t Design

Gener~l Fe~tures
The cryostat was designed in conjunction with the Oxford

Instrument Company and manufactured by them.

It consists basically

of three concentric cylinders with their con~on axis vertical.
room temperature

~e

aperture in which the magnetic field is produ~ed

is a multh,a.lled horizontal cylinder sYIr::metric~lly
placed in relation to the vertica~ ~xis.

The general arrangement is sho~n in

fig. 69 and pho togr-aphsof the completed cryostat Appear on page 256
and in the 'view of the complete ~chine in the frontispiece.
The cryostat is designed to withstand the reaction torque
on the field system '..Jhen
the armatur-e is delivering 100 kW of power
at 12,000 r.p.m., with a 25~ margin to cater for excess torque
llnder overload or fault· conditions.

Certain features of the

construction (notably the main 5usp~nsion tube for the h~lium
contain~r. and the torque transmission struts) are considerably
stiffer than normal conditions wou'ld dict9.te in the absence

or

the reaction torque and consequently are the causes of higher heat
leaks than would normally be accepted.
12.2 Main Const~~ction.
The innermost vertical cylinder extends approxi~Ately halfway
up the crJostat and ferns the liquid helium container.
outside diameter of 324

m''I!

It has an

Hi th a wall thickness of 4 mm;

bottOM is welded to it and formed from a 11 ~~~ thick disc.

the
The top

is a 16 mm thick disc bolted to the cylindrical section with ~~
indiu.-nseal so tha.t the conpl.eted helium container is vacuum tight.
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The heliu~ container is mo~~ted fro~ the outside top plate by a
stainless steel suspension tube welded to it.
c~ogenic

It is ~de

fro~

stainless steel and electro-polished externally to reduce

radiation.
The middle vertical concentric cylinder of 3.3 ~~ w~lled
alumiirl.um ferms bro cylindrical cavities, the lower enclosing the
o

heli1L~ container an1 for~ing ~~e radiation sr.ieldand the upper
formi.ng the liquid nitrogen reservoir.

The rdia tion shield

continues under the case of the inner heli~~ container with a

13

mm

thick aluminium disc welded to the vertical cyli:lder. The

radiation shield is cooled by conduction from liquid nitrogen in
the upper cavity.

The radiation shield is screwed to the 13 mm

thick bottom plate of the liquid nitrogen reservoir so that it can
be removed to give access to the helium c~ntainer in the course of
assembly.

The liquid nitrogen reservoir has a 18 ~~ ~~ick top

plate carried on the sa~e main susp3nsion tube as the helium
container, and from which it thus helps to remove hp-at inleaks
fr~m the external amoient.
The outer container is manufactured from aluminium and has
cylindrical walls
it.

4.8

O

mm thick with a 16!'".M base plate welded to

It is screwed to the 13 mm thick top plate and se~led to it

Hith an 'O'-ring joint.
sories:

The top plate c!lrries the usual acces-

vacuum connection and valve, liqUid nitrogen and liquid

helium filler. tubes, he Id.unboil-off eonnec tdcn , dipstick and le1dthr-oughs for electrical connec tdons , Vacuur,insulation is used
between the outer container and radiation shield an~ between ~~e
radiation shield and heliu~ container.

Bot~ surfaces of the
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radiation shield and the inside of the outer container are polishod
to !1".inirr.ise
radiation in-leaks reaching the liquid h'3litlIn.The
heliu.~ transfer line (vacuum insulated) is fitted when required
.through the appropriate filler tube and conn~cted to an extension'
tube on the top of the magnet assembly.

This enables the liquid

helium to be fed to the bottom of the helium container so that the
enthalpy of the gas boil-off can be partly used to cool the ~~gnet
asse:nbly.
The rccm tell'lpera,ture
aperture for the rotating armatur-e is
formed from two cylinders.

The inner cylinder at room temperature

is made of brass and is needed to maintain the vacuum space be tvreen
the outside air and the copper outer cylinder '!t.~ich
form the
radiation shield.

The inner brass cylinder is mounted inside a

bush at each end. these bushes being welded to the main ~uter container.

A vacuum-tight joint is formed inside the bushes by double

'O'-rings.

The radiation shield is si!1"~larlyreour.tedinside bushes

welded on to the main radiation shield, but in this case, a vacuum
seal is not required but gc~d ~~ermal c~ntact is essential.
radiation shield is made of ofh~ copper to have a
resietivity so that field variat10nsdue
scrAened from the superconducting

10H

The

electri'cal

to armature currents are

In'1gnetsand so that the eddy

curr-ent heating thus caused l-r.i_ll
be predominantly dissip'lted in
the llq'.Ud ni t.rcgen rather than j,n the :r.gli~""!.
LiS'lid helium is pr-event=d from rp-aching the radia.tion shield
in t~e room-t~mperature

aperture by using the inside cylindrical

surface of the Il1-9.gnet
a.ssembly block, and sealing this to the main
helium ccntaancr- ty means of f'Lexi.b'Le cor'rugvted

tellows.

By

this
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means, any stresses due to the thermaL contractions, reaction torques,
lack of alignr.ent or o~~er causes are transmitted via the ~~in
supports of the magne t assembly to the base of the helium container,
thus avoiding unnecessar.y stresses on the comparatively thin cylinders
!orr.ing ~~e room-temperatur~ aperture.

These were made as ~~in as

possible with minimum clearances so that the a~~t~e
be as close to t~e magnet coils as possibl~.

surface could

It was hoped originally

t~at this space would be only 10 ~~, but in the final design it was
fotmd necessary to increase it to 12 mm to give a room temperature
bor-e of 139

II'.!!l.

Small spacers '\-lere
included between the varaous

cylindrical surfaces to maintain correct clearances;

they consisted

of 4 mm diameter pins ldth coned ends screwed into the radiation
shield.
'Ihetorque' reaction from the armature en t!lemagnet coils is
transmitted to the'b2se of the helium container
steel support block and its support pillars.

~T

the stainless

Part of the torque

reaction is then taken directly by the main suspensicn tube to the
r~in top plate a~d outer container, While the remainder is taken via
six radial torque t.ransmi.ssd.cn
struts to the radiation shield, and
thence bJ six further torque transr.ission st~~ts to t..~eouter
container.
The cryostat is ~ounted on the ~~china bed by a mounting ring
l-Teldedon the outside of the outer contai~~:!'bel'J'tl
tb,e room tenpera":
ture af3':"ture; 'ltenoun tang :ring 'HP.S accur-ateIy machaned after it
was welded in place so that its lower fac9 would provide ~ register
to ensure the accurate poSitioning and alisnment of the cryostat on
the r.achine bed in relation to th9 armature.
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The cryostat is demountable to give easy access to the magnet
assembly, and so that alternative cylinders can.be fitted surro~~ding the room temperature aperture to enab'le the effects of different
I1iaterialsand thicknesses on the screening of time variant armature
fields to be investigated subsequently.
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13.
13.1

JIm:!. ture

De~i gn :l1'ld
!l;ech~nic'21
Fea tur-es ,

G"'nP-'!".'11
Features.
most a~usual feature in the constr~ction of the armature

The

is the absence of ferro-~agnetic M3terial.

The conventional iron

teeth are not required, thus increasing the space available for
armature con1uctors and ob\'iating the need to insulate every
conductor for the full voltage of the machine.
be

can

The a~ature

l\"l)und
so that the r.onductors need be insulated only fro:nneigh-

bourang conductors,

insulation'required,

thus allowing a reduction in the amount of

or alternatively ~~ increase in rated voltage.

'!he absence of teeth means that the leakage induct.:mce of individu.al

conductors is much lower, and since they are exposed to the fu1l
intensi ty of the magnetic field, large eddy currents \d.1l be produced unless the basic conductors are sub-divided into insulated
strands of sufficiently sMa1l diameter.

Hi th

a

large

of

number-

small stra~ds per basic conductor, Circulating current losses are

rotentiallJ~ a serious problem, and t~dsting or transpOSition of
the strands must be considered ver.J carefully together
method of te~inating

,·d. th

the

then.

The teeth and iron core form a major structural element in
a conventicnal machine which takes all the reaction forces on the
conductors.

\{ith the elir.j.na.
tion ef iron in the armat.ur-e , some

other method ef suppryrting the conductors against the forces
0C:?1~r~~~..:

under- normal and .fault cond.itions

~-~ 0"!".:"' .... to

b~ep

!'".'.l3t

ce

de·lis~d.

and.

the insulation requi.renents dovn , it is desirable

thtlt this structure is electrica.lly non-cc,nd'lcting.
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'Theincreased space a l.Lowed for conductors by the absence
of iron teeth makes L~e end turn geometry more difficult because
conductors packed tiehtly tozether cannot easily be bent at the
ends of t~e armature without a change in their geometrJ.

The

increased nQ~ber of strands in the conductors may increase the
complexity of the fabrication process.

In any case, an armature

,dth no iron ,dll need to be constructed in a very different

manner from

Go

conventional arm'l.ture.

13.2 vlinr:ling
Scheme ,
If the fundamental component of the flux distribution at the
armature surface is considered, the r.!I!.s.value of the voltage
generated in a

sdrig'Le

f"..ll1-pitch
turn on the arma tur-eis given by:

"mere f is the frequency of the voltage generated, and ~is the
total fund~~ental co~por.ent of the radial flu;c at the armature surface.
For T turns connected in series in one phase of an armature ~dndingt
c

the vol t:lse genera.ted depends on the phase spread and the distri bu-

tion of the ,dnding
tion factor, kd.
0

of 60

, kd

t

~Thich can be taken into account by a distribu-

For a 'Winding distributed uniformly over a.spread

ha.s a.va.lue ofO.955.

Thus for a.value of fltL~ per pole

of J ~vfu, corresponding to the field produced bJ the ir~er part of
the field coils used in the first sta~e. 24 turns r~r phase are
r~{].uire'i;end for
coa Ls

a.

fl'U.."'>C
per pole of <1.,5 m~':b(i.e ...:1. th the complete

of the second staze) 16 turns per phase are needed in order

for 120 V per ~hase to be generated.
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Fig.

70

. of armature
_ I.~on
Cross-s"'c
LO

:

.0

..,;, ",:.!

••
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The room temperature bore of the cryostat

of 5 mm between the cryos tat, and arna ture

a r.:echanica.l clearance
for cooling air,

the outside diameter of the armature is

It was decided to mount the.arr.:ature
bonded fabric

(SRE.t?)cylinder

arna tur-e shaf't ,
fins

of sir.ilar

material

conductors on a synthetic

of carp gr-ade 'Tufnol'

resin

keyed to the

2 rrm thick and held by axial

slots

machined

these fins vrou'ldalso take the reaction

on the armatur-e conductors.

have three.radial
it

126 mm,

The armature conductors wou'ld be located by radial

in the core c:rlinder;
forces

136 mmand w.i.t.~

is

It '-1a.s intended originally

to

sets. of conductors between each pair of fins,

Has f'ound necessary

to use a fin between each radial

conductors to held them in place during construction
ture because the conductors Here not sufficiently
in place 'tdthout individual
ovez-aLl,space factor

and

support.

Et

but

ee t of

ef the arma-

rigid

to remain

'This meant, a r-eductdon in the

coz-respondrng reduction in current

rating.

'The conductors and end connections are held in place b:r circumf'er-entdaL bendf.ng 'tu th 12 mmHide woven glass
under a t.ensi on of 75 kg.
epoxy resin

The tape is supplied impregnated

and cured after

impregnated v.'ith Araldite

tape vround on

asseMbly.
epoxy resin

'!he completed arr.-ature was
and then cured in an OV'3n

o
0
for 4 hours at 90 C f'o'Ll.owedby 12 hours at 150 C.
skimrring cut on a centre

lathe

1.;1 th

After a final

to remove irre~11arities

on the

ha rdened r'?~in, the comp'Le
ted armsture was dyna."T!icaliybalanced.
A cross-sectional
for the fi l'"st stage.
f:ield. is 55
of the field

T'll'l

vieH ef the arma'tur-e is shown in fiZ.

The :>..xialLength of the jnte~s~, r:aG:netic

(and increases

coils).
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to 80 mm with the outer sections

In view of the uncertainty

of some of the
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design parameters,
1';a5proceeded
until

the design of the first

'tu th ,

the design of the second stage being suspended

more reliable

data became available.

For the first

stage,

per slot
factory

stage armature only

single-turn

gave a. very low overall

coils ~th

space factor,

two coil sides

and the most, sa td s-,

arrangement appeared to be the use of double-turn

"Wi."th two coil

deep by 8

sides per slot.

'!he" slot"

.

coils

direensions are 21 mm

'Hide (mean), and allowing a current density in the
2
conductors of 5A/~.m , a not too ~onservative figure based on a
JT1.!n

preliminary
air,
is

thennal ana'lysd s allowing for someforced cooling wi th

and a space factor

of 0.55 overall,

the resulting

110 A rr.i. th a corresponding machine rating

electric

loading is 125,000

phase current

of 40 kVA.

'ilie specific

Ac/m, a high but not unreasonable value.

'r.1el-:.ir.d.ingselec t.ed is double-lay'3!" "td th lap-connec ted coils,
as the constant pitch of this type enables the coils
formed on a single fort'1er.
a soldered

joint,

are solidly

The coils

are joine,i to each o thez by

thus ensurine that all

connec ted together

to be pre-

the stra~ns in the conductor

at the end of each c-xi L,

for this and st.randing are explained in the next section.
phases are connected in star internally,
specific

reason for using a 4-,dre

'!he

and as there was no

system, the star point is not

brought cut thereby saving one slipring.
given in fi~.

'Ihe need

'!he w"indingdiagram is

71.

13.3 Ele~+rical Losses ,
A number-of electrical

losses can be identified

ture winding due to various caUS9S. Alternating

j.n the arma-

currents

and fluxes
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have a tendency to confine themselves to the outer layers of a
conductnr,
results

this

phenomenonb~ing cal1ed the skin effact.

in a higher resistive

formly distributed.

This

loss than when the current

Secondly, the current-c~rrying

of the arria tur-e are located in the magnetic field

is uni-

conductors
produced by

the poles of the machine which for the most part is transverse
to the conductors,

but in the end regions will traverse

a most complicated manner.
flux changes s_!)a
tially
currents

~urrent losses.
parallel
current

As the non-uniformly distributed

"d. th respect

to the conductors.

will be induced ~nich canae the distribution

across the section

eddy
of current

to become non-u2uform and givj.ng rise

Thirdly,

to eddy-

the armature conductors are situated

to each other and. consequ~ntly the distribution
across the cross-section

the fields

them in

of the

of anyone -w'ill be affected

of neighbouring conductors.

by

The non-urd f'orm current

dist:-.Lbution rp-suIting from this pro:ximity effect

gives rise

further

of '-YJ.y
conduc-,

tor

losses.

1...
1.11

l.astly,

because various sections

no+ be situated

to the large radial

in fields

and give rise

of the sane fl1.1xdensi ty due

gradient .of th~ field

emf's of correspondingly different
to Circulating

produced by the poles,

rr.agnitudes '\-rill be generated

currents

and a corresponding Circulating

to

l-lithin individual

current

sections

loss in the cnmplete

conductor.
Bo th skin effect

acceptable

levels

and

eddy cur-r-en

b~rstrandinz

t Lo s se.s can l:e r-educed

the armatuz-e conductors,

Circulating

current

loss drAstically

reduced by twisting

positionof

the strands within the conductors.

In fact,

to

and the
or transit is the
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REAR

FRONT

Fig.72

Arrangement of coil sides and endconn-octions.
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eddy current loss w~ch dictates

the diameter of individu3.l strands

in the arna ture conductors and which results
very small s t eands,
ductor circulating

in a large number of

tiith a large number of small strands per concurrent losses are potentially

a serious problem

and tWisting and transposi lion of the strands must be considered
carerull~r.
The design 'Uses a double transposition.

The group of strands

in a single conductor has a twist pitch of approximately 25 mm
throughout the length of a coil.
relation

Because of this short pitch in

tq theJength of conductor in a double-turn

coil,

not necessary to consider the number of tr~~spositions
ends of a coil.

The individual

each end of a coil.
t.l-tecoil,

strands are all

The second transposition

it is

between the

joined together at

takes pla~e "~~~in

in that the overhang is ar-ranged so that th'} conducto r

occupies one of the four possible positions
each coil,

as illustrated

in fie.

in the slots

once in

72.

This pragmatic approach was taken because of the fur.damental
difficulty

of deterrd.ning an ideal transposition

coil.

The problem is tl.at Circulating

ferent

fluxes linkine parallel

length for one

currents arise from dif-

strands.

'lhe flux linking parallel

strands can arise fro~ the field winding or the arMature itself.
'Ibe field

patterns

in the end turns are co+pl.ex, and the field

lrindin~ flux distributio~
arna ture self-flux.
~elative

,viII cliffer considerably from that of the

The total

flux pa. tte:rnwill

magnitudes and positions

transposition

of its

change "Idth the

two components, and ~

l~ngth which is perfect for one ~articular

rr.isht have significant

load,

circulP..ting current losses at another load
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of different

magr~tude

is load dependent

and is not accurately

also for simplicity
above procedure

or power factor.

in construction,

with a constant

Bec~use

the fi~ld pattern

kno~~ in the end turns, and

it was decided

to adopt the

twist pitch and transposition

arrange-

ment for all coils.
The loss due to proximity

8% of

less than

re~uirements

the trans~rt

effect is likely to be considerably
loss (210) with the stranding

current

due to eddy currents.

Since the size, spacings

resistivity

of the groups of conductors

precision,

and in view of the uncertainty

will not be known with high
of the circulating

the other losses are not likely to be known to an accuracy
than this value and
co~sidered

located

the loss due to proximity

(211) derives an' expression

alternating

better

effect will not be

Although

derivation

for the loss in a conductor

current in an alternating

so that the field

ductor.

currents,

further.

Carter
carrying

50

and

field,

is at right angIe s to the axis of the con-

the flux is assumed

to be time-variant

given by Carter, it will be assumed

in the case where a conductor
stationary

transverse

in the

to be also applicable

moving a t cons tanb veloci ty crosses a

flux sinusoid.llly distributed. in space, since the conduc-

tor appears

to experience

is considered

a flux changing

to be justified

providing

sinusoidally

in time.

This

the width of the conductors

is s'lfficiently small for the vllriation in field across an indivi1:lal
conductor

strand

to be negUgi bly small.

loss in a conductor

eddy-current

VI

ec

=

llB 2

r=r:

'H'

"a'

U)

Carter

with a circular

I5

expression

cross-section

for the
is:

2
watts Fer n:~tre

(80)
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where a is the radius of the conductor,
B

is the maxi mum value of the fl".L~densi ty ,

CV

is the ansular frequency,

f

is the resistivity.

0

and

The value of the skin effect can be determined from ~~e expressian given by 1w!(:La.chh.n
in reference 212, in conjunction wi th tables
of Bessel functions.

However-,

be used based in equ,

(80),

for the sizes of strands likely to

the ratio of' R /Rd
differ!3 very little
ac
~
.
from unity, and. thus it is not necessary to consider skin effect any
further.

13.4 Conductor Dehils.
As explained in the previous section, the size of strand
required in the armature conductors is determined by eddy current
loss considerations.

Supposing that the opti~lm is obtained when

the eddy current loss equals the nor~~l resistance loss, eq~. (80)
gives a str~nd diaM~ter of 0.016 ~~ for the current and fl~~ density
Cltiel

in the ar~~turek

il1$lJ~fc'DI1

~"'r'cklles,

cf

f./4e sf-r#fncfS.

This is an extremely fine wire, and apart from

the difficulty in hand11r.s it in the course of ~Anufacturing the
ar~~ture, would result in an undue proportion of 'insulation and
consequently a low space facto~ and

g

de-ra.ting ir. overall current.

It also presented the problem of te~inating

both er.ds of each

strand in a satisfactory electrically conducting joint:

the pros-

pect of removing insulation from several thousand strands for each
joint,

€ycn

by

chermc e'Lmeans, 'Has a task likely to daunt the

keenest enthusiast.

Fortunately, an alterna.tive ~"3.S f'oundwhich

obvd ated this t:lsk. It

Has

to use "Tire insuh.te:i ".-l.th
soldera.ble
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er.~~el. This wire is rrAnufactured to British Standards 3188 and

4520 which cover dimensional and quality control requirements, but
give no indications of acceptable operating conditions.

Pre11Minar,y

tests were~ therefore, undertaken on samples ef wire to determine
the likely maxi.mum operating temperature.

For the type of duty

which the laboratory machin9 would have to perform, a maximum operating
temperature of 100°C was found to

ca

acceptable, although this does

not necessarily imply that this tempera ture would be sui tabl,e for
a ~Achine in continuous service.

Other tests carried out were to

check that·the epoxy resin, hardener and accelerator did not att~ck
the en~mel che~ically, or cause it to soften;

also that the curing

cycle required qy the epoxy resin did not cause deterioration in t.~e
enamel.

This was checked by voltage breskdown tests, but no reduc-

tion in breakdown voltage was found due to the effect of an extended
curing cycle;

there ,-[as only a very slight discolouration.

It was found that a braid of 28 strands of 4.5 Si-lG (.071 ITlIIl)
copper wire insulated with polyurethane base enamel ~~th solderable
properties waS available co~~ercially.

It was considered that

although this gauge 'Has of larger diameter than that calculated
earlier, it '\oTould
be a more practical proposition to use in the
construction, and since the space factor (and therefore current) was
lower than originally inter.1ed, the difference be ttreen the wire
proposed ard the optd.mum based on the Lover- current 'Wo1.!ld
not be

'!hefinal choice of conductor, based on the number of strands
which it wa~ found could

ce

introduced in the wi~dir.g space was

110 braids, each braid consisting of

2e

strands of 45 SHG insulated
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copper wire.

The use of such ver.y fine strands r.~de the conductor

.difficult to hand Ie and it 'WaS found nece ssary to 't-ll'ap
the 110

X

28

strands with insulating tape after they were laid up and twisted.
The resulting conductor was extremely flexible and quite unsuitable
for pre-forming to a precise shape on a former.

Ho...
ever, the flexi_

bility enabled the end connections to be adjusted to shape after
the coils have been put in place on the armature, and also enabled
the unusual double-turn, double-layer lap ~~nding t~ have a satisfactory arrangement of end connections, in
those of a mush winding.

SOtl3

ways similar to

The coils Here formed to approximate

shape and the two layers of conductor taped togeth~r prior to
insertion in the ar~~ture.

A carefully laid half-lap arrangement

vas used as this tape formed the insula.tion required between coils
of different phases.
The tape used for this purpose and for 'Wrapping the conduc_
tor 'Hasa thernosetting pressure sensitive adhesdve polyester tape
0.064 ~~ thick an:i25

rrm

wide.

It had a voltage breakdown strength

in excess of 1200 V and was suitable for continuous o~ration

at

1200C. This ·tape was used also for wrapping the soldered joints
between th3 coils in the armature winding.

13.5 M~chanical Details.
'!hearrr!2.t'lre~sser.'l~ly
is ca!"ried on a stainlE'ss st-=el shaft

35 ~~ in diameter.

This diameter was originally selected as being

suitable for t.hesecond stage 100 kVA machine.

It was retained at

~~is diameter so that the bearinEs ani similar details would be
suitable for both stacies. Calculation of the criti~al sF~ed sho~ed
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this to be 260 Hz making allowance for ~~e s~aft and ass~~ng
ends to be free to bend.

The shaft

js

the

held in double ball bearings

at each end, so the assumption of free ends is procably too severe,
but to assume fixed ends for the shaft would not b~ justified.
it were, the critical speed would be 520 Hz.

If

Th~ condition of the

shaft ends is between these extremes, and it is probable that the
critic:lI speed is above 260 Hz, corresponding to 15,600 r.p.m. and
)0% above the normal speed of 12,000 r.p.m.

However, it waS con-

sidered un'nse to reduce the shaft diameter below 35 mm as this
would have-reduced the critical speed.
Details of·the oompleted machine and its components can be
seen in the photographs on pages 277 ~

278, and in the frontis~iece.

The three free ends of the star-connected winding a~e brou6ht
out via symmetrically arranged flat strips of copper to three slip
rings.

The diameter of the slip rings is 62.5 mm;

wide and made of phosphor bronze.

they are 26 mm .

There are 3 brushes on each slip

ring· of graphitic carbon, grade EGO.

For

higher current rating of

the second stage machine, copper/carbon brushes are proposed, grad3
CMJS.

The brushes are carried in co~~ercial brush carriers suitably

modified so that they can be mounted inside the room temperature
aperture of the cryostat.
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Group of A~~ture

hliddle

CL

to r.):

C02ponents

Support core for vzirid.i.ng

overhang

Czuphi, tic carbon brush
Arr.:Z.t'...lr; cO::O:;Hi tIl Lcca tc.ng

fins

in pos.i, tion.

Brush carrier

Botrtoa:

La.i.d=uo and trr.isted.

arna ture

'::rapped vlith polyester
.1
COJ._S.

conduc tioz s ha.Lf'<Lap

tape pdor

to f'crrii.ng Ln to
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14.1

Cool,"!o',;n :=!nd HelilL~ Poil-Off.
Th'3 procedur-e adopted for cooling

corPlentior.al

prnc td ce aLthough because of t.':e lar,;a

of the stainless
sion

steel

The vacuum in the cryost~t

after

the nitrogen

about half

boil-off

an hour.

wi t.; liquid

had reached a 10vl rate;

A plain

th·3~ tr,~nsferred.

cont'!inar.

tube ",';'5 then inS'3rted

to the cryca ta t fro::'! Q. 17-li tre

It was ir.:port.:mt

r8moved. before attempting

to ensure tha t all

to intrJduce

ni t.rogen,

'Hi th 11;1:.11 r.i trogerl. and

ni tr')gcn had been r-emovedfrom the helium contail':~r.
~.r3S

ext en-

and ~;e hcli~~ tr~nsfer. l1n3

The he li'.lIn·con tamar was then also fill~d
l:ntil

the rma.L mass

some extra. pr-ecaut i ons were. fcU!':d

,:ere chocked and the ni t.rcgen cont.air.er filled

left

follo'N'ed

magnet support block and the 11"'.
tern'll

of the ~elil).m tr.!:nsfer tube.

nec~ssary.

do...m the cryostat

liquid

t.i1s Has
in the

Liquid he Hun
transport

the nitrOGen

was

he11u:.l. and also to

exterlsion tube.
Lt. was f'cund tha t approxfma'te Iy 20 litres

...no

IT'

l'
4!9_::'U.'1l

l..

\....
~...ft
L..'0J.1-01.1.
a

er

th
ne

of' liquid

helium

. . t·
am
1.:11 S"'~'!-'
\"al..l..l.J..l;;.U13 period was

'!h~
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Fig. 73

Carrier. for Hall-effect

......
.

s:~

Probe
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he'Lrumreservoir

enabled the magnet to be opera ted for ever six

hours in the persistent

14.2

node ,

Field Plot of Po!"e.
The field

inside ~~e room temperature ap~rture of the crJostat

was explored wi th the aid of a Hall effect probe noun ted in a specd aL
carrier

50

that it could be accurately positioned in the bore in

both the radial ~~d axial positions.
ment.s

The radius at ~TIichthe measure-

Here taken could also be adjusted.

the carri'9r

is Sh~i·rr: in fig.

a fluxmeter

in

electromagnet

73.

A genera.l ar-rangement;

T:1eprobe "!as calibrated

a uniforM magne td,c field

wi th 200 mmdiameter

pr-oduced cyan

l??le pieces;

.

against

iron-cored

for fields

that obta.ir..:lblefrOM this magne
t , the li:'lea.r calibra.tion

of

~,T3.S

above
as sumed

The radial conponenf of the field along the bore at the armature
,

surf'ace is plotted. in fig. 74,

and the radial

across the central plane of the ma~t
fig.

componentof the field

along a pole axis is plotted in

75. The radial componentat the armature surface at various
!

sections along the bore is given in fig.
. distribution

76.

From this the field

is seen to be far from ideal for an electrical

but of course this is the field

machdne,

from anl.y the inner seotion~ of the

field. windings, and it should. be considerably improvedwith the addition
of the outer seotion of the windings.

There is good.agreement with the

predicted values, but there are minor discrepanoies which indioate
that the magnet system is slightly
bore.

misaligned with the axis of the

This misaliD1ment'.is not serious enough to interfere

P!.'8l4minarytesting

of the armature, and unlikely-

the performanoe of the machine •

•Test

results

are given on page 285 et seq.

with the

to interfere

with
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14.3

Resistance

and Inductance

On completion

Measurements.

of the vinding of the armature, the resistance

each phase was measured by the ammeter-voltmeter
results compared

method,

for each phase and with the calculated

values are given in Table IV.
in the lengths of individual
The self-inductance

The discrepancies

and the
value.

The

are due to variations

turns' and due to the joint resistances.

of each phase was measured

using a Marconi

Inductor Analyser TF 2102 over a range of frequencies
The inductance

of

vas also determined

from reactance

from 40 - 1200 Hz.

measurements

50 Hz and 400 Hz using currents in the region of 50A.

at

These values

are also given in Table IV from which it will be seen that there is
remarkably

close agreement between

different measurement

conditions.

the values determined

under the

This is due primarily

to the absence

of iron, and partly due tc the very fine stranding

and twisting of the

conductors.
14.4

Open Circuit Characteristic.
The armature was mounted in its bearings

af'ter it had been dynamically

balanced.

inside the cryostat

The complete machine was

mounted on the drive motor of a 150 hp Ward Leonard set and the
various

alignments

carried out.

up to its rated synchronous
conditions vere observed

The machine was run at various speeds

speed of 12,000 r:pm and no abnormal

in the behaviour

of the rotating parts.

The armature was run for a few hours to allow the brushes to bed dovn
properly.

The cryostat was then cooled down, and after the intro-

duction of liquid helium the open circuit characteristic
at half synchronous

and synchronous

speeds.

vas taken

The superconducting
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magnet Has not oper-ated in the per-sd s tent, Mode, and the magnet
quenched well in excess of 100A. The open circuit
(fig.

77)

is linear

with field

current,

characteristic

and proportio~al

to speed,

as would be expected.

14.5 Load T'3st, Temoorature Ris~ ani. CUl"r~ntnatinr:.
The machine was run at rated. speed of 12,000 rpn and loaded
'nth

resistance

balanced between ~~e phases.

in th~ steady state

The temp~rature rise

was m~asured as quickly as possible

a~mature had been brought to rest using an electronic
thermometer at several

after
contact

places on t~e armature surface which could

be reached from the open ends of the cr~~ostat aperture.
tions Here m:linly on the overhang parts
include

the central

\omsnot an ideal
Hinriir".g

section

'lhese posi-

of the ~dndinc, and did not

iI1".m~diateJ_y
under the field

coils.

'Nay to determine the mean temperature

rise

are ~lotted

characteristic

for Unity power factor

79.

wa.s bken at 12,000 rpm. and is plotted

in fig.

vas kept constant

to generate

rise

test

at t1:e value required

on no load.
Has

The maximumcurrent

used as a sinsle-phase

Apart from a slight

of the
'!he results

78.

in fig.

The terminal

208v

This

of the

accura te ly, but did serve to give a rapid indication

ra ting Hhich could r-easona bly be .9.ssign3d to the machd.ne ,

of

the

increase

rna.chine oontinuAd to o~rate

loads

'Ihe field

current

a line voltage

reached in the tcmpe~ture

load CebTe~n tt-TOslip

in th~ nitrogen
satisfactorily

bOil-off
indic~tin?'

rate,

rin;;s.
the

tha.t th<::>

da"per sc reen was effectivel:' screening· t:"8 ~ur-t;r~r.r.ductil"g\.Jindil'\~s
f'r'ori

the adverse effects

of the sin:;le-phase

101.d.
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It

W1S

not possible to carr'J out any further tests in the

time available. and a much more extensive test programme is required
in order to investigate the particular characteristics of superconducting generators tmder conditions of uncalanced loading •

.

transient and . sub-transient beh avdour- and under short-cireui t and
fault conditions including the action of the damper screen.

However,

the lir.'i
ted tests carried out do demons tz-ate the general feasicili ty·
of th~ riesign.
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TABLE IV

Resistances:

Self Inductance:

R phase

0.024 ohm

Y phase

0.028 ohm

B phase

0.022 ohm

Calculated

0.0195 ohm

R

phase

0.0062 mH

Y

phase

0.0068 mH

B

phase

0.0064 mH

R

phase

0.0063 mH

Y phase

0.0065 mH

B phase

0.0064 mH

R

phase

0.0063 mH

Y

phase

0.0068 mH

B

phase

0.0065 mH

By Inductor Analyser
on ranges 40-1200 Hz.

By reactance measurements
at 50Hz.

By reactance measurements
at 400 Hz
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Machine
15.1

The b.m-k:d.s
The

chr-onous

Lumped P:Jr'lmeter !-:odel.

conventd.onaL approach to analysing
machi nes in recent

has been by so-called

years

mac::i~e theory in \-J'hichthe objective
rotating
single

electromagnetic

the performance of syng~ner1.lised

cas been to represent

machines vd th cylindrical

model 'Wi. th Lumped pa rameter-s ,

all

syrr~"1ietr:.r
by a

Although this

ob jec tave has

not been com91etely met, it has been deveJoped successfully
the major! ty of machanes

vd thout saliency

or l-Th'S're
the s:lliency is restricted
stationa.ry

it

re!':resents

to ei ther the rotating

is represented

17 a suitable

by

prorerties

C':'L',d

B...
xe s

,!""

coil

syn~hronous "r.3.chinethis

three st~tiona~

results

and three rotating

na themat.i.caI t.ransf'ormataon , it

are prescribed

re!.'res~~t,ation
..

can b~ repre-

in l·:"hichthe five coils

a rmatur-s to account, for rota tion;
that th~ f:\

is

of the for!'! given in fig.SO in l'ihich

sent."d by the network in fig.81
but special

type of I"achine

the requi r-ed nach'i ne ,

i~ a ne twork rep:resent~tion

eo.iLs,

or

cons tr-af ni.ng th-"! slOr:eral !l:0del so tr.at

In the c~se of the three-phase

th~~~chine

in the nagne td c circuit,

meMcerbut not both. ·An individual

t!:en am.J:·s8t:1 ty suitably

to cover

are stationary,

for those representing

a further

equation is needed so

can uni cue
.. I«
.. renres9!'t
.
.

the oriP:in'!l
'.-

,,,}-:.ch cor res pend ~"1.th the axes of magne td c saliency

tr0~0 art;) pr-es ent, in the ol-j,gin.s.l macharie ,
and t!1e use of appro prda te engineering

the

Solution

if

of thd s network

approxirn:.ttionsyields

expression,')
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Fig. 80

Representation
viith rotating

of synchronous machine
armature axes.
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for the ~3chin~
conditions

perfo~ance

and transient

under steady state, dyna~~c

and expressed in terms of tra~sient'reactances

and time

constants.
The theo~
earlier

was largely developed

work of Doherty and Nickle

oth~~~.and later eX~0~de1
by

no means nove L,

by Kron (220)

(213_217),

based on the

(218,219)

Parks

by Gibbs, AdkL~s and others.

no....'ever, its

and

Thu~ it is

application to superconducting

~~chi~es does not see~ to have appeared in the literature as yet.
'Ih~re are three aspects Hhich "Iill
proposed

now be dealt

to develop a fully comprehensive

s~~~hronous

1r.1.th,

is to give an indication

is not

theo~J of supercondu~ting

~~chines. nor to provide experimental

node s t objective

but, it

The

verification.

of the "ray such a theory

r-:iCht be d8'!elo_?ed ar1 to leave i t s applic~.tion to specific problems
to othar st~dios.
15.2

Annlication

to S'Jr:e:rcondllcti.:r.~ ~:achines.

It is ~1.l~br::aryir: r:cd t!'aatments of zeneralised
to assur-e tha t all "r:i:r.dings
en a commonaxis
by a ccrcton

::-:U:'J~l

f11'::X,

and

are magnetically

L':.:lt "t-:i:::d:inc:;::on or thogona L axes

not coupl.ed rn~zr:etically at all.

:'1'0:1

machine which is essentially

v<l1id ::-!lsis
rrust, CC' fO\1:1d.

.

theo!'y
coupled
are

The first as sumpt Lon is made .:3.rd

is j'..lstifiedbecause ef the pr-esence of an
In a'superconducting

machine

T-:e second as~e.::ttC'

core in the machine.

without an iron

re

d':)altl,:ith

is

295

The pr-esence

of the damper screen

ar.d its continuous
is

t all

tha

n9.ture enables

the flux

be twe eri

a basic

\-lhich links

the

t:-:~

field'l_rd~rrlature

e.::;s'..l~ption to be !'-ade.

armature

'This

and the

pha se Hir:1ings

fl.p.

field

winding

must pass

relationship

be tween the various

1eterrr.i~ed,

~achine

as shewn l~ter,

equations

by two sets

and

paths

of coils,

and ·the other

in

one set

va'lucs

make

~l'3a~l;r

of
it

Lnduc tances

U:e r-equ.i r-ed degree

to be
of the

th~ damper scr-een coukd be represented
bei:r.g associated

coils

wou.Ld be iMpro.r::ticable,

T..1(~ usual

the

with

Each set

1~0i1ld require

ne ans an exac t repre-

and a finite

l-Tot.ld be re s tz-a.c ted

an

own appropriate

each :d th its
t~is

t.'1e direct-axis

the cont Inuous da~:,::er scr-een cou Id ce-::>otain'3d.

The nunbez- of ccils

t-:0n.

enables

s an appr-c xi.na t.e solution

of r<=)sist.ance and ir.1'lct~r.:::0s.P,J

scntatir:'n

This

and self

,d.th the quadrature-axis.

te number of component

infini

mutual

screen.

possible.

The eddy current

on

through~damper

nunbe r- of

b.;.t

coils

to tha":. ,:hich

gave

of accuracy,

a ssumptd cn for

an iron-cored

orthogonal axes are not ~~tually coupled

nachf.ne th:l t 'TIdndings
!rrJ.st

questioned

for

the case ef a~ air-cored. machine to see if there Hill now be mutual

all

c0ils ot1')rtho6o!'!.'l1

VJ.lidit:'

tFO

axe s ,

axe s as 'TI;el1.

ol' th e assunptd on does not

In fact,

depend

:::~ ccur-se , the

on the rresence

S:'.nc~ the ~d!'!ci:lgs and da:-:per screen

of an

:'n a superccnduc

tf ng
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~~rl'1.'1l1y b"l syn"Tlet-r:ical sbou t th'9 axe s , tr;e as su:n~t:'O::1

:n~chi.ne will

of zero coupling

be twe en coils

15.4

P~nr.eSAnt;J.tion.

Sin:DJifted
~.9

usual

l"'~'l.c~j_n'?s
uses

~~eoretical

on dlffe-rent

approach

KD, on the dire~t-ax:i.s

rature

KO.

the concepts

usually

Even so,

~ sup~~conducting
ponding

time cor.st.:.nts)

th~ c~lculation

on cgch a~is

enable

result~

ottain"'?d

5 •

p~oble~

P.S

si~plification.
is

then

T1is simplified

from th:"s theor'J.

which have

si!!'ilari

corres-

t..1,.is to be an

the r:ec::.sureof t~e problet:; to be g2ined

in e1uations

cc~pli-

still

":~'"Pe~·r.!.ll 't~

shov

representation,

can be used instp-~d.

fact

per-f'o rnance

d;J.mper screen

continuous

fu tur-o s tudi

If

or too maccur-at.e

ir..ad~quate

types

de~end on this

to the danpe r ~·rir,dings in a conventional

on t.."'e
quadr-a ture-ari

Hill

its

transie!'lt

and in

transient reactances with

and

of a practical

~achine,

on the quad.,
the results

most purposes,

ue ed to desc r-i be the

(i.e. the sut-transient reactances
the corresponding

and one dampe r ceil

enough for

hold.

machd.ne wi t.""l. one

it is only an'apprcxi~aticn,

Although

.:.r3 usua Tly accurate

obtm.ned

still

s~mchronous

to conventional

a r-spre sent.atd on ef a simplified

dampe r- coil,
axis,

aX9S will

ties

Multiple

coils

re~resentation
at

an early

to th~se
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Fig. 82

Repres~ntatian of superconducting synchronous
raachi.ne wi th re t3.tins arraa ture axe a •

,

kQ€1

\.

,I

\

.t

/

/

,.--.•.///'

synchronous machfne by f'ive sta ti onary coils.
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field

is

repr3sented

KD on the dirzct-axis
phase

da~?ing

B and C associated

A,

The relationships

the ~.;i.!1.dingsand currents

with

the

by

screen

and KQ on the quadr-a ture -axi s , and

arma tur-e by coils

system of axes.

Ft the continuous

~J coil

three-

the

rotating

be trreen t~e f'Luxes linked

by

are expressed by equ, 83.

v.

o

--re

o
o

o

L

'to"

kq

M
1<qb

'kqa '

i

~

'kqc

i

}1

akq

-rh

l

l~

L
cc

be tween therr.

'ail

be constant.

magrri.tude s of the self

inductances

t~des of the ITJtual inductances.
line3.r, rp.cipr')ci

and b~~their

ty applies

"rill

a

i

- be

Hc k q

J

Sir-ca the !'13.c!1.ine
possesses no r-:agnetic

thus

",
",

lob

kq

b

.

..J

..J

saliency the self

1?hysic"ll

be equal,

sYI".metry the

as 't-rill the znagni-

As the ll"achine is air-cored

and

r-rid the r-atri x r-us t ce"3jT.!TIstrical
=

:i nd'..lC't:l.!1.Cf'S

as sccd a t.ed ..Iith t.he

ax=s ar-e conc tant , and because

:":''.1

tio::c::.r:? dir'3ct-'l.:nd

the damper- screen

is

anduc tance ps rume ter-s ··;ill be e1'U3.1 for each axis.

qU'ldr3.ture-

con~:_nous its
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Thus by sYM~etry and reciprocity:
ArIT!~ture
(=

Mab.
Field

L say)
a

=

H

ne

(=

t.o Arl'lature

(=

...

t-!~~, etc.

are functions

of rotor

L ,
af

say)

angle, 6 .

Dar.:DerScreen to Armature

I 'akq
!>-1

I!-''kqa I

I:::

(==

t-'lakd' etc. are functicr.s

(=

Da!"!T)f;lr

Lab say)

Screen
==

of rotor

H

, say)

kf

angle,

e.

[vik,
a

say)
~
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S'J'Jsti tutio!'

r

'\fIf

=

of those

(83) gives:

vs Lues in equ ,

o

Lf

"'f'kd

l'~kf

~kq

o

o

}!k a

o
Lab

Llb

La f

II
i

L

-s

In order
and currents.

to simplify

the

equa tions.

the actual

ea'

i3.'

ib•

replaced

eb,

ee'

ic

are

phase

as soc i.at.cd "--=.th a rot'lting
stationary

(21B)

pr-cpos ed by Park

coils

D and

set

The three

a!".oth3l" s t.a td ona ry coil

associated

with

coil

sequence

!'!eb:ork.

\-Thien is

exez-e Ls ed in

main

phase

in

of

t~e ferm

ccd Ls A. E. C

r-e spec tdve Iy 1dt.'1 the

~~d ']u,"!.~1"C1.tu!"e-"-x,,,s,
and
the

vo Ltages

t)f a;:eS:1!'p. re::,lac~i b:' two fictitious

Q associated

'"

c

cy ano th ez- set

va~iab~cs edt e , ~ , id' i , i using a transfo~.~tion
q
I)
q
0
o!"igin?,lly

i

J

not

dir':!ct.ly

conf'Lguz-a td.on repr&se!'!tir;;

'!he transformation

involves

the follolfTir'6

direct-

the

zero

an arbi trarychoice

e::;_uations defining

the new

v?riabl<;!s in terms of the origil"'.'l.l:
2.7r/)

0')5(8_

4rr/J)1

- 211'/3)

sin(O-

411/3)j

cos(9sin(e

1/2

1/2

...
ib
i

c
(85)

• See

fig. 83, page 297.
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2
ed
e
e

e

cos

=)

- 21T/)

cos(e

cos

(6-

"i

4TT/))

; e

j

I

e

sin

q

since - 4rr/)

1/2

1/2

0

- 21T/))

sin(B

1/2

a

eb
e

c

(86)
'The equations

i

=

a

c')s

e

e-

2Tr/3)

cos (

ib
i

of the inverse

cos(B

c

I-

r··

r

i

leb

sir. (e _ 27f!3)

1

i

41T/3)

1

i

sin(B

_

sin(e _ 2iT.'3)

2rr/J)

q
o

o

sin

()

cos (e -

i

I

QOS

are:

o

sin

_ 4Tr/))

..i

1-

tr~.nsformations

1

.j

I

L'ec

code - t:rr/J)

1

J

sir(e .:

41T/3)

1

(88)
Several

advsnt ages have been four.1 to accr-ue

t~rms of per ~~it
system

in

(p.u.)

cf' some base values,

\,.

... .... _ ....... ~"'"'.
......
f~:11-1odr~s ,...,,~

the current

arma tur-a,
v~lt:,g:(")nnd

'

nhich

and it

is usual

."

"

produc3s

U:lit voltage

in

and

t :.ni

q~~ntities

t cur-r-er

t in ano ther- ...rindin;; :!.s

.qs

unit

the armature

is

the nominal

'iJis

such

are

usuc.l Iy .t!1e r-at ed or full-

thA sar.e Y".rr£

L·nit flu.", li~kage

vrorking i::

to employ such a

r.achine ~~eory in which actual

p.lectrical

no rna Id sed in terns

'f: 1:: r;

value~

f!'"0r':

current

in the

rms phase

that. the ind'l~ed

volt8ge
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is

equa l, to .the time de:riV3.tive

Uni t voltage
that

in another

corresponding

to

coils

(ia,

power is

and unit

definition

by the t.,-fO systems

(id'
lb'

this

current

3.X'.;S,

i ) is nad e 1.5 til"'les the p,u,
q
Thus p. u,

ic).

taken

can re~~in
of

d'P/dt.

linkage,

tha.t due to cl'ljJ/dt providing

Unit

urit volt~ge

and in order.that
r3p!"os~r.ted

't-Jindir.g is

are coincident.

the axes

of the p. u , flux

power input

the power-

in a ~~in circuit.
the

the

as

u."lit

the machines

s&~e for
current

in

the axis

va Iue in the phase cot Ls
three-rhase

fort.'-le

armat.ure

\Vinding i s :
=

"P

t(ea i ace+

and the p. u. po ..rer input
rep!"'esented

by the

=

p

vmen

the

and reduced

r

~£

!

j=

1f'kd

tra.nsformed equ:1ticns

t(edid

..

l!
Kf

Hkf

~

~.f1o

V

is:

q q

of

equ.(85)

is

appliei

the folloHing

to

?'

0

0

0

M

0

0

0

. ·-"fd
"kd
T

c

.l-d

0

C

C

0

(1

Ld

}1

0

0

0

0

!1kd

I'1<

0

kd

l'0

lO

1
I

!

0

0

0

,

I

La

ikd

id
i

,,
0

the

if

I

I

L

equ.(84)

expr-es saon for

·"l'·~

-';fr]

axes

+ e i ) +

tran~fo~~tion

Lf

,.-.

,II

for the machine ,d th static-nary

to a per uni t basis,

'¥.
. I)

'Pk'1

0bib + 0 i )

J

q

ikq

l 10
(91)
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=

Ld

L

~!kd

I Laf I
= I ~-ka I

Lo

=

=

N

fd

~I

La - 2Lab

T..~eequations
dOHn in

a

the usual

for

ean be n"~tte::

the cor-re s ponddrig voltages

as

form

follows

using

pfor

the derivative

operator,

d/dt:

=
o
=
q

=

e,
.r:q

=

e

=

e

o

It

r i

a

0

+ pf

should be no t.ed

t·lindings.

except

distribution
tho va Iues
the ea se of

In?.y

ra i q - lJ \f'd

that

+ P't'q

0

they are

in a superconduc
of self

equations

do not

symmet.rd cs L about

tang

rcachd.ne i·rill

introduce

the axis.

net

tre arma tuz-e Hindings,

sim.lscid3.l.

h?!'!"':onic di s trib'ltion

the distrll:1.:tion

resultJ.:r-,:~ €':nf induce:i
The assurr;oticr:of
-

f'ac t.or-s ow;'ll be as su:......
ed

to P<lrkls aasumptd.on of a I sinusoidally

The f'Lux

this.

f'ac tor-s

in

an:'

be sinusoidal

and rnrtua L Lnduc tano e mus t p..lloN' fo!'

con t a'i n harrcord c s , the

approximately

these

t_~~.t

the

and
In

of th~

arria tU!'e is

zero or neO'lioible
c
.:..;

"'.'.'-_"'1"'"- an d ca r r e s~;-on.s
c -:I

distributed

lIinding!.
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It

1;:15

become usual

to express

the t.ermi.naL pe rf'orn.anc e of

ven td.ona L synchronous rcachfne s in tens
the curr-ent.s in the field

If
fro~

the equaticns

1:::etv~een
'P ,i
d

d

and e

rrotlY be cbtarned

f

Xo (p)

=

a single

impedances.
elir'.ina. ted

operational

relation

of the forn:

G(p)

id +

CV

Tee factorw

and damper- ~·rind.ings are

such a machine,

for

of operational

CO!'1-

W

e

f

is introduced in the d~norrj_natorso that xd(p)

has the dimensions of an operational impedance

2"f, where f

(w=

is the synchronous f'r-equency},
Bef'or'e the netv!Orkanalysis
b:! €:p.r.er.ll:lsei

stujied en

the

8,

mach.ine theory

became developed,

p~e:no!"'er:()loe;ic3.l b~ds

pe r-i ods in which

linkage after

of synchronous

a short

wi th the subtransient

the ccnventional

circuit

Bot the

and transier"t

r-acha.nes provided
transients

ver-e

in teI'!'"S of suc t.ransden

dar-per- ,,1.rdings

t

and

and the field

armatur-e tel"!Tinals. Associated
reactances

Clorethe time constants

(>f the r-eLevar.'; circtii b.
B:l 'Il'1.kin:;; ap!"r,jpriJ3.te approximataons , the functions

xd(p) and

and (92) for tho supe rconduc t.ing !"'..?chine on sir-d.!'?r Li.nes to this
in

order

to deve Lop the

ope ra t'ionaL imped;:-..r.ces for

the

supercon::h.:.ctir.g
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p,J elir"'inatingif and i

from the expr-essa or.s for

kd

ed

in equs , (91) and (92)'~d

equ.

(93).

wher-e

D

1

d

D
2

D1

(94)

D2

=

e

rf + LfP

N P

0

NkfP

r

'tJd

Hfd

M
kd

f

=

rule by the quotient

as follows:

of tHO determinants

=

ekd and

may be expressed in the form of

The value of id is given by Crar.:er's

i

"s:

rr

f k

=

[1+(T

r

f

1-1
fd

+ L p
k

k

2

1

+ L P
f
!\f!'

kf

]'T'1:3"

+T)p+TTn
2

H

p

kf
r + L D
kk
N
kd

d

+[-r-r

H

r-D(H

fd k'

L-t':

fd k

0

fd-

HkdP
Ld

2
-1. N )}p]
kf kd k fd

(r!

c.::
HA.

def'Lne as:
T

1

the

r-:

N

krl kf

)]e

t
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=

r
k

.L

T

t1

T

5

-rf
f

=

(1

)

LdLf

2
-1<d

M

~

=

-

2
Mfa

(1

r,

--

)

LdLk

K

2

T
6

\

:::

1-

- MkfNkd1v:rd + MkfLd
[dLfLk

N;dLf

rk
1

Fefar;

proceedt ng to solve for

of' the basic

as sur-pt i on that

~:-.?':3e't·;j_!'!din.:;s and the field
c:~r~01".

r.

Hi th a current

produced b'tJ id is:

\V

Id

=

L i
d d
J.. __ "'
~ .·'1

y
l(

so that.

'Pd,

all

'f,
x

td

==

1·\ .i
,<Cl. d
1/

=

• k-j

1d

LdLf

we ....
[j}l

are
i

d

exami.ne the i!'ir;lica.tion

the flux \-lhi~h lin}:s

vr.indin~

The lr.irriings~o7!C~rn9d

¥]) an:' D.

-

(97)

1',2
-.l'n
... ~

II"U~t

the

flo'tdng

pas'S through

three

the armature
the damper

on th<:!r:iirect

in D, the flux

axis:

link9.ge
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Similarly

considering

coil

F in reb.tion

to flux linking

coil

KD,

Nowif 'l'f is' part of"'P which in turn is produced by id in coil D,
k

and
.

"'If'

is the only flux produced by i . in coil

wi th F.

D which does link

d

then

'f'f

=

Mi.
fd d

Hence substituting

.Nfdid

=

Mkdid
or

M

L

fd k

=

rfrk

D2

=

rfrkLd

This leads

for ~f and

of M •
fd

'Pk

gives:

\f
Lk

=

~J using equ.(98),

D1

by definition

r1

M

kd kf

we simplify

equs.(9S)

and (96) to:

2

[1+(T1+T2)P + T1T;p J"t'd - Mfdrkef

V+(T +T )P

4 S

to the value of~d

1

+

eT 1 +

(99)
(100 )

+ T4T6P2]
as:

'

2

T )p + T Tor
2
1 ;"

] l-ifd

-

f

ef

(101 )
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Comparting the expr-ess i cns for'V

d

and equating

coefficients,

x (p)
d

and

G(I')

[

=

1

+

1 +

given in eq'Us. (9)

we obtain:

(T1 + TI)p+ T/T6P2
(T +. T
1

)0

2·

J

+ T1T)p2

(102)

xd

xfd

1

=
[

vmere x a~d x
d

fd

1

and (101)

T
+ (T1 + T2·)p + T1)-

are reactances

2

J

0

( 10)

rf

corresponding

to the inductances

Ld and Mfd respectively.
It is customary to express

( 1 -+

xd(P)

=

T'D)
d-

xd (p) and G(p) in the form:

"
(1 + TdP)

(104)

xd

"

(1 + T~op) ( 1 + T D)
do:

G(p)

v:r.ere

=

t:t9 constants

cons tarrts

T

I

,II

' T~o' T , Td are the four pr.~ci!Jp.l tirr.'7
do
d
of the conventional synchronous nachd.ne , Eecause of the

si!",ila!'i ty be tween the resulting

expressions

for

the conven ti cne L and ~uperccnductincs:y!Cchronous
not an exac t identity

be tween the two) r

:VIe

t'1e performance of
l":acoines (albeit

propose to apply the

the h."l.sic as sunptd ons fa!' the t~"o machine s ar-e d-';ffe.,..p"'t r the'
-

Q.

'_'"

-

",.

resulting p.xpressions differ in detail but the s~r.e general form
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~an be rec~~nised.
Thus He def'i.ne
conducting

machine

four

prir,cipa.l

tirr.e cons tant.s

by the follo't-d.ng identities

for

the super-

obta.ined

from

(102) - (105).

equs.

--

+ (T1

1

(106)
(107)

The va.Iue s of the

(106)

equs.

and

making a further
circui

t ,-;ill

time cons tant.s can be calculated

(107),

but

si~pler

approximation

be much longer

that
than

also
II

a~r1 Tdo ar?
I

the

that

T«5

aDp:t"0:d.!'lnt~ly equal

c~

e:~ressions
tir:e

ap~roxi~2.t·31y

Expressions
<:;".,i'a
-< ....
•• 'r""l-J
,10." ~

~-,.

for

to equ,

CPo obtained

ty

TA and Th«
-r

to

4

Sil'J:brJy

6•

T4 and T

can b~ developed

e}j,.,.,-i"'at-i..,"':t'
c .. •
."......
... •• "" kq I~rOrr! th. e expre",_:tor:s
Tiley are

Tnus

Hence TI
do

T •

~

to T1 and T) 1"esFect:!v~ly.

,equal

simpler

because

.01"
T~

there

'The oper-a td cna l, expression

n.eld ..1.nii:!';g.

of the field

of the damper screen.

the quadr-atur-e axis

in eqns , (q 1) and (92).
s·.)adl'lt1.:.re

from

constant

II.

Td and Td are

accuza tely

in a
oJ
kq an..l

G

is

'III
Tq

no

co rr-espondang

(93) is:

(108)

.

,_~,.
L.: •
Xc(p)

=

1 +
1

"0
To·

+ T

II

p

qo·

X

q

(109)
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As::i1.'L"1ing
ecu,

(109)

is

also

appr-opr-ia te for theo;uperconduc

tir.s

msclrine , we fin1 that:

=
v2

T

l'-

"

=

q

(1 -

kd

L L

)

d k

The r1.ertved r-eac tances

for the superconduc

td ng nachrne

in t.erms of

the usua Lly a.ccepted terrm.nc'logy are as fo1lo\<15:

Direct-axis

synchronous reactance,

Direct-axis

transient

Dir('~t-~.xi.<;

subt.r-ansden t r-eac t ance , xd

reactance,

=

xd

~)Ld

I

xd

)

:::

II

r
:::

I
xd

dLf~

I,------------------~---------------~T2

!
L

1

1"f1
L L

J

d f

Oua.drature-"!.xis

synchronou.s

re~ctance,

,",ua.dr:tture-ax:i_ssubt ransa en t reactance,

x

=

q

x

T"

II

o

=

x

_g_
qo

==

x (1
q

"'krl
L L
d !<

)
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It has thus b~en demonstrated

that the five-coil rcpresenta-

tien of the Eenerqlised electrical rotating r.:achir:e
can b~ made
to apply to the sJ~chronous machine with a superconducting field
'Hinding

and continuous damper screen between the armature and

field by a~plying appropriate constraints.

Tne resulting sauations

are simiL~r, but not identical to those for the conventional
synchronous machf ne ,

The theory can be appla.ed

to'determine the

steady operation of the superconducting machine at synchronous
speed, during run-up and synchronisation and ~~der bal~nced and
unbal~nce~ loading conditions.

Performance under transient

condi tions such as short circu:i.
t, the

Si·ri

tcht.ng of hre;e lO1.ds,

forced and free mechanical oscillations and the stability of the
SUT)zrconctuctint'l'
machine connec t ed to a power- system can all be
0
. anvcs ti ga.ted follo'-;.]1.2'1£;
th s t.echm que s aLready exi s td ng for conven-

ticr.al raachd ne s , 'Ihe solution of problems peculiar to the superconduc tf.ng nachd ne , such as the current, torque and thermal
ccndr

tions of' the field winding and damper- scr-een under

and f::n~lt

condi tic!:s can also be atte:::Dted.

Fovevez-,

tra.nsient

it is not

intended to pursue such detailed studies here, but the evaluation
of the basic inductance par-ameters ~·1illbe introduced.
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In the
of the

evaluatio'1

theory

present

nf the parameters

given in

themselves:

the

preceding

L~e evaluation

(S~0

the

ani

the

time constant

of

1-loodson

et 13.1 (187) have presented

s eLf and. mutus L inductance
synchronous

'Lt1ey assume

phase armature

th~ differe:>1t

S'1r'lrat~l:r

field.

and the

hlO_din:ensional
Cl

of these

field

H.:"ulri be veri
space

60°

Ls then

a p-pole-pair
quanti ties

configurations

"1'<;

arma tur-e ,

and armatur-e
field

winding

by cur-r-en t flo,·' in

a line:'r

problem

ca Icu La t.ed

~u!'r~nt

The effe"!ti"!e

in

in magnet.o-

tern.s

of cylindrical

Th~ f'undanen t.aI components

then used to ca Lcu'Lat.s the inducta.nce

the method

h armorri.c s of both

screen

and a three-

f'r-om e ach t·:i.ndir>Sis

each obtaire1

are

field

superccndu.cting

Cl.

supt>.r:imposed.

results

:'edicus,

induc-

ca LouLa tin;!

ph~S3 0pread; the field

tre'lted

resuJt.h~Z

C'.nn the '"1~gnr>tizin~ f'orce for
ha rmord cs for

Hi th

damper

f'Jr

the

t':-te m.~.gr.etic fieldsc,'?l.ls~d

l·rindinss

s ta+Lcs , ",nd the

formulae

par-amete rs for
machine

w~nQing with

Th~ ca Lcu Ia+a on of

and ~~tual

th8 continuous

15.8).

uinding.

the application

t'r,ro main prob Lens

of th~ self

Section

of an air~cored

the

section,

for

and d i s t.r-i bu ted wind.:i.nss of discrete

t,':'.1"Icesof the ccncentr'lted
co!"ductors

required

the

ccu Id be ~xter.do.d
armatur-e

to ir.clt:de

an~, f"\_ el~.. ';f
...

..,.~.y.

c..

all

D
• a ,..t;c"l
........

ar
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Tne expressions
....
i thout

magnetic

derived

shield.ing.

of a ferro-rr.agnetic

'The problem will

co-ordina

is constant

shield

conducting
fig.

n01" proposed

are

to deal

~~e armature,

images de sc rtibed

b.:

1::e a ssumed th:? t the

and equaL tops.

for

l":achir:.e5

",-j_ th

using

the case

the

Hague in Bibliography

ted in tl,ro df.mensd ons using

betrea

and :i t ,d.l1

tes

is

surrounding

method of electrol"a;h'O)tic

4.

It

shield

(187)

by Hoodson et al

cylir:.d.rieal

permeability

of the

The ar-rangement, of the super-

l-n.r,ding and. the ferroma.gnetic

shield

are

a s shown in

84.
Ihe ma£netizing

enclosed

force

by the shde Ld is

in air
that

at a.ny point

P inside

due to the currents

in

the space
the field

..
b:posed.

'Ihus the

==

r5
'·:(-ere H is
and HI

r

is

F.

r

+ :-11

th~t

force

at

r

forr.e

the r.a:;neti"in:

r

of tho m!l:netizins

!'ad.:ial component

d':e to t'!1e field

due to the image currents.

vrin'i5.:r.: cur-rcnt s

Si~~larly

=
The imaee' current
'''':-;~ii;::.:~to

t~c

at a point

!".c;;a:~C"lrnr: t
th!l.t

• rp11 ==

J.,

'(J

the

cur-r-en t, i

ef the i~age
q

at

Q

3. t

the f'er-romagne td c shield

., :01;: t Q (yoIf)

the !,'":int.

(RS a. s th ~ ir.ner

T.h~ ~agnitude

Q'! in

C~...:

(!"l:~I)

in the fi cId .d:r:dir: g
",here r'

r'3.dius of tb e ferrorr.ar:netic
curr~nt

i I o at

corres-

= r.s2 I'!'

and

boundary ) •

01 is ~i
. t erris 0 f
'" ven In
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Fig .. Bl.- Arrangement of superconducting 'winding and
ferro~agnetic shield.
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i

- (Fo/fl.,)

=

CL

1
If

+ JL 0

J and JI are the values

for the real

i

and i~~ge

q

of the

currents,

corresponding

current densities

th~n;

(110)

J

The components

of the magnetizing

force in the rt".dialand tangentia.l

directions due to the irr~ge currents

A,

vector potential

dete~ined

can be

from the

since

=
01\1
.
- o or
1

I

and

H~

Th~ axial

(111)

/I...l

component

of

A

at P is

by:

given

[, J' T' dr' d~ 1..~ at
Hhere

and

5' is

a'

area occupied

the

=

by the shield

with the

image current,

~r p2 + r' 2 _ 2r pr' cos(~r-p)

s..'<pressing

the

A

I

vector paten tial

==

}l
r. [
-- ..
2 rr

in t.e rris of

d)

.

J, rI

.

or Idp1

n

1

-

n

.1.

Fourier

sAries gives:

r v no
iD",
f1
1
\...:..,
cos n!=\10 -p)
r' I
P
i

(112 )

5
Integr-'ltion
subs ta tut.i.on

over the whoLe arf''3. occurd ed by the i!"!!'lf.e cur-r ent , and
in equs.(111)

wtth

furthE"rred'lct~!"I

J.

..n r::~ves:
..
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=

1('

=

H~

[1 - pO!fS)]KJ
+/L

-J' Rz
47{"

Hhere K'

=

r

The radii

K'
¢

1

f:

=

n=1

( 114)

sin np~

o

1 - r1

8
n(np + 2)

np

+ 2
•

r 2nD_
s

been nor-maId s ed in terms of the outer

have

rno-1
.

radius

of the

't~1.nding as follo,.,s:

field

r

1

=

r

R/R2

=

R/R2

In a machine Hith a. ferromal!netic
~~,
arrca ture , the

obt.af ned

byequs.

(1P;

by nrultiplyir..g

ti!TlC

an eddy current

shield

form one e.P7"oac:-t.

would need

3.

The eddy current

l:'.h the ar:":.1.turc and

tl:erefora

b:'l H..,()ds~m et

the danpe r screen

in r-ef'erence

of the perf'crmance

!"'J1.~nctiz.ing forc~
::'_ (127)

T::e "'.1.1':"s of in''hcbn"e

cons tarit. for

froel the vTork of Jaeger

'Ih e analysis

round the cu ts Lde of· the

the v.'l1Uf":-; sive!1

and (11.~) respectively.

The va'Ius of th a
obtained

shield

= Rs/Fc.

And rs

of' the r3.1ia1 and t~ng~nti:'l.l

v'111;GS

C0.11be

,.;j_

( 113)

cos npf

r

can be

221.

of a. synchronous

macharie with

more comp'Iticated modaL than th,~

.shield

is prir:arily

it wcu Id be nece s sa ry to

ao socd at.ed
tr.3.nsform
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fornation sit".ila.r
to that of Parks for the armature coils.

'!he

principal time constants for these coils could. be evaluated fro!n
Jaeger (221), but' the d~~per screen constraint of equ.(98) would
not be applicable.

The resulting equations for the perfo~Ance

of

such a machine would thus be considerably more complicated, and it
is not proposed to pursue the topic fur~~er here.
In the case of the ferromagnetic ally shielded machine, the

effect of the shield is taken into account ~J modifying the inductance
parameters as proposed abov~.

Any currents induced in the ferro-

magnetic shield VTould be small by virtue of its design, e.g.

b-J

laminating the shield, and by comparison Hi th the other currente
in the machine could probably be neglected.

This is another area

of speCUlation requiring detailed investigation.
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16.
16.1

Conclusions 1!'ndRecO!:'
..
:nendations.

Possible Aoplications.
'!hapurpose of t.'Ills
study wa.s to examine the phenomenon ot

superconduotivity and to explore the possibilities of utilizing
it in rotating energy converters.
Of the three properties unique to superconduotors, (the
t1eissner effect, zero resistivit~ and the transition bebTeen the
normal and superconducting states), none seemed to offer the possibility of incorporation into a ~chine

which would offer techno-

logical a.dvantages, with the possible exception of a very few
specialised uses, such as inertial gyros and a positioning device
at very low cryogenic temperatur~s.
The high field property of superconductors was then ex~m1ned
in relation to existing conventional types of machines to see in
which of these it ~ight be f0asible to inoor~~at~

superconducting

'tvindings. 'Ibeadvarrtages, technical and econonnc , were then
'assessed of using such windings.

It was concluded from this section

of the study that only the d ,e , honopo'Iar machine, the Harrowell
toroidal reciproc~ting generator and the synchronous machine offered
any scope for having superconducting windings incorporated in them.
16.2

The H:lrrm-lellGenerator.
Apart from the basic objection raised by soms to this machine

which is that it reciprocates, it does offer cert~in advantages by
way of reduced weight, cost and losses, bett~r operation~l charac_
teristics and a greater potential for s~alir.g to l~rge powers than
conventional rotary maccines.

A design procedure for establishin~
Cl
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the leading dimensions was delineated and some preliminary conclusions drawn regarding the design of these machines.

A detailed

parametrio design study is n~w required to examL~e the potential

•

of this type of machine and an experimental study needed to obtain
technological 'data and limiting values for the various parameters.
Finally a costing exercis~ would be needed to complete the techno_
logical and econorr~c assessment, in order to show whether or not it
would be worthwhile to develop this type of machine.

16.3 D.C. Ho~oPOlar ¥.~chines.
Th.at d. c. horoopolarmachanes of ratings of a. fer" thousand
horsepower with superconducting field windings are technically
feasible, is without question and has been demonstrated by the IRD
Company.

It was shown that, neglecting development expe~diture,

the break-even capital cost of this type of ~achine co~pared with
a oonventional d.c. tandem-armature machine is not well-defined
and detailp.d cost analyses would be required for individual IT'Acnine
\

specifications in order to aSS9SS which type had the lower capital
cost.

However, the main cost benefit see~ed to accrue, not from

lower capi~l

cost of the superconducting machine, but rather from

its lower losses, lighter weight and smaller volume •.
Although several applications for superconducting ho~opolar
machines were suggested, developments in 'other technologies and
the general lack of sufficient ~arket opportunities for ~achir.es in
the 1 - 10 lo'M range, would not provide much incentive for their
continued develoF~ent on a~y scale.
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16.4 Larqe Synchronous Machir.~s.
From a review of the expected requirements for large scale
power generation and the characteristics anticipated from superconducting synchronous generators, it would appear that they offer
the most promising and economical means of meeting the ds~~d
anticipated in the next decade.

Although many formidable problems

present themselves, none would appear to be intrinsically incapab1.p.
of solution.
'Ibechoice of damper- screen location, material and proportions
requires d~tailed analysis and experimental verification.

The type

of magnetic scree~~ng, whether by iron or eddy current high conductivity cylinder, needs considerable investig~tion in order to
select the more appropriate for a given machine;
of the screen on the te~ina.l charact~ris~1cs
a major investigation.

the influence

and economics needs

In our study, an introduction to the

magnetic effects of these screens has been presented ,.;hichcould
serve as an introduction to such an investigation.
A considerable number of o~~er problems connect~

with the

liqUid helium, cryogenics, mechanical constru~tion. cooling and
refrigeration and control of the field need to be investigated

but we have concentrated on the electromaenet1c aspe~ts.

The over-

riding consideration ~t least as far as the U.K. is concerned is
the need for an overall policy regarding the fundine of such
development.

Howevp,r, given that the necessa~J development effort

is forthco~~ng, the indications are that superconducting synohronous generators for.large-scale power generation are both technically feasible. and likely to be ec~no~~cally viable.
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16.5

Airc~~ft Gen~rators.
Although aerospace was one of the regions in Which generators

utilizing superconductors were first contemplated, th9 results of
our detailed studies show that the early optimism tor this application
has no basis in fact.

In summary, we showed that only in ratings

above 1 MVAdid the 400 Hz aircratt supe reondue tdng generator and
its liquid helium refrigeration system becoree competitive on a weight
basis with conventional machines, and only then if soreecryogen was
already on board and~vailable
tion shields.

for cooling intermediate the~Al

radia-

Thus there is no incentive to develop superconducting

generators for civil aircraft where ratings of less than 90 kVA are
required, and the case for use in lI'ili tary applications is marginal
~dth currently available superconducting materials and helium refri.

gerators unless extremely large pOHers are required.
16.6

Exuerirnenhl study.
The feasibility ot synchronous ~Achines with superconducting

field windings has been demonstrated by previous workers, and the
object in constructing our machine was to investigate1ts

electrical

perforrr.ancein an endeavour to verify the theory we had developed in
the course of its design and subsequently.

The effect of a damper

screen in shielding tiree-variant armature-produced fields was shown
together with ~~e successful operation of filamentary niobiumtitanitl~ superconducting wire very close to its transition condition
of field and current.

Although only the first (inner) sections of

the field coils were available during this study, several features
of 5uper~onducting machines were successfully demonstrated and within
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reasonable limits, provide verification of some of the theoretical
and design studies.

Nuch more experimental work needs to be done

to form a complete and comprehensive study.
16.7

Synchronous Machine Ana.lysis.
Although a fully comprehensive analysis of superconducting

synchronous machines has not been presented, nevertheless we have
indicated a suitable basis for such a theory and how it could be
subsequently developed and applied in the solution of transient
problems, fault conditions and in the study of stability and power
system performance.

Some specific problems requiring investigation

are the adjustment of the reactance parameters and their relation
to the survival of the machine under fault conditions, the role
played Qy the damper screen and the extent to which the mechar~cal
torques under fault conditions act on it, the selection of the
supercondvctor operating point in relation to the rise in field
current during a fault, and the thermal conditions pertaining to
the damper screen during fault conditions.
needed to dete~ine

Further work is also

the transposition requirements in a large

scale machine, and in particular the magnetic fields in the
winding end-connection sections need to be known with more exactitude to enable more accurate determination of the winding inductances to be made.
16.8

Gp-neral Conclusions.
In so~e respects the conclusions drawn from this study are

dt sappofritang , since th~ application in rotating electrical machi.nes
of the superconductors now currently available is ruled out in :the
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major1 ty ot instances on technical grounds.

Where the applica tion

is tech.~cally feasible, as in the d.c. homopolar ~ch1ne,
is marginal on economic grounds.

the case

However, the optimism referred to

in Chapter 1 (1, 2) in relation to large supereondue tdng synchronous
generators seems wholly justified.
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Over a dozen reports and papers have been written on various
subjects in electrical engineering as a result of the author's
p~evious research work on aircraft electrical power systems, liquidfilled fuses, calculation of reactance parameters and pole-shoe
optimisation by means of a digi tal computer and thyristor drives.
Other papers on possible applications of superconductivity in
transport. and a lecture on this subject to the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, London, have been presented.

A textbook

on electrical engineering (see bibliography) has been published
as joint author.
Half a dozen papers on the subject of this thesis have been
published, including references 188 and 195, ~nd two parts are to
be submitted for publication in the ne~r·future.
No reprints are submitted, as the salient features of the
above papers are included in the text of the thesis, or are not
relevant to it.

